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ABSTRACT 
Utilization of polarized light for improved specificity and sensitivity in disease 
diagnosis is occurring more often in fields of sensing, measurement, and medical 
diagnostics. This dissertation focuses on two distinct areas where polarized light is 
applied in biomedical sensing/monitoring: The first portion of worked reported in this 
dissertation focuses on addressing several major obstacles that exist prohibiting the use 
of polarized light as a means of developing an optical based non-invasive polarimetric 
glucose sensor to improve the quality of life and disease monitoring for millions of 
people currently afflicted by diabetes mellitus. In this work there are two key areas, 
which were focused on that require further technical advances for the technology to be 
realized as a viable solution.  
First, in vivo studies performed on New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits using a dual-
wavelength polarimeter were conducted to allow for performance validation and 
modeling for predictive glucose measurements accounting for the time delay associated 
with blood aqueous humor glucose concentrations in addition to overcoming motion 
induced birefringence utilizing multiple linear regression analysis. Further, feasibility of 
non-matched index of refraction eye coupling between the system and corneal surface 
was evaluated using modeling and verified with in vitro testing validation. The system 
was initially modeled followed by construction of the non-matched coupling 
configuration for testing in vitro.  
The second half of the dissertation focuses on the use of polarized light microscopy 
designed, built, and tested as a low-cost high quality cellphone based polarimetric 
imaging system to aid medical health professionals in improved diagnosis of disease in 
the clinic and in low-resource settings. Malaria remains a major global health burden and 
new methods for, low-cost, high-sensitivity diagnosis of malaria are needed particularly 
in remote low-resource areas throughout the world. Here, a cost effective optical cell-
phone based transmission polarized light microscope system is presented utilized for 
imaging the malaria pigment known as hemozoin. Validation testing of the optical 
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resolution required to provide diagnosis similar to commercial polarized imaging 
systems will be conducted and the optimal design will be utilized in addition to image 
processing to improve the diagnostic capability.   
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1. INTRODUCTION
*
Over the past several decades, novel biomedical optical techniques have been 
implemented for health related applications, providing solutions in various biomedical 
diagnostic and monitoring applications. While the use of such optical imaging and 
sensing has led to many breakthroughs in biomedical diagnostic applications, several 
areas exist that have yet to produce solutions for various disease states. Specifically, two 
of such areas where optics is currently being applied for biomedical diagnostics and 
monitoring are glucose sensing and malaria diagnosis. In the work presented in this 
dissertation, the use of polarized light imaging techniques to determine if it can 
potentially be useful in these two key areas of medical diagnosis to allow for improved 
monitoring capabilities. 
1.1. Noninvasive Glucose Monitoring 
1.1.1. Diabetes Mellitus: Overview of Pathology and History of Monitoring 
The disease diabetes mellitus is a condition marked by the body's inability to control 
blood glucose levels. The disease is a chronic systemic disease where the role of 
hormone insulin is held up resulting in an inability of cells to uptake glucose in a subject 
(1). Diabetes currently affects over 346 million people worldwide and nearly 29.1 
million adults and children in the United States (2, 3). Diabetes and its associated 
complications rank as the seventh leading cause of death in the United States (2, 3). 
Based on findings released by the National Institute of Health (NIH), it has been shown 
that improved glycemic control can significantly reduce the risk of many secondary 
microvascular-associated complications such as kidney failure, heart disease, gangrene, 
and blindness (2, 3). It has been shown that education and proper self-management of 
the disease such as accurate monitoring of blood sugar, healthy eating, and being active, 
can significantly improve health outcomes and the quality of life in people with diabetes 
(3). Elevated glucose concentrations give rise to increased passing of glucose in urine 
and excessive urination. It is from this symptom the disease gets its name, diabetes 
2 
mellitus, where 'diabetes' in Greek means ‘a siphon’ and 'mellitus' originates from the 
Greek and Latin word for honey. The increased passing of glucose in urine also later 
became the first method for diagnosing the condition.   
Diabetes mellitus traditionally presents in one of two forms. The two main types of 
the disease are Type I: insulin-dependent or juvenile diabetes and Type II: non-insulin 
dependent diabetes mellitus (2, 4, 5). Type I diabetes is often known as juvenile diabetes 
from the fact that it usually develops in childhood. Type I diabetes occurs in a much 
smaller percentage of the population as compared to Type II diabetes. Type I diabetes is 
usually caused by autoimmune destruction of the beta cells, insulin-producing islets of 
Langerhans, in the pancreas (2, 4, 5). Type II diabetes results from the impairment of 
insulin secretion and a resistance to insulin action by the body, which is often secondary 
to obesity (2, 4, 5). Type II is the most common form of diabetes with over 95% of all 
reported cases being Type II. The disease often occurs later in life around the age of 40. 
In Type II diabetes, the beta cells remain viable; however, their insulin production is 
suppressed.  
The physiological range of glucose values seen in the normal human body may range 
from 80 mg/dL to 120 mg/dL and should ideally remain around 100 mg/dL (5.5 mM). In 
people suffering from diabetes, blood sugar may rise as high as 500 mg/dL. The 
generally accepted figure of merit for required sensitivity of a useful glucose meter is 10 
mg/dL (0.55 mM). However, in each form of diabetes the blood levels vary from the 
normal range. Blood glucose levels becoming abnormally low is known as 
hypoglycemia and when the blood glucose level is considerably high, at time as high as 
600 mg/dL, the condition is known as hyperglycemia (2, 4, 5). While the course of 
action is often the same at any level of hyperglycemia the accurate level of 
hypoglycemia is very important for recommendation of the course of treatment (2, 4, 5).   
The Ebers papyrus (1550 B.C.) appears to be the earliest and most comprehensive 
reference to diabetes as it covers one of the principal associated symptoms, excessive 
urination. It was not until the second century A.D. that the condition was described in 
more detail by Areteus of Cappadocia. The word diabetes was first used to describe the 
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condition by Areteus, and his description of the disease focused on increased urination, 
weight loss, degradation of tissue, and unquenchable thirst. The first known method of 
diagnosing diabetes mellitus occurred in the second millennium A.D., where “water 
tasters” tasted a patient’s urine to determine if it had a sweet taste. It was suggested in 
1776 by Mathew Dobson, a British physician and chemist, the sweetness in both the 
blood serum and urine was due to sugar (5-7). This led to urine tasting as an indicator of 
diabetes throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (5, 7). Then in 1778 an 
Englishman by the name of Thomas Cowley was successful in separating saccharine 
matter from urine in a free state (4). In the early 1800's attention towards diabetes began 
considering the condition as a metabolic disease and resulted in the conclusion that the 
development of analytical devices and techniques would allow for reliable glucose 
monitoring. Initial research into analytical methods for determining glucose 
measurements can be greatly attributed to work of Cowley, Bernard, Bouchardat, 
Priestly, Lavoisier, Chevreul, Wöhler, and Benedict (4-6). As noted by prominent 
French physiologist Claude Bernard in his lecture at the College de France in the late 
1800s the three prominent methods used during that time for the detection of glucose 
included polarimetry, reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) by the reduction of sugars, and the 
development of CO2 from the fermentation of a glucose-containing solution (7). 
Although it was known at the time that the reduction of Cu(II) is not specific to glucose, 
it was this method involving the reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) by reducing sugars through 
the use of Fehling's solution or the closely related Benedict's solution that became the 
dominant method for analyzing glucose over the next 100 years until the early 1940s.   
In 1941, the Ames Division of Miles Laboratories (now known as Bayer), developed 
a tablet known as the Clinitest®, essentially the Benedict's reagent in the form of a 
tablet, which could be combined with a few drops of a glucose containing sample such 
as urine to produce an exothermic reaction resulting in color change (7, 8). This color 
change could then be compared to a reference sheet for an estimate of the approximate 
level of glucose within the sample. Then in 1956 Bayer developed a dip-and-read test for 
glucose in urine known as Clinistix®, which represented the first technology to use 
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glucose oxidase and peroxidase as opposed to the previous reagents to detect the 
presence of glucose. Although urine based test strips for determining glucose still exist 
today, it has been shown that the glucose present in urine is a poor index for blood 
glucose concentrations (5). Some of the current handheld meters used to date still 
employ the use of glucose oxidase and peroxidase as discussed later in this chapter. It 
was this technique that led to the development of the first test strip used for measuring 
blood glucose by the name Dextrostix®, named after dextrose, developed at Ames by 
Anton (Tom) Clemens in 1964. The Dextrostix® was designed to be read using a 
reflectance meter that was called the Ames Reflectance Meter, a departure from previous 
techniques that relied on the individual to use their eyes to asses a comparison of color 
change on the test strip to a color scale chart. Due to the expensive price of the device 
for that period in time ($400), it was primarily meant for use in a doctor's office but was 
used by a limited number of patients. Another significant development in 1979 by Ames 
was the first fingerpick lancet device for simplifying blood sampling in patients call the 
Ames Autolet®.    
1.1.2. Current Commercial Blood Glucose Monitoring Technologies 
Many of the home blood glucose monitors currently in use rely on the so-called 
electro-enzymatic and colorimetric approach to glucose sensing. These methods consists 
of three basic steps: 1.) the invasive withdrawal of a small blood sample, 2.) the 
application of the blood sample to a specially formulated "test strip", and 3.) the 
automated reading of the test strip results via an electrical or optical meter.   
Glucose monitor test strips are available from a number of manufacturers and in 
several varieties. However, many commercially available glucose monitor test strips (be 
they electro-enzymatic or colorimetric) rely on the quantification of reaction of glucose 
with the naturally occurring enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) while some use glucose 
dehydrogenase because it does not require oxygen. While a number of red-ox reaction 
based methods for determining the concentration of reducing sugars exists, the 
specificity afforded by glucose oxidase makes it the standard practiced assay. Glucose 
oxidase is a protein approximately 160,000 Daltons in size and is composed of two 
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identical 80 kD sub-units linked by disulfide bonds. Each sub-unit contains one mole of 
Fe and one mole of flavin-adenine-dinucleotide (FAD). During the oxidation of glucose, 
the FAD groups become temporarily reduced, thus glucose oxidase is one of the family 
of flavoenzymes. In the presence of oxygen, reduced glucose oxidase further reacts to 
drive the reaction to the right. Commercially available colorimetric sensors employ a 
peroxidase enzyme (commonly horseradish peroxidase) and a red-ox coupled dye pair to 
generate chromophore concentrations, which are proportional to the amount of hydrogen 
peroxide produced. One such dye pair is the oxygen acceptor 3-Methyl-2-
benzothiazolinone hydrazone plus 3-(dimethylamino) benzoic acid (MBTH-DMAB) 
which has an absorption peak at 635 nm. Production of hydrogen peroxide by oxidation 
of glucose and reduction of oxygen drives the peroxidase-catalyzed production of active 
MBTH-DMAB chromophore and thus results in a measurable increase in absorbance of 
light at 635 nm. Oxygen acceptor dyes which can also be used include O-dianisidine, 
Benzidine, and 4-aminoantipyrene and chromotropic acid (AAP-CTA) among others (9). 
Optical measurement of the dye product (and hence glucose concentration) is based 
on the Beer's law increase in absorbance of the dye product. In practice, this increase in 
absorbance is usually quantified by measuring the attendant decrease in reflectance of 
the active site on a test strip. The relationship between absorbance and reflectance is 
described by the Kubelka-Munk equation (see for example, (10)), K/S = (1-R)
2
/2R 
where K is the concentration dependent absorbance, S is a constant related to the 
scattering coefficient, and R is the measured reflectance. 
Practical colorimetric measurement systems typically employ a multi-wavelength 
detection scheme to increase accuracy and account for variables like the background 
absorbance of blood, the oxygenation state of blood, and the hematocrit of the blood 
under test. For the case of the MBTH-DMAB dye pair, the absorbance peak at 635 nm is 
sharp and absorbance by the dye at 700 nm is negligible. Therefore, a second reflectance 
measurement at 700 nm affords a correction factor, which accounts for background and 
sample variations. Since the glucose oxidase reaction is progressive, the timing of 
measurements is also extremely important. Early measurement systems required that a 
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timer be started when blood was placed on the strip and that a reading be taken after a 
specific period (typically 15-60 seconds). Modern systems overcome this inconvenience 
by taking continuous reflectance measurements as soon as a new test-strip is inserted 
into the meter. When a drop of blood is placed on the meter, an immediate change in the 
reflectance signals the start of the reaction and multiple reflectance readings may be 
taken during the reaction to further increase accuracy or dynamic range of the sensor.   
Findings released by the National Institute of Health (NIH) have shown that 
improved glycemic control can significantly reduce the risk of many secondary 
microvascular associated complications such as kidney failure, blindness, heart disease, 
and gangrene (2, 11, 12). Current commercial methods of sensing are invasive, requiring 
a finger or forearm stick to draw blood each time a reading is needed or by using an 
implanted sensor for continuous glucose monitoring (CGM). Although, it has been 
shown that proper education and self-management of the disease can significantly 
improve health outcomes and the quality of life in people with diabetes (2, 11, 12) these 
current approaches are painful, cumbersome, embarrassing, and raise concerns about 
blood borne pathogens. CGMs also require calibration with the finger stick devices one 
or more times daily. Thus, it is often times difficult to obtain the appropriate motivation 
and dedication on the part of the patients to commit to an intensive blood sugar 
monitoring regiment. 
1.1.3. Optical Approaches for Glucose Monitoring 
Over the past few decades there has also been significant research performed in the 
development of non-invasive optical methods including: near-infrared (NIR) absorption 
and scatter spectroscopy (13-17), Raman inelastic scatter spectroscopy (18-20), 
photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) (21, 22), optical coherence tomography (OCT) (23-
27), and polarimetry (28-42). While these approaches show promise, all of them have 
limitations preventing successful realization of a commercial device. The Raman, OCT, 
NIR absorption and scatter spectroscopy, and PAS based techniques hold some potential 
but suffer primarily from a lack of glucose specificity (7, 43-46). 
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1.1.3.1. Absorption and Scattering Spectroscopy 
1.1.3.1.1. Near Infrared Absorption and Scattering 
Further, near infrared (NIR) absorption spectroscopy and NIR scattering techniques 
can be confounded by changes in chemical and physical physiological parameters 
present in blood. NIR spectroscopy suffers from the fact that the glucose absorption 
band overlaps with the much stronger absorption bands of water, fats, and many other 
proteins such as hemoglobin present in tissue (7, 43-47). For example, hyperglycemia 
can lead to increased perfusion because of vasodilation in addition to the potential for 
accelerated aging of collagen in skin (1, 48, 49).  
1.1.3.1.2. Raman Spectroscopy 
In addition to NIR absorption and elastic scatter, the optical method known as 
Raman spectroscopy is an inelastic scattering technique that has been investigated as a 
method for potentially rapid, precise and accurate analysis of glucose concentration and 
biochemical composition (50). Raman spectroscopy provides information about the 
inelastic scattering that occurs when vibrational or rotational energy is exchanged with 
incident probe radiation. As with infrared spectroscopic techniques, Raman spectra can 
be utilized to identify molecules such as glucose since these spectra are characteristic of 
variations in the molecular polarizability and dipole moments. However, in contrast to 
infrared and near-infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy has a spectral signature 
that is less influenced by water. In addition, Raman spectral bands are considerably 
narrower than those produced in near-infrared spectral experiments are. Raman also has 
the ability to permit the simultaneous estimation of multiple analytes, requires minimum 
sample preparation, and would allow for direct sample analysis (i.e. would be on-line) 
and since different bonds scatter different wavelengths of EM radiation, this method 
gives quantitative information about the total biochemical composition of a sample, 
without its destruction. Although these early attempts to employ Raman techniques to 
directly measure glucose concentration on-line and in aqueous solutions, serum and 
plasma have met with some success in vitro (51-55), efforts to utilize these techniques in 
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vivo for transcutaneous measurement of whole blood glucose levels have met with 
considerable difficulty (55, 56). This is partly because whole blood and most tissue are 
highly absorptive. In addition, most tissues contain many fluorescent and Raman-active 
confounders (56). As a surrogate to blood glucose measurement, several investigators 
have suggested using Raman spectroscopy to obtain the glucose signal from the aqueous 
humor of the eye (56-58). The glucose content of the aqueous humor reflects an age-
dependent steady-state value of approximately 70% of that found in blood and the time 
lag between aqueous humor and blood glucose has been shown to be on the order of 
minutes. For Raman sensing, the aqueous humor of the eye is relatively non-absorptive 
and contains much fewer Raman-active molecules than whole blood. However, even 
though only four or five Raman-active constituents are present in significant 
concentrations in the aqueous humor, it is still necessary to use both linear and nonlinear 
multifactor analytical techniques to obtain accurate estimates of glucose concentrations 
from the total Raman spectrum (56). In addition, as with other tissues, when excited in 
the near infrared region (700-1300 nm) Raman spectra encounter less fluorescence 
background. However, although the background fluorescence falls off when excitation is 
moved to the NIR region, the Raman signal also falls off to the fourth power with 
wavelength. Thus, unlike the polarization approach through the eye, Raman requires 
higher power and it remains to be seen if the Raman approach could be measured at laser 
intensities that can be used safely in the eye. Due to the power required and the 
associated safety concerns related to the use of Raman for glucose monitoring in the eye 
this technique has been extended to alternative sensing locations. Due to the low signal 
to noise associated with traditional Raman techniques in vivo, multivariate analyses have 
been employed that are similar to those used in glucose related NIR spectroscopic 
approaches (59-61). Alternatively, the Raman effect can be greatly enhanced (by some 
10
6
-10
8
-fold) if the molecules of interest are sufficiently close to a suitably roughened 
metal surface (i.e. Cu, Ag or Au) (62). This method, called surface-enhanced Raman 
scattering (SERS), (63, 64) has received much attention within biomedicine (64) and 
genomics (65). Since the development of reproducible SERS on a silver-coated alumina 
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substrate by Vo-Dinh and his colleagues (66), this technology has emerged as a very 
powerful bio-chemical detection method. It is noteworthy as well that the fluorescence 
background typically observed in many on-line samples using dispersive Raman may 
potentially be reduced by using SERS. Recently, an approach utilizing surface enhanced 
spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SESORS) was used for in vivo monitoring of 
glucose in rats (19, 20). Spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) is used to increase 
the sensing depth of SERS techniques for in vivo applications (67, 68). This work used 
silica nanoparticles covered with a silver film, termed AgFONs (silver or Ag Film Over 
Nanoparticles), which have displayed enhancement factors of up to 10
7
 (7). These films 
were then functionalized with a self-assembled monolayer to increase the number of 
glucose molecules probed, allowing continuous glucose monitoring in vivo up to 17 days 
without the need for multiple calibrations (19, 20).   
1.1.3.2. Photoacoustic Spectroscopy 
Photoacoustic spectroscopy can be used to acquire absorption spectra from samples 
including biological ones noninvasively. The photoacoustic signal is obtained by probing 
the sample with a monochromatic radiation that is modulated or pulsed. Absorption of 
probe radiation by the sample results in localized short-duration heating. Thermal 
expansion then gives rise to a pressure wave, which can be detected with a suitable 
transducer. An absorption spectrum for the sample can be obtained by recording the 
amplitude of generated pressure waves as a function of probe beam wavelength. Because 
high signal-to-noise measurements require reasonable penetration of the sample by the 
probe radiation, the near infrared region holds the same attraction as the more 
conventional NIR spectroscopy approaches. A purported advantage of PAS, however, is 
that the signal recorded is a direct result of absorption alone, and scatter or dispersion 
does not play a role in the acquired signal.  
Photoacoustic spectroscopy techniques in the NIR region face many of the same 
challenges attendant to other NIR spectroscopic methods, namely that complicated and 
empirical calibration models must be created in order to account for the broad 
overlapping spectral bands associated with the NIR spectrum, temperature changes, 
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pressure changes, and varied glucose compartments. Further, the technique requires 
expensive instrumentation and the measurements are particularly sensitive to variables 
including temperature, transducer pressure, and sample morphology. Some examples of 
PAS techniques applied to glucose sensing include (69-74). 
1.1.3.3. Optical Coherence Tomography 
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) provides a means for measuring the optical 
properties of turbid media including scatter and refractive index. OCT is an optical 
ranging technique in which a very short coherence length source is coupled to an 
interferometer with a sample in one arm and a reference reflector in the other. As the 
reference reflector is scanned, depth resolved interference fringes are produced with 
amplitude dependent on the amplitude of backscattered radiation. Since the scattering 
coefficient of tissue is dependent on the bulk index of refraction, an increase in refractive 
index and a decrease in scatter can be detected as a change in the slope of fall-off of the 
depth resolved OCT amplitude. As the glucose concentration present in interstitial fluid 
rises, a change in the refractive index occurs. Using OCT the delay in backscattered light 
is compared to light that is reflected by the reference arm. As similar scatter and 
refractive index approaches described earlier, it has yet to be shown that OCT can 
overcome specificity and other limitations when applied in vivo. In addition, OCT 
techniques also suffer from large signal fluctuations due to motion artifact along with 
other environmental and physiological conditions (23, 44). Several groups have explored 
this detection technique for measurement of glucose in vivo (7, 23-27, 75-79). To 
enhance specificity, an additional variation on OCT-based glucose sensing has also been 
proposed in which the bulk refractive index and scattering change of a suspension of 
small polysaccharide beads and cross-linked dextran molecules was mediated by the 
competitive binding of both glucose and dextran to Concanavalin A bound to the beads. 
Encapsulated within a dialysis membrane, this sensor displayed varying optical turbidity 
with glucose which was discernible by OCT (80). 
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1.1.3.4. Polarimetric Measurements of Aqueous Glucose  
In comparison to the aforementioned techniques, polarimetry has the potential to 
interrogate the anterior chamber of the eye as a glucose sensing site. The development of 
a polarimetric sensor to determine blood glucose levels noninvasively could greatly 
facilitate patient compliance by eliminating the invasive nature of current glucose 
monitoring techniques. As mentioned above, each optical technique for non-invasive 
measurement of glucose has its own advantages and disadvantages; however, the 
polarimetric approach has the advantage of being highly specific to changes in glucose 
while remaining completely non-invasive to the subject. Polarimetric detection of 
glucose is based on the concept of optical activity, the ability of glucose molecules to 
rotate the plane of polarization of linearly polarized light transmitted through the sample 
in direct proportion to the concentration of the glucose.  
Polarimetric glucose sensing through the aqueous humor of the eye has the 
advantage of being highly specific to changes in glucose while remaining completely 
non-invasive to the subject. Previous research in the area of polarimetric glucose sensing 
can be classified into two groups: one consists of approaches that detect phase change in 
polarization caused by the chiral sample, and the second group includes approaches that 
measure changes in amplitude. Although many of these techniques have shown good 
repeatability in vitro, in vivo application has been limited mainly due to time varying 
birefringence of the cornea caused by motion artifact. Previous research has 
demonstrated the concept of overcoming birefringence with a dual-wavelength system 
approach (35, 81, 82).  
Dual-wavelength polarimetry utilizing a closed-loop approach has shown success in 
measuring glucose concentrations in the presence of motion-induced birefringence in 
vitro, ex vivo, and limited in vivo applications. Thus, although polarimetric glucose 
techniques utilizing both dual and single wavelength schemes have shown good 
repeatability and sub-millidegree sensitivity in vitro they lack sensitivity in vivo. The 
two largest obstacles that need to be overcome before any polarimetric technique can be 
utilized to probe the anterior chamber of the eye in vivo are: (1) time-variant corneal 
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birefringence due to motion artifact and (2) unavailability of a non-index matched 
approach to coupling light in and out of the cornea (81).  
Most biological tissues are optically turbid making a polarimetric detection 
technique for glucose sensing in vivo difficult. Thus, polarimetric glucose sensing in 
such a media becomes challenging due to multiple scattering events that scramble the 
potentially useful information encoded in the state of polarization of the reflected or 
transmitted light. These problems can be overcome by probing the anterior chamber of 
the eye, since the absorption effects are minimal, loss of polarization information due to 
scattering effects is insignificant, and glucose is the principal chiral component within 
the aqueous fluid (83). Our group has previously determined that the major optical 
rotatory component in aqueous humor is glucose, which contributes to approximately 
95% of the total observed optical rotation (84). In addition, it has been shown that a 
direct correlation exists between the glucose concentration in the eye and blood glucose 
concentration with a time lag of less than 5 minutes (83). To date, dual-wavelength 
polarimetry utilizing a closed-loop approach has been shown to have some success in 
measuring glucose concentrations in the presence of motion induced birefringence 
within a cuvette, in vitro (with a plastic eye phantom), and ex vivo (with excised New 
Zealand White (NZW) rabbit corneas), and in vivo (with NZW rabbits) (35, 81, 82). Our 
group has characterized and overcame the main confounder toward making this 
approach viable, primarily, motion artifact coupled with corneal birefringence. However, 
further work is needed for this technique to be viable; in particular, noninvasive coupling 
of light across the eye, designing the system for human studies, and developing a 
calibration algorithm for within, and between, patients. 
The final long-term goal of this research is the development of an inexpensive, 
noninvasive, glucose monitor, based on optical polarimetry through the anterior chamber 
of the eye. Previous work has made strides toward this goal but for this dissertation, 
there are three primary areas requiring further technical advance for the technology to 
become a viable solution. The research discussed in this dissertation addresses certain 
aspects of these remaining problems associated with noninvasive glucose sensing 
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utilizing optical polarimetry through the anterior chamber. The problems associated with 
corneal birefringence, and the design and development of this polarimetric glucose 
monitoring technology would ultimately provide a means for noninvasive measurement 
of glucose, thereby facilitating increased frequency of measurement, which will allow 
the patient/end user to modify their insulin/glucose regimen in an effort to repress the 
long-term secondary complications associated with diabetes. Optical polarimetries as a 
method for noninvasively diagnosing glucose, along with the remaining obstacles 
addressed in this research are covered in further details in Chapters II-IV. The driving 
methodology is that optical polarimetry relies on optical activity for of glucose to induce 
rotation in the linear polarization of light proportionally to the glucose concentration 
present. Specifically, the studies described in this dissertation address the following 
questions regarding optical polarimetry through the anterior chamber of the eye. “Can 
light be coupled without index matching into and out of the anterior chamber of the 
cornea without significant loss in polarization information?” “Can a model be formed 
evaluating the relationship between the two wavelengths of light and the birefringence 
observed within the cornea?” and “Can a system be built encompassing the above two 
solutions that results in a benchtop solution usable in pre-clinical human testing?”  
1.2. Polarization Histopathology of Malaria Blood Smears 
1.2.1. Malaria: Overview  
Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by parasites that most often infect a 
subject via transmission from a mosquito bite. Following infection, the parasite begins 
invading the host red blood cells and liver cells, modifying the biochemistry and 
structural properties of the cells. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 
an estimated 584,000 deaths were caused by malaria in 2013 with an estimated 198 
million new cases in the span of time (85). Worldwide, the mortality rates associated 
with the disease have fallen, however, a significant portion of deaths still primarily affect 
African children (85). 
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1.2.2. Current Commercial Malaria Diagnostic Techniques 
1.2.2.1. Conventional Brightfield Microscopy 
The recommended gold standard and primary method for evaluating blood samples 
for malaria detection still utilized around the world is observation of Giemsa-stained 
thick and thin blood smears via brightfield microscopy. This technique offers the ability 
to detect parasitemia associated with 5-10 parasites in 1 μl of blood (86-88). Thick blood 
smears most commonly provide a positive or negative screening test to determine if the 
parasite is present in a blood smear for diagnosing if a subject is infected with malaria, 
while thin smears are most commonly used to determine the species of malaria infection. 
Thick smears result in lysed red blood cells (RBCs), consist of larger volumes and have 
greater parasite density as compared to thin smears. For thin smears, white light 
microscopic imaging with a higher magnification and resolution is utilized to identify 
the species present and evaluate parasite morphology (89). However, conventional white 
light microscopy often requires a clinical laboratory structure in addition to trained 
microscopy technicians, which are both rare in regions where malaria is most prevalent 
(89-99). Further, current microscopy techniques results in a subjective measure, reported 
to vary significantly, based on the training and equipment utilized by the expert 
microscopy technician (100, 101). Thus, the need for devices capable of malaria 
diagnosis in remote areas has led to the design and implementation of mobile health 
(mHealth) based portable systems (99). 
1.2.2.2. Rapid Diagnostic Testing Strips 
Rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) have become widely used throughout the world and 
offer a cheaper less time consuming alternative for diagnosis of malaria using a finger-
prick of blood (90, 101-104). However, RDTs currently employed for malaria detection 
consist of an antigen-based detection scheme. Thus, RDT performance has been reported 
to degrade in tropical areas where the disease is most prevalent due to the sensing 
chemistry (87, 105). Additionally, existing RDTs detection limits tend to be much worse 
than the current gold standard tool for detection of early-stage infections, white light 
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microscopy. The current sensitivity threshold for RDT tests is greater than 100 
parasites/μl of blood. Further, these devices do not provide quantitative parasitemia 
results and suffer from reported inconsistent performance, specifically in diagnosing 
strain specific malaria infections (86, 90, 106). Additionally, RDTs are ineffective at 
diagnosing low parasite densities (104). This lack of quantification of the parasitemia 
level leads to individuals who test positive, showing some indication of the parasite, but 
does not allow identification of patients requiring urgent treatment (104, 107). A recent 
study reported a substantial misdiagnosis rate for malaria currently exists in parts of Asia 
using RDTs (108, 109). Misdiagnosis then leads to substantial mistreatment and over 
diagnosis of malaria, often resulting in wasted drugs and potential immunity build up in 
these populations to the anti-malaria drugs (108, 109). Accurate diagnosis has become 
more important as the drug resistant malaria continues to spread causing medications to 
become costly (87).   
1.2.3. Polarized Microscopy for Malaria Diagnosis 
Other traditional microscopy techniques applied for malaria diagnosis have included 
cross-polarization microscopy and dark-field microscopy (87, 89-91). Both techniques 
utilize imaging contrast enhancement from hemozoin to improve diagnostic capability 
for the presence of malaria in blood smear samples (89-91, 104, 110). Hemozoin crystals 
occur in varying amounts within malaria infected blood smear samples. The crystals are 
created as the byproduct of hemoglobin metabolism by the malaria parasite in an 
infected host. These crystals are optically birefringent, meaning they result in speed of 
light or effective refractive index being dependent on the direction of propagation of 
light, based on the anisotropies (86, 91, 107, 110-114). Hence, it is much easier to 
observe hemozoin under polarized light microscopy as compared to traditional white 
light microscopy. Specifically, studies using polarized microscopy have shown that it 
may even be better than conventional staining, particularly for the less severe cases of 
malaria infection (91, 111).
 
Maude et al. demonstrated that when examining histologic 
specimens, polarized microscopy sensitivity was approximately double that of 
conventional light microscopy for the detection of the malaria parasite (91, 110).
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Further, the conventional staining approach is also potentially inferior because it can 
include many false positive indications for the presence of malaria, specifically in 
diagnosis of tissue samples or placental malaria diagnostics (91, 110).
 
Unfortunately, 
similar to traditional white light microscopy, polarized microscopy is rarely 
implemented for field-based diagnosis or even in the clinic because it often requires 
costly and complex microscope configurations in addition to sophisticated maintenance 
with the microscope systems tending to be bulky in size (85, 86, 90, 91, 111, 115-118). 
Thus, further research in the design, development, and testing of low-cost polarized 
microscopic imaging systems as an alternative approach to current microscopy in 
malaria diagnosis is needed. The polarized light cell-phone design described in this 
report intends to overcome these drawbacks and assist medical professionals in the clinic 
and in low-resource settings to improve correct diagnosis of malaria with enhanced 
detection via a field-based modular polarized microscope. 
1.2.4. Mobile Phone Microscopy Overview 
Mobile phones offer an ideal platform for creating field-based modular polarized 
microscope. Currently, over 6 billion cell-phone subscriptions exist worldwide 
(accounting for approximately 75% of the world having access to mobile phone 
networks),
(119-122)
 and the vast majority of these users (~5 billion) are located in 
developing countries. Utilizing the existing mobile infrastructure allows for significant 
reduction in cost and size of mobile-based designs (119, 123). Additionally, the number 
of active mobile phone subscriptions is continually increasing, particularly in low-
resource settings, and was expected to surpass the world population by the end of 2014 
(122). Due to the large volume of wireless communication users, mobile phones 
continually remain at relatively low-costs, even with constant advancements in hardware 
and software specifications on new models. Because of increased access to these mobile 
networks and the fact that many mobile phones currently available are equipped with 
advanced camera features and other technologies, they have become an ideal platform 
for many advanced imaging and sensing mHealth applications resulting in several 
portable field ready point-of-care (POC) devices (89, 119, 124-130). These mobile POC 
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platforms offer great opportunities for improved healthcare throughout the world in 
developed and developing nations by offering high quality alternatives to existing 
imaging modalities that are low-cost, portable, and energy efficient. This is particularly 
important for the clinic and field-testing in remote areas and in low resource settings 
where the medical infrastructure is often times limited or even non-existent.  
In recent years, a significant number of studies have focused on introducing new 
cell-phone based systems that provide low-cost alternatives to conventional microscopy 
techniques for mHealth applications (89, 126-130). Mobile phone based microscopy 
approaches can be broken down into three specific design areas including: lensless 
approaches
(126, 128)
, on-lens approaches
(127)
, and attachment based approaches (89, 129, 
130). Research in each of these design categories has produced promising scientific 
approaches towards cell-phone microscopy designs capable of significantly affecting 
healthcare standards in remote developing countries, particularly in the area of single 
cell resolution for disease diagnosis. More specifically, several cell-phone based 
microscopy designs for malaria diagnostic applications have been reported. For example 
the lensless design using holography is capable of offering resolution comparable to 
traditional brightfield microscopic techniques (~40x magnification, NA=0.65 objective) 
without the use of any additional lenses after the cell-phone camera on a mobile device. 
Using a lensless design approach can allow for more compact designs and eliminates the 
need for optical alignment (126, 128).
 
Additionally, this technique allows for decoupling 
of the relationship between field-of-view (FOV) and resolution, thus allowing for 
significant improvements in large FOV imaging without sacrificing system resolution as 
compared to traditional microscopy techniques (128, 131-136). This design approach has 
resulted in systems to look for the presence of malaria parasites on standard blood 
smears have been reported (119, 124, 129, 131, 132, 137-142).
 
The two main limitations 
of the approach are 1.) Cell-phone microscopy systems used in this configuration must 
contain enough processing power to reconstruct the resultant images from holograms or 
process the images remotely on a server and 2.) Samples to image require placement 
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relatively close to the camera optical detector limiting this approach in certain 
applications (128, 131-136).  
Previous reported on-lens device designs typically employs a refractive element 
directly attached to the cell-phone camera at the focus or a ball lens mounted in front of 
the camera lens (127, 130). This approach allows for a low-cost alternative and produces 
comparable resolution to other reported cell phone based microscope systems. The ball 
lens creates a spherical focal surface; thus, the technique only allows for a small FOV of 
a captured image to be in focus. The out of focus areas in the FOV then need to be 
adjusted using image processing correction techniques or implementing correction 
algorithms while processing the images (127, 130).  
The majority of reported cell phone based microscopy designs use an attachment-
based approach, where additional hardware is required for microscopic imaging (89, 
124, 143). The hardware attachment is often a variation of lenses: commonly combining 
a clip-on attachment for a cell-phone
(89, 127)
, a commercial microscope objective
(89)
, or 
even low-cost singlet lenses (130). The limitations of this approach are that a separate 
attachment can often be required for each individual cell-phone model and complex 
optical elements may be required, thus potentially limiting the application of such a 
design in developing countries.  
In the second part of this dissertation, the examination of polarized light microscopy 
on a cellular phone platform to evaluate feasibility of a low-cost portable alternative to 
current malaria diagnostic testing practices is explored. This research is presented in 
Chapter V of the dissertation and focuses on the development and preliminary testing of 
a modular platform design. 
* Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W., Cummins, B., Coté, G.L., and McNichols, R.J., (2014). Glucose
Monitoring. Biomedical Photonics Handbook, Second Edition, CRC Press: 47-76 with kind permission of CRC press.
Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W., Malik, B.H., Gresham V.C., and Coté, G.L. "In Vivo Glucose
Monitoring Using Dual-Wavelength Polarimetry to Overcome Corneal Birefringence in the Presence of Motion," 
Diabetes Technol. Ther. 14(9), (2012), with kind permission of Mary Ann Liebert, Incorporated. 
Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W., Malik, B.H., Thomas E. III, and Coté, G.L. “Design and 
Characterization of a Ferromagnetic, Air Gapped Magneto-Optic Faraday Rotator,” Opt. Letters. 30(8), (2013), with 
kind permission of Optical Society of America. 
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2. POLARIMETRIC GLUCOSE SENSING
*
In this chapter, a description of polarized light starting with the theory and then 
discussing the various components of a polarimetric sensing system is presented. The 
first half of the chapter focuses on a study, which a glucose detection algorithm was 
developed capable of compensating for birefringence with motion and time lag between 
blood and aqueous humor glucose levels. First, the critical issue of corneal birefringence 
in the presence of eye motion for glucose monitoring using optical polarimetry was 
addressed in vivo utilizing animal models. Eye motion occurs primarily as saccadic 
motion, heart rate, and respiration. Saccadic motion is a high frequency involuntary 
fixation (50 to 80 movements per second), where heart rate and respiration signal occurs 
at a middle range frequency (3.5 beats/second and 1.5 movements/second in a rabbit 
respectively). Additional low frequency voluntary fixation that occurs when a person 
moves their eyes to find the object they wish to focus on. These eye movements 
contribute noise to the polarized measurement technique by causing changes in corneal 
birefringence during a measurement equivalent to hundreds of millidegrees as compared 
to the millidegree rotations observed due to glucose. In an anesthetized rabbit the 
voluntary motion artifact is insignificant but the motion due to respiration and heart rate 
has been shown to be problematic (1). This work has previously demonstrated the 
potential in utilizing a closed-loop dual-wavelength polarimetric approach to detect 
glucose concentration in the presence of motion induced corneal birefringence through 
the combination of computer modeling, in vitro testing, and ex vivo testing of the optical 
system (35, 81). However, only recently has this approach been tested and shown to 
work in vivo (82).    
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2.1. Polarized Light Theory 
2.1.1. Fundamentals of Polarized Light 
Polarization is a property of light and it can exist in three polarization states that are 
circular, elliptical, and linear. You may not be aware of it, but polarized light and 
technologies that utilize the concepts of polarization are all around you. For example, do 
you own a laptop, LCD flat screen TV, calculator, cellular phone, or any other liquid 
crystal display device? If so, then you have been exposed to polarized light. Another 
product, you are likely familiar with, that is designed to interact with and eliminate 
polarized light, created after being reflected from a non-metallic surfaces (such as snow, 
roads, a tabletop, or water) is polarized sunglasses. The production of polarized light can 
occur through several different methods such as reflection, double refraction, selective 
absorption, and scattering. 
Most types of light sources, including sunlight and most indoor lighting, generate 
light that exists in an unpolarized state. Unpolarized light is composed of several 
transverse waves each oscillating in a sinusoidal fashion. However, these oscillations 
occur in an infinite number of planes as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Linear polarizer sheets 
are designed in a way such that they only transmit light that exists in a single plane. 
Thus, when putting a linear polarizer in-line with an unpolarized light source, (see 
Figure 2.1 below), all the light that is not oscillating in the same plane as the initial linear 
polarizers orientation will be blocked, or eliminated, resulting in light oriented in a 
single plane (oriented in parallel with the initial polarizers orientation) transmitted 
through the polarizer. The light exiting the polarizer is termed linearly polarized light. 
As shown in Figure 2.1, the beam of light transmitted through the initial linear polarizer 
is transformed from an unpolarized light beam consisting of sinusoidal electromagnetic 
oscillations in many planes into a beam consisting of an electromagnetic oscillation in a 
single plane (the Vertical plane) oriented parallel to the initial polarizers preferred axis.  
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of how un-polarized light becomes linearly polarized through the application of a 
polarizer.  
2.1.2. Optical Activity and Polarimetry 
Certain materials have the ability to “rotate” the plane of polarization of linearly 
polarized light. This is termed optical rotation and the amount of rotation within a 
sample is wavelength dependent. Karo and corn syrup are both optically active liquids. 
Meaning they can rotate the plane of polarization of light transmitted through them by an 
amount proportional to their path length. Common optically active substances include 
sugar solutions, turpentine, amino acids, Karo syrup, corn syrup and some crystals. 
Many naturally occurring organic compounds such as sugar, tartaric acid and turpentine, 
are optically active and thus rotate the light passing through a sample when in the liquid 
state. The equation used to describe the optical rotation, Biot’s law, of polarized light is 
shown in Equation 2.1 below. This illustrates that optical activity is associated with the 
individual molecules themselves. Thus, when linearly polarized light from a white light 
source transmits through an optically active fluid each wavelength, or color, in the 
underlying spectrum changes in polarization independently from the other light. As a 
result, at each angle the second polarizer rotation will result in a change in the observed 
color with respect to angle of polarization when examined between two polarizer sheets. 
The majority of light sources, including sunlight and most indoor lighting, generate light 
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existing in an un-polarized state. Linear polarizers are devices that block un-polarized 
light (light waves) from passing through the polarizer traversing all planes except the 
plane matching the orientation of the polarizer.  
The use of optical polarimetry for the detection of sugar concentrations has its 
origins in the late 1800s, where it has been used in the sugar industry for monitoring the 
production processes of sugar (144-147). The sensing mechanism for optical polarimetry 
relies on the fact that the polarization vector of light rotates when it interacts with an 
optically active material, such as glucose. Therefore, the amount of rotation in the plane 
of polarization is directly proportional to the glucose concentration and sample path 
length. However, it was not until the early 1980s when the use of polarized light had 
begun to focus on physiologically relevant glucose measurements. March, Rabinovich, 
and Adams (28, 29) first proposed the application of optical polarimetry to measure the 
glucose level in the aqueous humor of the eye as a way to noninvasively sense blood 
glucose levels. Their design utilized an optical feedback system that consisted of two 
Faraday rotators, one for feedback and the second for compensation. Then Coté et al. 
developed a technique based on true phase measurement, which demonstrated the 
potential for millidegree sensitivity in glucose based water solutions (148). The system, 
utilized by Coté et al., employed a rotating linear polarizer for modulation and a fixed 
linear polarizer as an analyzer for detection. Later, Goetz et al. investigated a 
polarimetric system, which used an integrator as the feedback element. Their system was 
able to measure incremental rotation with micro degree sensitivity, using a precision 
rotational mount (149). King et al. reported a multispectral polarimetric system, utilizing 
a Pockels cell for modulation and compensation, in order to account for other optically 
active components present in the aqueous humor (150). Cameron et al. reported a single 
wavelength system similar to Rabinovich and March, with a digital closed-loop 
controller allowing for significantly enhanced stability and repeatability of the system 
(151). 
In later work by Coté et al., a multi-spectral system was utilized to overcome the 
effect of optical confounders in aqueous humor, and potentially, motion induced corneal 
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birefringence (152). Additionally, utilizing this technique they were able to investigate 
the time delay between blood glucose concentration and the glucose concentration in the 
aqueous humor of the eye. This resulted in finding that the average transport time lag 
was measured to be less than 5 minutes (83). In subsequent work, Cameron et al. 
reported on development of a real-time polarimetric glucose sensor which utilized a 
dedicated birefringence compensator in order to account for corneal birefringence (153). 
This system was later tested in vivo on New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits. More 
recently, Malik et al. reported on the development and testing of a real-time closed-loop 
dual-wavelength polarimeter for glucose sensing using  three dedicated Faraday rotators, 
one for modulation and two for compensation of the individual wavelengths (81). This 
system employed multi-variable analysis of the two beams to overcome corneal 
birefringence. This technique was then tested in vitro on a plastic eye model and ex vivo 
utilizing excised NZW rabbit corneas (35, 81).  
Several research groups have demonstrated the application of optical polarimetry to 
glucose sensing in vitro with acceptable repeatability of less than 15 mg/dl standard error 
(29, 151, 154). Additionally, we have previously modeled, designed, built, and tested the 
world’s most sensitive and accurate dual-wavelength polarimeter that could measure 
polarization rotations for each wavelength to less than 0.4 millidegrees, which is 
equivalent to less than 10 mg/dL glucose levels in a 1 cm pathlength cuvette within our 
lab. Further, our group successfully demonstrated the ability to compensate for the 
presence of confounding molecules and motion artifact. We calculated glucose 
concentrations across the physiologic range in vitro with a birefringent cuvette and ex 
vivo using excised rabbit corneas and found the dual-wavelength model produced 100% 
of hits that fall within zone A, MARD of 5.3%, and a standard error of 22.4 mg/dL (35). 
Utilizing a dual-wavelength setup the single wavelength error of over 100 mg/dL in 
many cases was reduced to less than 15 mg/dL (35).  
2.1.3. Specific Rotation 
The polarimetric detection of molecules such as glucose result from the fact the 
molecule of interest is a chiral molecule, which means it does not have a structural plane 
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of symmetry. All chiral molecules cause linearly polarized light to rotate upon contact 
and are known as optically active molecules. Glucose is a chiral molecule, which allows 
it to be detected using polarimetry (144-147). The equation used to describe the rotation 
of linearly polarized light in the presence of an optically active compound is shown in 
Equation 2.1: 
[𝛼]𝜆 =
𝛼
𝐿×𝐶
 (2.1) 
Where [α]λ is the specific rotation of light dependent on wavelength (λ), α is the 
observed rotation, C is the concentration of the optically active material, and L is the 
path length of the sample.  
Polarimetry is a sensitive, nondestructive technique for measuring the optical activity 
exhibited by inorganic and organic compounds. A compound is chiral if it has at least 
one center about which no structural symmetry exists. Such molecules are optically 
active since linearly polarized light rotation occurs when passing through them. The 
amount of optical rotation determination from the molecular structure of the molecule, 
the concentration of chiral molecules in the substance, and the pathlength the light 
traverses through the sample. Each optically active substance has its own specific 
rotation as defined by Biot’s law described in Equation 2.1. A common setup for 
observing optical rotation measurements using is depicted in Figure 2.2 below.  
2.1.4. Optical Rotatory Dispersion and Glucose 
Using Equation 2.1, the determination of the concentration of an optically active 
sample can occur, if the pathlength distance is known. The wavelength dependence is 
known as optical rotatory dispersion and can be further defined using a modified version 
of the Drude equation for wavelengths away from or between the absorption bands 
namely (155), 
[𝛼]𝜆 =
𝑘0
𝜆2−𝜆0
2  (2.2) 
Where λ is the wavelength of interest, and ko is a rotational constant that corresponds 
to the wavelength λo of maximal absorption. For glucose, the values of ko and λo are 
16.74
◦
 and 0.17236 μm, respectively.  
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation illustrating the different ways glucose forms in solution. 
The main concept that the focus of utilizing polarimetry for glucose sensing research 
focuses on the optical activity of exhibited by glucose. When glucose dissolves in water, 
the glucose molecule will adopt one of two cyclical form(s) as shown in Figure 2.2. For 
example once dissolve in water glucose will undergo a configurational change into one 
of two known optical isomers either α-D-glucose or β-D-glucose. The two isomers 
known as anomers only differ in the configuration of the chiral center of the molecule. 
Further, after dissolution occurs the conversion between α form and 𝛽 form glucose is a 
dynamic process that is known as maturation. The process continues until 
thermodynamic equilibrium occurs between the two forms. The specific rotation for α 
form glucose is +122.8
o
 and the specific rotation of 𝛽 form glucose is +18.7
o
. Upon 
equilibrium the two forms reach a balance present at the ratio of 36:64 (α:β) resulting in 
a net specific rotation of +52.6
o
. Equations 2.1 and 2.2 describe the relationship between 
glucose concentration, the rotation in the plane of light polarization, optical path length, 
and the specific rotation as a function of wavelength in a clear optical media. However, 
neither equation takes into account the effect of birefringence similar to the amount 
observed in the cornea.  
2.1.5. Corneal Birefringence 
To address this concern, our group reported a theoretical framework for modeling 
corneal birefringence and its effect on dual-wavelength polarimetry for glucose sensing 
(156). The results indicated that a multi-wavelength polarimetric approach can 
potentially be utilized to eliminate the effect of motion induced time-varying corneal 
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birefringence in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo (35, 81, 82). Based on the preliminary data our 
two-wavelength polarimetric system presents the capability to compensate for 
birefringence in the presence of motion artifact both in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo in 
rabbits (35, 81, 82). However, the system is currently relatively large and will need 
reduction in size to a cart based system for human testing. 
Birefringence is a material property where the atoms of the material are oriented 
such that they form a regular repetitive array. A material is said to be birefringent if the 
repetitive arrangement of molecules results in the material being optically anisotropic, 
meaning the materials optical properties, including refractive index, differ depending on 
the direction of the propagation of light through the material (157, 158). The fast axis is 
defined by the direction of propagation that results in the lower value of refractive index 
and the difference between the principle refractive indices is a measure of the amount of 
birefringence. Due to their birefringent (materials with two indices of refraction) nature, 
some transparent tapes produce brilliant colors when viewed between polarizing filters. 
When a ray of un-polarized light enters a birefringent material, it divides into two rays. 
The two rays have different speeds and are polarized at right angles to each other, 
meaning that two different colors can be seen depending on the orientation of the 
polarizers (157, 158).  
The in vivo performance of polarimetry for anterior chamber glucose measurements 
is limited primarily by the time varying birefringence of cornea due to motion artifact 
making it difficult to discern the optical rotation due to glucose. The cornea changes the 
state of polarization of light transmitted through it due to the structure of the corneal 
stroma being primarily composed of collagen lamellae that constitutes almost 90% of the 
cornea (159-162). Each individual lamella exhibit intrinsic birefringence and can 
therefore be considered as a linear retarder with the fast axis oriented perpendicular to 
the fibril orientation. In humans, the lamellae that lie in parallel to the surface of the 
cornea are composed of about 200 stacked lamellae (163). Thus, the total corneal 
birefringence manifests itself as form birefringence, and can be considered as the sum of 
the individual lamella birefringence (157, 158, 164).  
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2.1.6. Single Wavelength Polarimeter 
Because of this rotation, caused by the optically active sample, some light will pass 
through the analyzer, measurable with an optical detector.   
 
Figure 2.3: Illustration of optical rotation of plane-polarized light. 
This simply described polarimetric method is employed in quality control, process 
control, and research in the pharmaceutical, chemical, essential oil, flavor and food 
industries. It is so well established that the United States Pharmacopoeia and the Food & 
Drug Administration include polarimetric specifications for numerous substances (165). 
Since the late 1800s, one of the earliest applications of polarimetry has been the 
development of bench-top polarimeters, known as saccharimeters, designed solely for 
the estimation of starch and sugar in foods and beverage manufacturing and in the sugar 
industry (145). For this agricultural industry application, in which the concentrations and 
pathlengths are high, commercial bench-top units similar to the system depicted in 
Figure 2.3 are adequate. However, for the low glucose concentrations found in cell 
culture systems and in vivo much more sophisticated polarimetry systems are required to 
monitor the glucose. 
One of the difficulties associated with polarimetric glucose through the eye is the 
corneal birefringence coupled with motion artifact. Time varying birefringence is the 
most significant source of noise for attempting polarimetric glucose sensing in the 
 
Polarizer 
Analyzer 
Sample 
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anterior chamber of the eye, wherein it confounds the signature of the optical activity of 
glucose by contributing a significant change in the state of polarization of the probing 
light (1). Our group has previously quantified the effect of corneal birefringence on 
glucose sensing through the eye both theoretically and experimentally (35, 156). We 
reported that the perceived change in optical rotation due to time varying corneal 
birefringence is two to three orders of magnitude larger than the rotation due to glucose 
in the aqueous humor. Therefore, it is important to account for time varying corneal 
birefringence, due to motion artifact, in order for accurate prediction of glucose 
concentration in the aqueous humor of the eye. 
To date, the two mechanisms that are being researched to address the noise due to 
time varying corneal birefringence in polarimetric glucose sensing are use of a dedicated 
birefringence compensator (36, 166), and a dual wavelength polarimeter (35, 81, 82). 
Specifically, Cameron and Anumula utilized a dedicated birefringence compensator to 
attempt to account for the corneal birefringence (166). Their system includes a variable 
retarder, which has the potential to compensate the birefringence by negating the 
contribution of sample birefringence. Our group has utilized dual wavelength 
polarimetry, which is effectively a scaled subtraction of the two wavelengths using 
multiple linear regression analysis to nullify the contribution of birefringence to the total 
rotation of the state of polarization yet be sensitive to a change in rotation due glucose 
(35, 81, 82). This results in reduction in the effect of time-varying corneal birefringence, 
which manifests as sample noise for both the wavelengths. 
Other embodiments of polarimetric glucose sensing through the eye include 
reflection of light from the intraocular lens (IOL). Rawer et al. utilized an open-loop 
system to measure the rotation of plane of polarization of light by glucose in the aqueous 
humor (AH) of the eye (167, 168). The eye phantom used an artificial cornea and an 
artificial IOL to enhance the reflectance at the AH-IOL interface, which otherwise is 
lower than 0.5%. The system was tested in the glucose concentration range of 0 to 40 
g/dL with the smallest glucose concentration of 10 g/dL, more than 1,000 times the 
physiologic range. Although, the authors discuss the effect eye movements can have on 
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the system they conclude that further system optimization is needed to allow for high-
speed compensation of eye motion. A similar but more advanced system was proposed 
by Ansari et al., which exploited the reflection at AH-IOL interface at the Brewster’s 
angle, wherein, a plano-convex lens was used as an artificial IOL but this too does not 
have the capability to overcome changes in the signal due to motion artifact (169). More 
recently, Purvinis et al. used an open-loop, single wavelength, polarimeter to measure 
the glucose concentration in the eye in vivo (36). Therein, the motion artifact reduction 
and effective elimination occurred by limiting animal motion, and the authors concluded 
that corneal birefringence compensation along with closed-loop control could provide 
measurements that are more robust.   
2.1.7. Dual-wavelength Polarimeter 
Based on earlier system results we anticipate that the time varying corneal 
birefringence will be significantly reduced utilizing a dual-wavelength polarimeter in 
vivo. The optical setup illustration in the form of a computer-aided design for this system 
is present below, Figure 2.4. The system components are the same as described recently 
by our group and described in further detail later in Chapter III and IV (35, 81, 82). In 
brief, the optical setup consists of two platforms: the source (left) and detection (right) 
sides with the sample placed in between the two platforms via an eye-coupling device. 
The source side of the system consists of two lasers of different colors (one red and one 
green), as shown on the left in Figure 2.4. The light emitted from the two lasers 
combines and the combined beam modulates using a series of electro-optical 
components. The beam of light then passes through the sample via the eye-coupling 
device, separates into respective colors, and then collects by the two detectors shown on 
the collection side of the optical setup. The sample causes the signal at the detector to 
change, which includes information about both the amount of glucose present in the 
sample (aqueous humor) and the noise associated with the signal (such as birefringence). 
The relationship between the noises, present in the two respective signals remains 
constant and, therefore, minimization using a multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis 
of the signals. A MLR analysis is essentially a scaled subtraction of the two signals 
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wherein it removes the common noise and detects the signal variation caused by the 
change in glucose concentration only.  
 
 
Figure 2.4: CAD model of the in vivo dual-wavelength polarimetric glucose detection system. Note that the 
rabbit’s eye was coupled to the system via the refractive index matching eye coupling device shown after the 
Faraday modulator (FM). The two ports on the top of the eye coupling device are used to fill in the device with 
PBS solution in order to achieve index matching between the air and cornea. P, polarizer; FC, Faraday 
compensator; BS, beam-splitter; FM, Faraday modulator; PD, photodetector; LIA, lock-in amplifiers. 
 
 
2.1.8. Polarimetric Faraday Rotation 
Common electro-optic (EO) and magneto-optic (MO) techniques for rotating the 
plane of polarization employ nonlinear optical approaches such as Kerr effect, Pockel 
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effect, or Faraday Effect (158, 170, 171).
 
The majority of magneto-optic Faraday rotator 
(MOFR) devices used in polarimetric sensing applications use an air-core solenoid 
inductor approach (82, 170-173). Optical modulators used for high frequency 
applications such as a Pockels cell, liquid crystal rotators, or other electro-optic designs 
typically sacrifice the precision of the rotation since they are applied for large 
modulation angles (modulation depths of up to 90 degrees). Conversely, air-core optical 
techniques that are commonly used for fine rotation (modulation depths of +1 degree) of 
the polarization plane have been limited primarily to direct current (DC) and low 
frequency alternating current (AC) modulation applications (82, 171-174).
 
Specifically, 
the design of air-core solenoid modulator devices have several limitations when used as 
Faraday rotators (FRs) where a magnetic field density (MFD) on the order of 1 mT up to 
30 mT is typically required at frequencies greater than 1 kHz. Faraday modulators have 
been used in previous polarimetric glucose sensing systems, dating all the way back to 
the original work of Rabinovich (29) but are bulky and prone to yield a large amount of 
electromagnetic cross talk due to the large size from the bulky coils used. This requires 
separation of the coils by large distances from each other and the detectors to avoid cross 
talk and thus makes miniaturization of the system problematic. 
To address some of the limitations of air-core designs, our group recently reported 
on a novel high permeability ferrite based air gapped magneto-optic (MO) polarized 
light modulator (MOPLM) design. The key advantages of the high permeability 
MOPLM over established Faraday based AC modulation designs are namely; given a 
smaller overall device size, higher AC modulation can be achieved while still providing 
a higher magnetic field density (MFD) for a given driving power (172, 173, 175). The 
ferrite device is capable of optical modulation in the state of polarization at high 
frequency with lower power requirements, a smaller footprint, and increased energy 
storage density capabilities compared to current air-core techniques (175).  
2.1.9. Electric Field Derivation of Experimental Polarimetric Setup 
Now let us consider the entire optical train from the light source to the photodetector. 
The equation for the electric field at the detector can be derived using the Jones vector 
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calculus (35). For any given wavelength, the optical system can be modeled as a linear 
polarizer, followed by two Faraday rotators, the sample, and finally the analyzer, as 
shown in Figure 2.4. The sample can be represented as a general linear retarder, which 
would change both the azimuth angle and the ellipticity of the state of polarization. 
However, as shown above, for the limited range of motion observed in vivo, the sample 
corneal birefringence for our case effects the azimuth angle only and, hence, the change 
in ellipticity of the state of polarization for this case can be ignored. Therefore, the 
phantom can be represented as an optical rotator. The resulting matrix representation is, 
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(2.3) 
Where Vsystem is the system equivalent Jones matrix, ϕg, ϕb and ϕf represent optical 
rotations due to glucose, corneal birefringence, and the Faraday compensator, 
respectively, θm is the modulation depth, and ωm is the modulation frequency. The 
resultant system matrix is, 
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Therefore, the final signal intensity, I, at the detector is, 
 2I sin sin( t)m m                                                (2.5) 
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Using several trigonometric and Bessel function identities [19], it follows that, 
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component represented by the middle term in Equation 2.6. For a dual-wavelengths 
system, the single-frequency components for the two signals at the respective 
photodetectors can be represented as, 
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Where Iλ1 and Iλ2 are the detected intensities, ϕgλ1 and ϕgλ2 are rotations due to 
glucose, and ϕbλ1 and ϕbλ2 are rotations due to the sample birefringence. The optical 
rotation due to the Faraday compensator, ϕf, is known as a function of wavelength and so 
is easily removed. The phase shift, ϕb, introduced due to cornea is given by, 
                                                            
2
b nL



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                                                              (2.8) 
Where λ is the wavelength, Δn = |ne – no| is the corneal birefringence, and L is the 
path length through the cornea. It is obvious that the optical retardation for a birefringent 
sample is a function of both the wavelength and the birefringence |ne –no|. In case of the 
cornea, the birefringence quantity |ne –no| is known to be constant with wavelength, a 
behavior attributed to the form birefringence of the cornea (32, 156, 176, 177). However, 
the rotation due to glucose is wavelength dependent. With Δn and L constant, the product 
of λ and ϕb is fixed. Specifically, ϕbλ1 and ϕbλ2 can be calculated as long as the 
wavelengths are known (635 nm and 532 nm in this case). Thus, the relationship 
between ϕbλ1 and ϕbλ2 is easily determined. Using the MLR methodology, the scaled 
change in rotation due to the birefringence can be accounted for with respect to 
wavelength and, further, MLR can be used to extract the glucose concentration as shown 
in Equation 2.9. 
                               1 2 1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) ( )signal b b g gMLR I I                                           (2.9) 
The first term on the right hand side is a constant and the second term varies as 
function of glucose concentration. Thus, Equation 2.9 can be represented as, 
           
∝ 𝐶 + (𝑚1𝐶𝑔 − 𝑚2𝐶𝑔)
∝ 𝐶 + (𝑚1 − 𝑚2)𝐶𝑔
 
 (2.10) 
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Where 𝐶 = 𝜆1 ∗ 𝜙𝑏𝜆1 − 𝜆2 ∗ 𝜙𝑏𝜆2 1 21 b bK     , 1 2g gK C  and 2 3g gK C   and Cg is 
the glucose concentration. The MLR analysis accommodates the offset C due to 
birefringence and normalizes for the slopes m1 and m2 as a function of wavelength for a 
given glucose concentration. 
2.2. Polarimetric System Design 
2.2.1. In Vivo Dual-wavelength Polarimeter 
More specifically for in vivo testing, the optical sources used in the system consists 
of two laser diodes: a 635 nm wavelength module (Power Technology, Inc., Little Rock, 
AR) emitting at 7 mW and a 532 nm wavelength diode-pumped solid state module 
(Aixiz LLC, Houston, TX) emitting at 10 mW. Glan-Thompson linear polarizers 
(Newport, Irvine, CA) convert the beams from an un-polarized to horizontally linearly 
polarized state. The individual beams then pass through respective Faraday rotators that 
operate as rotational compensators in order to achieve closed-loop feedback control of 
the system. The Faraday rotators consist of inductive solenoid coils with a Terbium 
Gallium Garnet (TGG) optical crystal rod wrapped within the center. The TGG crystals 
(Deltronic Crystals Inc., Dover, NJ) have a high Verdet constant designed to achieve the 
desired optical rotation for the magnetic field generated. The Faraday compensation 
coils are driven by current amplifiers to create a magnetic field required to produce the 
necessary compensation in optical rotation. The two beams are then overlaid on top of 
each other using a beam-splitter/combiner (Optosigma Corp., Santa Ana, CA). The 
combined beam then passes through a Faraday rotator set to modulate at 1.09 kHz with a 
modulation depth of approximately ±1 degree, which modulates the direction of linear 
polarization. The combined light beams are then passed through the aqueous humor of a 
New Zealand White (NZW) rabbit using a custom built index matched eye coupling 
device shown in Figure 2.5 and shown being coupled to a rabbit in Figure 2.6. A linear 
polarizer is positioned perpendicularly to the initial polarizers to act as an analyzer to the 
optical beam. The beam then passes through a 50/50 beam-splitter. The beams are then 
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separated using bandpass filters at each of the wavelengths (635 nm and 532 nm) before 
being converted into electronic signals using two PIN photodiodes (Thorlabs, Newton, 
NJ). The signal from each of the diodes then passes through wide-bandwidth current 
amplifiers (CVI Melles Griot, Albuquerque, NM). Noise reduction in the output signal 
from the amplifiers is accomplished through the utilization of lock-in amplifiers 
(Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) to minimize the noise from outside the 
frequency band of interest.  
2.2.2. Control System and Signal Acquisition  
The lock-in amplifiers then produce DC signals that serve as inputs to a PID 
controller programmed in LabVIEW 8.9 (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The 
outputs of this controller are then passed through a driver circuit that in turn is used to 
drive the two compensating Faraday rotators. Real-time response of the system is 
essential in order to overcome motion artifacts. The respiratory cycle (~1.5 Hz) and the 
cardiac cycle (~3.4 Hz) are the primary contributors to motion induced corneal 
birefringence artifact in vivo (84). To date our current PID control feedback mechanism 
reaches stability in about 100 ms, in this study, which is sufficient for analyte detection 
in the presence of motion artifacts in the eye, caused primarily by respiratory and cardiac 
cycles. As previously reported the dual wavelength polarimetric system described above 
can achieve an accuracy of less than 0.4 millidegrees, which corresponds to glucose 
measurements of less than 10 mg/dL (81). For the initial polarimetric system described 
in this chapter a PID controller was designed in LabVIEW and optimized to provide fast 
compensation closed-loop feedback control in the polarimetric system. Once the system 
incorporated the improved frequency ferrite core modulator designs, the PID controller 
was converted from a LabVIEW VI to a LabVIEW FPGA VI allowing the control 
application to be embedded on a cRio chassis providing significantly improved PID 
control speed allowing for faster settling and closed-loop data acquisition. The FPGA VI 
is described in detail in Appendix G.  
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2.2.3. Faraday Rotators 
To address some of the limitations of air-core designs, our group recently reported 
on a novel high permeability ferrite based air gapped magneto-optic (MO) polarized 
light modulator (MOPLM) design. The key advantages of the high permeability 
MOPLM over established Faraday based AC modulation designs are namely; given a 
smaller overall device size, higher AC modulation can be achieved while still providing 
a higher magnetic field density (MFD) for a given driving power (172, 173, 175). The 
ferrite device is capable of optical modulation in the state of polarization at high 
frequency with lower power requirements, a smaller footprint, and increased energy 
storage density capabilities compared to current air-core techniques (175).  
The air-core MOFR device was constructed of an air-core inductive solenoid coil of 
AWG #26 magnetic wire (MWS wire, Westlake Village, CA) wrapped around a custom 
machined Delrin® bobbin. The Delrin® bobbin was 20 mm long, had a diameter of 25.5 
mm, and a thru hole at the center with a diameter of 5.5 mm, shown in Figure 2.7a. A 3-
D CAD rendering of the device is shown in Figure 2.7b. A Terbium Gallium Garnet 
(TGG) optical crystal rod (Deltronic Crystals Inc., Dover, NJ) was placed within the 
center of the solenoid bobbin. TGG rods are commonly used in Faraday rotator 
applications because the material offers one of the largest Verdet constants (~ -134 rad/ 
T*m) of any commercially available crystal rod while also maintaining a high 
percentage of optical transmission across the visible range (178). By applying a current 
to the conductive wire, a magnetic field is produced throughout the center hole in 
parallel to the optical propagation direction. This magnetic field allows the magneto-
optic material to rotate the angle of polarization (β) of linearly polarized light. The 
magnetic field density (B) produced is proportional to the number of turns of the 
conductive wire (N), permeability of material (µ), applied current (i), and the overall 
length (l) of the core (175)  
𝐵 = ((µ × 𝑁 × 𝑖))/𝑙      (2.11) 
With the air-core MOFR design, thousands of turns of wire are typically needed to 
produce relatively small magnetic fields (<20 mT). Thus, these devices are size limited 
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and can have low associated inductances (L) leading to lower energy storage density. 
The inductance value in the coil increases with an N
2 
relationship and often causes the 
need to create resonant circuits to achieve modulation even at relatively low frequencies 
(~1 kHz). Further, to generate significant magnetic fields for the purpose of optical 
rotation (>20 mT), these designs often require a large number of windings to generate 
the required inductance leading to high DC and AC resistances along with increases in 
eddy current and proximity effects. Thus, overall there are common tradeoffs in the 
design of these devices including between the required driving power and the DC coil 
resistance from the large number of turns as well as the operating frequency range with 
respect to the self-resonant frequency (SRF) of the device and the measured inductance. 
2.2.4. Eye Coupling Mechanism 
The eye is ideally suited to coupling light to the back of the retina for vision. The 
index mismatch between the cornea and air is partially responsible for the beam bending 
toward the retina and, although good for vision, this complicates our ability to couple the 
light across the anterior chamber of the eye. As shown in Figure 2.5, we have built an 
eye-coupling device that performs the requisite index matching for anesthetized rabbit 
studies and this worked great for developing our dual wavelength system for overcoming 
birefringence but is clearly not a long-term solution for human subject studies. Although 
building on this idea and miniaturizing an index matching device such as a scleral or 
contact lens for human use is possible and would likely work (as listed in the alternatives 
section below), the primary optical approach described below that does not require an 
index matching device would be preferred in terms patient acceptance since no device 
that directly contacts the eye would be needed.  
 Using the old coupling method, and the new one as it is developed, we also need to 
develop better within and between animal calibration algorithms that will provide better 
within subject, absolute, glucose concentrations across days relative to blood glucose as 
well as potentially develop an across subject universal calibration. In order to predict 
glucose accurately in vivo on a given day, we need to insure that the approach is accurate 
within a subject across days and, although not required for a viable sensor, it would be 
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ideal to have a universal calibration that is accurate across subjects. Thus, using in vivo 
data, focus was geared towards developing these coupling methods and algorithms in 
vivo using animals (rabbits) and then adjusting them as appropriate for both humans and 
as the new hardware and software is developed and available. An eye-coupling device 
that overcomes the index mismatch and allows us to take data in vivo with NZW rabbits 
with our dual-wavelength polarization system was designed, built, and tested. 
 
Figure 2.5:  Photograph (left) and CAD model (right) of the eye-coupling device. The glass test tube is filled 
with PBS solution to allow for index-matched coupling with isolated corneas clamped on the artificial phantom 
and in vivo. 
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Figure 2.6: Photograph of eye coupling device used during in vivo NZW rabbit experiments. The rabbit's eye 
was coupled to the system via the eye-coupling device; the glass test tube was filled with PBS solution to 
accomplish refractive index matching. The rabbits were placed into a custom-built rabbit holder to provide 
comfort and rabbit orientation that allowed for repeatable positioning of the rabbit to achieve eye coupling. 
2.2.5. Theoretical Description of Overcoming Corneal Birefringence in the 
Presence of Motion Using Dual-wavelength Optical Polarimetry 
The post processing for our current dual-wavelength system starts with the voltage 
collected on the detectors as depicted in Figure 2.4, since this voltage is proportional to 
the glucose concentration for each wavelength. Mathematically, the operation of the 
single wavelength system is based on Equation 2.6, where m is the depth of the Faraday 
modulation, m is the modulation frequency, and  represents the rotation due to the 
optically active sample. From Equation 2.6, it is evident that the signal from our single 
wavelength polarimeter is based on three terms; a DC term, a fundamental frequency 
term, and a double frequency term. It is the second, fundamental frequency term, that 
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contains the glucose information, . Without an optically active sample and with the DC 
term removed, the detected signal only consists of the double modulation frequency 
(2m) term since the rotation, , due to glucose is zero. However, when an optically 
active sample is present, such as glucose, the detected signal then becomes an 
asymmetric sinusoid, which contains both the fundamental (m) and the 2m modulation 
frequency terms. By locking into this fundamental term, the signal is proportional to 
glucose. 
In equation 2.6, it is assumed that the rotation, , is due to glucose only, which is 
valid when there is no motion artifact or faraday compensation. However, in the dual-
wavelength system with an in vivo sample both faraday compensation and motion 
artifact exist. In a recent publication it has been shown that when birefringence is added 
and faraday compensation, for the limited range of motion observed in vivo, it affects the 
azimuth angle only. Hence, the change in ellipticity of the state of polarization for this 
case can be ignored and the signal can be represented as a sum of terms, namely  = g, 
b and f represent optical rotations due to glucose, corneal birefringence, and the 
Faraday compensator, respectively. For the dual-wavelength system, the single-
frequency components for the two signals at the respective photodetectors represented, 
as shown in Equation 2.7. 
Where Iλ1 and Iλ2 are the detected intensities, gλ1 and gλ2 are rotations due to 
glucose, and bλ1 and bλ2 are rotations due to the sample birefringence. The optical 
rotation due to the Faraday compensator, f, is known so it can be easily removed. The 
optical retardation for a birefringent sample is a function of both the wavelength and the 
birefringence |no–ne|. In case of the cornea, the birefringence quantity |no–ne| is known to 
be constant with wavelength, a behavior attributed to the form birefringence of the 
cornea (176, 179, 180). However, both the rotation due to glucose and rotation due to the 
birefringence are wavelength dependent, but the relationship between bλ1 and bλ2 is 
fixed as long as the wavelengths are known (635 nm and 532 nm in the case of our 
preliminary results). Using the MLR scaled subtraction methodology, the known scaled 
change in rotation due to the birefringence can be accounted for with respect to 
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wavelength and, further, MLR can be used to extract the glucose concentration as shown 
in Equation 2.10. The MLR analysis accommodates the offset K1 due to birefringence 
and normalizes for the slopes K2 and K3 as a function of wavelength for a given glucose 
concentration (35). 
  
Figure 2.7: (a) CAD dimensions of air-core solenoid modulator and (b) CAD rendering of air-core solenoid 
device with eight rows of 26 AWG wire wound. 
 
   
Figure 2.8: (a) CAD schematic showing dimensions of the custom-machined ferrite modulator with a C core 
geometry and (b) CAD rendering of air gapped high permeability rotator design. 
 
2.3. Required Components and Modeling Time Delay for Clinical Use 
2.3.1. In Vivo Experiments in Rabbits 
The main goal of this study focuses on acquiring in vivo rabbit data to determine if 
the correlation exists between blood and aqueous glucose concentrations. With the 
a.) 
b.) 
a.) b.) 
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collected data a model and validation of the dual-wavelength polarimetric signal to 
determine if, the system is capable of overcoming time-varying birefringence in vivo. An 
accurate mathematical model of the current optical train of the polarimetric system 
including a representative eye model is critically important toward understanding the 
overall effect of this noise source compared to other changes in the signal and can aid in 
anticipated changes in the design of the polarimetric system. To this end, an accurate 
mathematical model of the current optical system was generated, utilized previously for 
the in vitro and ex vivo testing, in order to simulate the system output results. A Multiple 
Linear Regression (MLR) method, in MATLAB, using values for corneal birefringence 
and glucose concentration from the experimental models (in vivo trials and excised 
rabbit corneas) were developed to compensate for birefringence in the presence of 
motion. The simulation assesses different glucose concentrations and explicit 
demonstration of the MLR technique.  
This simulation was used to validate recent in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo experimental 
findings and the current dual-wavelength system architecture. Additionally, variations in 
net retardance and the effect it may have on the system performance were evaluated and 
compared to experimental findings. Three NZW rabbits will be utilized over three 
studies per rabbit. The protocol utilized was AUP #2010-5 approved by TAMU IACUC 
on 4-2-2010, full protocol attached as Appendix A & B. During each in vivo rabbit trial 
the output voltages from the lock-in amplifiers and compensation voltages required to 
null the system, for each wavelength, were collected at a sample rate of 5 ms over the 
duration of the trial via the LabVIEW VI on the PC shown in Figure 2.4. The 
compensation voltage data for each wavelength was then averaged over a minute around 
the time of each blood drawl and the calculated values were used for both the individual 
linear regression analysis and the dual wavelength MLR analysis. A glucose prediction 
model was created for each individual rabbit trial. The known glucose concentration was 
determined from the collected blood samples using an YSI 2300 STAT Plus™ 
Biochemistry Analyzer (YSI Life Sciences, Yellow Springs, OH) at the time of each 
study. For the individual regression models, the predicted glucose concentrations were 
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calculated using an equation of the form Glucosepred=m*[V(t)]+b where V(t) is the 
averaged compensation voltage signal for the individual wavelengths and m and b are 
calibration coefficients calculated by the regression models. The MLR predicted 
concentrations for each individual rabbit were determined from models of the form 
Glucosepred=m2*[V2(t)]+ m1*[V1(t)]+b where V1(t) and V2(t) are the time averaged 
compensation voltages required to null the system for each individual wavelength and b, 
m1 and m2 are calibration coefficients calculated by the multiple linear regression model. 
The predictive measurements utilized in the individual rabbit trials were calculated 
without accounting for the time delay associated with the glucose concentration of 
aqueous humor. Due to the variability in the position of the entrance beam on the cornea 
between rabbit trials, the regression analyses used for predicting glucose concentration 
were calculated individually for each rabbit trial. Due to the changes in light coupling 
between rabbit trials, quantitative real-time glucose measurements were not calculated. 
Rather, all predicted glucose measurements were calculated retrospectively during post 
processing of the data. 
2.3.2. Design, Build, and Characterize a High Permeability Ferromagnetic, Air 
Gapped Magneto-Optic Faraday Rotator 
For this portion of the study, improvements for design of a pre-clinical cart-based 
dual-wavelength system were identified and evaluated. Mainly alternative approaches 
for Faraday rotators and compensators were explored in addition to methods for 
reducing the electromagnetic cross talk between the multiple existing coils when placed 
in close proximity. Additionally, a novel high permeability ferrite based air gapped 
magneto-optical polarized light modulator (MOPLM) design is put forward that 
overcomes several of the limitations of the air-core solenoid design used in the current 
polarimeter. The design and characterization of the device were evaluated to verify the 
key advantages of the high permeability MOPLM device over established Faraday based 
AC modulation designs namely, that with a smaller overall device size, higher AC 
modulation frequencies can be achieved while still providing a higher MFD for a given 
driving power. A magnetic core design can enormously concentrate the strength and 
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increase the effect of magnetic fields that can be produced by electric currents (172, 175, 
178, 181).  
Specifically, a ferrite core allows for a reduction in the number of turns of wire 
required to achieve similar AC modulation compared to air-core designs, which leads 
too significantly lower DC resistance values. The combination of a high permeability, 
low DC resistance, and tunable inductive response in the design using ferrite cores 
allows higher frequency modulation to be achieved without reducing the maximum 
generated MFD. This allows for significant advantages in terms of overall device size 
and power compared to traditional air-core Faraday based optical modulators (175). 
Theoretically, if an optimized winding type is used such as litz wire, modulation up to 
the rated material limit of 200 kHz should be achievable. This allows for faster data 
collection (in the 10 microsecond range) providing better signal-to-noise ratio and more 
data points per unit time for post processing. The current solenoid devices used require a 
high current source, impedance matching, and modulation at 1 kHz (or rather one 
millisecond).  
The new design will be characterized using both AC and DC power and compared to 
theoretical values calculated based on a generated model for the high permeability, C 
core design, shown in Figure 2.8. 
2.4. Materials and Method 
2.4.1. In Vivo Animal Protocol 
Three NZW rabbits weighing between 2.2-3.8 kg were utilized during the in vivo 
experiments. Each rabbit was tested 3 times over a period of 5 months. The rabbits were 
anesthetized using an intramuscular injection of ketamine, xylazine, acepromazine, and 
saline solution combination. The combination resulted in a 21 cc cocktail consisting of 
42.9 mg/ml of ketamine, 8.6 mg/ml of xylazine, 1.4 mg/ml of acepromazine, and 7.2 ml 
of saline solution. The cocktail was administered at a dose of 1 ml/ 1.5 kg body weight 
intramuscularly. Once the rabbit was anesthetized, it was placed into a custom built 
rabbit mold and the eye coupling mechanism was coupled to the eye as shown in Figure 
2.6. Saline solution was added to the eye coupling device to act as an index matching 
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solution. Data was obtained from the system and blood was collected from the animal 
throughout the experiment. Approximately 1 ml of blood was collected every 10 minutes 
and placed into a heparin (Beckton Dickinson (BD), Sparks, MD) and a fluorite 
(Beckton Dickinson (BD), Sparks, MD) blood collection tube to prevent the blood from 
clotting. After each blood draw a combination of 1 ml of heparin saline was used to flush 
through the catheter tubing in order to reduce the risk of clotting. The heparin saline 
syringe and blood collection syringes were connected to a 19-21 gauge SURFLO® 
Winged Infusion set (Terumo, Somerset, NJ), that was inserted into the central auricular 
artery of the rabbits left ear for blood collection via a standard bore 3-way stopcock 
(Baxter®, Deerfield, IL). Glucose induction was achieved via two methods. Initially, 
blood glucose was elevated using the xylazine in the anesthetic cocktail. Xylazine has 
been shown to block the pancreatic insulin release via stimulation of parasympathetic 
receptors (182, 183). The resulting effect creates a temporary rise in the blood glucose 
level and also in the aqueous humor of the eye (182, 183). This side effect is beneficial 
in our particular case because it provided for large changes in glucose without having to 
induce diabetes in the animal. Blood samples were collected from the rabbits using a 19 
gauge needle and syringe every 10 minutes until the anesthetic began to wear off, 
approximately 45 minutes. A second method to increase glucose levels utilized bolus 
injections of 25% glucose solution. The glucose solution was administered using a 22-24 
gauge IV catheter (Terumo, Somerset, NJ) inserted into one of the marginal ear veins on 
the rabbit's left ear. After blood collection, the blood glucose was measured using 
AlphaTRAK (Abbott, Abbott Park, IL) and Aviva ACCU-CHEK (Roche, Switzerland) 
handheld meters along with a YSI 2300 STAT Plus™ Biochemistry Analyzer (YSI Life 
Sciences, Yellow Springs, OH) for comparison to the acquired signal. The blood glucose 
level ranged from 70 mg/dL to an upper limit near 320 mg/dL based on the 
measurements obtained using the YSI analyzer. Note that most commercially available 
hand-held glucose monitors are made to work within this range of glucose 
concentrations with target accuracy of within 20% of a laboratory standard measurement 
(184, 185).          
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2.4.2. Improved Faraday Modulator Design 
A method was developed to modulate the plane of polarized light using a high 
permeability ferrite core design. A proof-of-principal, optical Faraday Effect device has 
been constructed and tested. Magnetic fields were generated to provide up to 1 degree of 
rotation at frequencies of DC up to 10 kHz using a terbium gallium garnet (TGG) crystal 
rod. Optical modulators used for high frequency (HF) applications such as a Pockels cell, 
liquid crystal rotators, or other electro-optic (EO) designs typically sacrifice the precision 
of the rotation since they are used for large modulation angles (depths of up to 90°). 
Conversely, air-core optical techniques that are commonly used for fine rotation (depths of 
+1°) of the polarization plane have been limited primarily to direct current (DC) and low 
frequency alternating current (AC) applications (35, 82, 158, 171, 175). 
In this study, a proof-of-principal high permeability ferrite based air gapped magneto-optic 
(MO) polarized light modulator (MOPLM) is put forward that overcomes some of the 
limitations of air-core designs. The device characterization and preliminary results are presented 
to show key advantages of the high permeability MOPLM over established Faraday based AC 
modulation designs, namely; given a smaller overall device size, higher AC modulation can be 
achieved while still providing a higher magnetic field density (MFD) for a given driving power 
(173-175). 
As shown in Figure 2.8, the ferrite MOPLM was constructed with an inductive coil wrapped 
around a ferromagnetic core with an air gap and a through hole to serve as an optical path. One 
major advantage of using a ferrite design is that through the proper selection of the core material, 
geometry, dimensions, and length of the air gap, design parameters can be adjusted to optimize 
both performance and MFD generation for a large range of operating frequencies (35, 171, 173).
 
A photograph of the designed MOPLM is shown in Figure 2.09b. An optical rod is placed inside 
the air gap, as shown in Figure 2.09a, with the facets aligned with the thru hole in the core. As a 
current is supplied to the conductive coil, a proportional magneto-motive force (MMF) is 
produced in the ferrite core. This magnetic field (MF) propagates through the core and creates a 
relatively uniform MFD across the air gap. 
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Faraday effect dictates that by producing a MF parallel to the direction of propagation of 
light through a magneto-optic material, the amount of rotation in the plane of polarization (β) of 
light traveling through the MO material is found to equal the product of the applied magnetic 
flux, the Verdet constant (V), and the length of the MO crystal (L). 
β =  V × B × L               (2.12) 
Excitation of the coiled wire with an AC current allows the plane of polarization of the 
incident light to modulate at a given frequency, with a modulation depth of + β. Polarimetric 
modulation techniques are commonly used for determining concentration information of chiral 
molecules (158, 175). Theoretical magnetic flux generated in a given core can be calculated 
using Equation 2.13. 
  B =
N×i
Agap
×
1
(
lcore
µr×µ0×Acore
+
lgap
µ0×Agap
)
                             (2.13) 
Where (B) is MFD, (Agap) and (Acore) are the areas of the air gap and core respectively, (i) is 
the current supplied to the wire, (N) is the number of turns of wire, (µr) is relative permeability of 
the core, (lgap) and (lcore) are the length of the air gap and magnetic core, and (µ0) is the 
permeability in a vacuum.  
The optical setup used to measure the AC modulation depth is illustrated in Figure 2.09a. 
The optical source used was a 635 nm diode laser. The beam was passed through a Glan-
Thompson linear polarizer, (P), to convert it to horizontally linearly polarized light. This linear 
polarized beam passed through the MOPLM device. Separate MOPLM devices were designed 
to modulate at frequencies between 1.09 kHz-10 kHz. The MO material utilized in this design 
was a terbium gallium garnet (TGG) rod (178). TGG is used in Faraday applications because it 
offers a large Verdet constants (~ -134 rad/ T*m) (178, 186). The ferromagnetic material 
selected for the core design was a soft ferrite known as M25 (a composition of manganese and 
zinc, MnZn). Selection of the ferrous material resulted after careful evaluation of trade-offs 
between saturation flux density, energy loss and cost of several available magnetic materials. 
The material, M25 offers ideal magnetic and low loss properties is designed for high magnetic 
flux capabilities and is intended for applications involving HF’s, up to 200 kHz (174, 181). The 
MOPLM M25 cores were custom-machined, by ELNA Magnetics, into a gapped C core 
geometry. Additionally, the core permeability is known to vary with changes in frequency (181). 
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Three cores were wound with different numbers of turns. Two ferrite cores were individually 
wrapped with 26 AWG magnetic wire and the third core was wrapped with 30 AWG wire. The 
first coil was wrapped with 324 turns, the second with 91, and third with 170 turns. An air-core 
solenoid, with 3364 turns, was also tested in place of the MOPLM device for comparison.  
 
Figure 2.9: (a) CAD rendering of setup used to measure the polarization rotation; (b) photograph of MOPLM; 
and (c) dimensional schematic of the ferrite modulator in millimeters. 
The MOPLM devices were driven with a sinusoidal signal generated by a lock-in amplifier 
(LIA) after being passed through a high gain audio amplifier (PA). After the light beam exited 
the MOPLM device, it passed through an analyzer, positioned perpendicular to the initial 
polarizer. The beam was converted into an electronic signal using a PIN photodiode (PD). The 
signal was amplified utilizing a wide-bandwidth current amplifier (CA) and analyzed using an 
oscilloscope. The resulting modulation depth in the plane of polarization was measured for each 
of the devices. Determining the degree of optical rotation was accomplished by carefully rotating 
the analyzer using a high precision optical rotation stage and evaluating the voltage and 
frequency response on the oscilloscope. The MFD required across the TGG rod to produce the 
rotation in the plane of polarization, equivalent to the angle measured from the polarimeter setup, 
was calculated using Equation 2.12. The measured change in polarization for each power setting 
was then compared to the theoretical values calculated using a combination of Equations 2.12 
and 2.13. 
Magnetic flux calculations and optical rotation measurements were determined with each 
device driven by DC power supplied with currents ranging from 0A to 1A. The optical setup 
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used for DC measurements was similar to the polarimetric setup utilized in acquiring the AC 
measurements; however, for DC testing the modulators were driven by a DC power supply in 
constant current mode. Additionally, a commercial PAX-series-polarimeter was used to measure 
the polarization rotation. Thus, for DC testing, the optical elements after the MOFR, namely the 
analyzer and PIN photodiode, were removed and replaced with the PAX. Change in the azimuth 
angle was measured over a range of voltages and currents for each of the rotator designs. Using 
the rotation from the polarimeter and Equation 2.12, the MFD was determined utilizing and 
compared to the theoretical MFD calculated using Equation 2.13. For each device, testing over 
the range of currents was conducted by increasing the current from 0 A to 1 A and then 
decreasing it from 1 A to 0 A.  
The inductance, magnitude impedance (AC resistance), and Q values were measured for 
DC, 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz for each of the designs. The AC resistance values increased 
with frequency for all four designs but the amount of increase was two orders of magnitude less 
for the 324 turn ferrite core design and three orders of magnitude less for the 91 and 170 turn 
designs. Similar to traditional inductor design theory, using a ferrite core allows for fewer turns 
of wire (because of the higher material permeability) resulting in a lower resistance and 
decreased insertion loss with respect to an air-core design. The increased core permeability 
allows for an increase in inductance for a given number of turns. As the number of turns are 
increased the inductance of the modulator increased respectively from 1.29 mH for the 91 turn 
ferrite to 154.27 mH for the 3364 turn air-core design.  
2.5. Results and Discussion  
2.5.1. In Vivo Experiments in Rabbits 
The results of the dual-wavelength polarimetric system for determining glucose 
concentration inside the anterior chamber of the NZW rabbits are shown in Figures 2.09-
2.12 below. After a series of initial tests to establish the procedure for blood collection 
and eye coupling, the experiments were repeated 9 times using 3 NZW rabbits (n=3) 
across multiple days. For each rabbit trial, data was collected continuously over a period 
of approximately 45 minutes, which allowed for maximum change in the glucose 
concentration due to the anesthesia (182, 183). For analysis of the data, the voltage 
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required to null the compensating faraday rotators within the system for each of the 
individual wavelengths was averaged over a one minute period around the time of the 
blood collection. The red line in Figures 2.09-2.123 represent the ideal result where 
predicted glucose concentration is the same as the actual glucose concentration over the 
ranges measured in the animal trials.   
2.5.1.1. Results Within a Rabbit: On a Single Day 
As illustrated in Figure 2.10a and 2.10b the individual glucose predictions are 
depicted within one rabbit on a single day for the 532 nm (left) and 635 nm (right) 
wavelengths using a standard linear regression analysis. As shown the mean absolute 
relative difference (MARD) within a rabbit on a single day was calculated to be 12% 
(32.7 mg/dL standard error) and 14.7% (40.4 mg/dL standard error). In addition, the 
correlation coefficients for the 532 nm and 635 nm wavelength data respectively were 
0.853 and 0.776 using a linear regression approach. As shown, the single wavelength 
data is unable too accurately predict the glucose concentration in vivo in the presence of 
birefringence with motion. Although the data from each wavelength had large errors, 
those errors showed a trend with each other (i.e. common mode noise at each 
wavelength due to motion) and thus, by using the two wavelengths with a multiple linear 
regression (MLR) model, the accuracy improved tremendously to a MARD of 5.4% 
(19.9 mg/dL standard error). In addition, the data had an improved linearity with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.959 and, when plotted on a Clarke error grid, showed 100% 
in zones A+B as depicted in Figure 2.10c. The time profile for the predicted glucose 
concentration and measured glucose concentration of an individual rabbit trial is 
depicted in Figure 2.11.                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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Figure 2.10: In vivo glucose estimation for a single day using a linear regression model for (a) the individual 
532 nm laser, (b) the individual 635 nm laser, and (c) the combined laser wavelengths shown on a Clarke error 
grid. Note the large error (above 30 mg/dL) and MARD (above 10%) for each of the individual wavelengths 
because of the motion, due to cardiac cycle and respiration, but that the error and MARD are significantly 
reduced (20 mg/dL and 5.4%) relative to the individual wavelength models when both wavelengths are used.  
 
Figure 2.11: In vivo time profile of measured and predicted glucose concentrations for an individual rabbit 
trial.   
(a) 
R² = 0.853 
 
 
(b) 
(c) 
R² = 0.959  
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To determine the frequency or source of the motion artifact in the individual studies 
a portion of the feedback signal provided to the system as a function of was broken into 
the individual frequency component responses using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). In 
an ideal case for the lock-in amplifier output, which is a DC value proportional to the 
signal of interest, would produce a DC value only. The resulting frequency domain 
signal for each of the individual wavelengths for two separate in vivo runs are shown in 
Figures 2.12 below. In both studies and each wavelength below the FFT resulted in the 
largest component peak other than at DC occurring in the range near 1.0 – 1.1 Hz. The 
frequency component variation in the signal here is believed to be due to the motion 
artifact caused by respiratory cycle. The respiratory cycle in breaths per minute for NZW 
rabbit’s under anesthesia using ketamine/xylazine/acepromazine has been reported to 
vary between 40 to 90 breaths per minute. The overall rate varies somewhat due to time 
of administration of the anesthesia (182, 183). Other sources of motion artifact at around 
3 Hz observed in previous studies were not observed in this study. 
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Figure 2.12 (A) Spectral analysis of the time-based polarimetric feedback signal – Run 1; top: 635-nm 
feedback, bottom: 532-nm feedback. (B) Run 2; top: 635-nm feedback, bottom: 532-nm feedback. 
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2.5.1.2. Results Within Each Rabbit: Across Multiple Days 
The results within a rabbit (n=3) across three days are shown in Figure 5 for 
Rabbit_1, Rabbit_2, and Rabbit_3. For this comparison the regression models were 
again formed using the data collected for each individual trial separately and then the 
overall standard error in estimation was calculated for the individual rabbits (n=3). 
Rabbit_1 resulted in MARDs of 16.95% and 8.53% (33.08 mg/dL and 22.06 mg/dL 
standard errors) for the individual wavelength regression models of the 532 nm and 635 
nm wavelengths respectively. Using dual wavelengths and the MLR analysis provided a 
MARD of 4.08% (9.35 mg/dL standard error). The MARDs for Rabbit_2 were 10.32% 
and 10.47% (35.26 mg/dL and 35.78 mg/dL standard error) for the 532nm and 635 nm 
individual wavelength models. The dual wavelength MLR model resulted in a reduction 
in the MARD to 3.58% (14.14 mg/dL standard error). For Rabbit_3, the MARDs using 
individual 532 nm and 635 nm wavelengths were 8.50% and 11.73% respectively (20.58 
mg/dL and 25.31 mg/dL standard errors). The dual wavelength MLR approach for 
Rabbit_3 resulted in a reduction of the MARD to 5.13% (11.34 mg/dL standard error) 
which is at the accuracy limit of the system. Note that the dual wavelength data in Figure 
2.13c was placed on a Clarke error grid and showed 100% of the data within the A+B 
zone for all three rabbits (Rabbit_1, Rabbit_2, and Rabbit_3) across days. All three 
rabbits showed 100% of data within zone A.    
                                
Figure 2.13: In vivo glucose estimation using linear regression (a) with 532 nm wavelength and (b) 635 nm 
wavelength as well the (c) dual wavelength MLR glucose estimation for all 9 rabbit studies (3 rabbits across 3 
separate days) shown on a Clarke error grid. Note the large error (above 25 mg/dL) and MARD (above 10%) 
for each single wavelength because of the motion but that the error and MARD are significantly reduced 
(11.66 mg/dL) and MARD (4.49%) relative to the single wavelength models when both wavelengths are used. 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.13 Continued 
2.5.1.3. Results for All 3 Rabbits: Across Multiple Days 
The linear regression analysis for the individual 532 nm and 635 nm wavelengths for 
all nine trials are represented in Figure 2.13a and 2.13b respectively. The MARDs for 
the 532 nm and 635 nm single wavelength models were calculated to be 12.05% and 
10.47% (29.87 mg/dL and 27.34 mg/dL standard error), respectively, over all trials. 
Using individual dual wavelength MLR analysis for each trial and then comparing 
MARD across all the trials produced a MARD of 4.49% (11.66 mg/dL standard error) as 
depicted in Figure 2.13c. As shown in Figure 2.14a and 2.14b the individual wavelength 
linear regression models appear too once again present a poor prediction model around 
the actual glucose measurement line shown in red. The MLR analysis for all nine studies 
is illustrated below in Figure 2.14c. The data demonstrates that dual wavelength 
polarimetry can effectively predict glucose concentrations within the aqueous humor in 
the presence of motion induced corneal birefringence given the position of the beam 
remains relatively the same. In Figure 2.14c, it is clear that the combined MLR analysis 
provides a much tighter grouping of predicted glucose concentrations with respect to the 
actual glucose concentrations over the entire rabbit study with an MARD of 4.49% 
(11.66 mg/dL standard error). In addition, as depicted in 2.14c, when plotted on a Clarke 
error grid, 100% of the points were in zone A+B with 100% of the hits falling in zone A. 
(c) 
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Figure 2.14: In vivo glucose prediction within rabbits across multiple days using linear regression model for 
individual wavelengths (a) 532 nm and (b) 635 nm as well as the (c) dual wavelength data using MLR shown 
on a Clarke error grid. Note the large errors within rabbit (20-35 mg/dL) for each single wavelength because 
of the motion but that the error is reduced (9-14 mg/dL) relative to the single wavelength models when both 
wavelengths are used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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2.5.2. Faraday Device Magnetic Field Measurements 
 
Figure. 2.15: Mean value of each device comparing (a) measured and theoretical change in DC rotation; (b) 
DC power with rotation; and (c) change in current with frequency. 
The measured versus theoretical azimuth angle for the DC signal is shown in Figure 2.15a. 
The measured azimuth versus power is shown in Figure 2.15b. Using the measured voltage and 
current, the power required to supply rotation was calculated. The rotation was measured twice 
and the Azimuth values were effectively the same. The increased energy storage capability of 
the ferrite design allowed for increased magnetic field strengths to be generated with a design of 
fewer turns of wire, resulting in a reduction in the resistance of the device. This provided a more 
efficient design with a higher percentage of supplied power converted into magnetic field across 
the air gap. The 324-turn ferrite device provided equivalent rotation with approximately 26.7% 
less power than the 3364 comparable air-core design as shown in Figure 2.15b. The DC 
measurements in the azimuth angle change with respect to current change for the 324, 91, and 
170 turn coils confirmed that rotation of the plane of polarization was achievable using this 
technique. This showed the change in rotation increases linearly with increase in current. The 
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measured change in azimuth corresponds very well with the theoretical calculations for each 
coil, as shown in Figure 2.15a. This can be used for optimization of the coil to provide maximum 
change in polarization with minimum power at HFs. Specifically, reducing the insertion loss into 
the coil and lowering the resistance increases the amount of supplied power converted into MF 
strength across the TGG rod. 
The measured changes in current with respect to frequency (Figure 2.15c) were taken to 
determine if the ferrite design could provide modulated rotation in the degree of polarization 
from 1 kHz to 10 kHz, with and without impedance matching. For AC testing, the 3364 turn air-
core device was used for comparison. While the 3364 and 324 turn devices share a similar 
profile with respect to change in current and frequency, the current for the ferrite based design is 
significantly higher at frequencies below 5 kHz. The measured current through the 91 and 170 
turn devices decreased at a much slower rate producing a more prolonged profile with respect to 
frequency. The reduced change in current with frequency can likely be attributed to the lower 
number of turns of wire and layers of wire stacked together. Both added turns and multiple 
layers of wire greatly increase the effect of resistance with frequency of the device. As multiple 
layers of conductor carrying AC current are packed closely in a small region, proximity effects 
can greatly increase the resistance of adjacent rows within a device as compared to the measured 
DC resistance.  
Impedance matching was not required to achieve 1 kHz modulation for the 324 and 91-turn 
ferrite MOPLMs. At 1 kHz, the 324-turn device generated a modulation depth of +/-0.719º in 
the plane of polarization when a current of 192.33 mApk-pk was supplied. This is over 100X 
higher than the air-core device without impedance matching. Additionally, lower voltage and 
power could be used to provide an equivalent degree of rotation in the 324-turn ferrite in 
comparison to the 3364-turn air-core coil. This is likely a result of the impedance within the 324-
turn coil being considerably lower for HFs than the air-core device and, therefore, the equivalent 
power could achieve a larger degree of rotation than that of the air-core. Without impedance 
matching circuitry, a 2f signal at 1 kHz and above with the 3364-turn air-core device was 
virtually nonexistent, making it hard to obtain any meaningful measurements for the device. The 
current also decreases rapidly for the 324-turn ferrite coil, less rapidly for the 170-turn ferrite, 
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and only slightly for the 91-turn ferrite device. Further, as the frequency of the supplied signal 
was increased, the impedance of the devices began to increase, causing the signal for all four 
devices to decrease. Results were obtained for the 1f and 2f signal of the 324-turn ferrite 
modulating at a 1f frequency of ~1 kHz. The addition of a capacitor measuring 65.6nF in series 
with the 324-turn device created a resonant circuit tuned to 5.03 kHz, which allowed for the 
generation of a measured modulation depth of +/-0.875º with 231.51mApk-pk of current supplied. 
Similarly, an impedance matched circuit (using a 15nF capacitor) at a frequency of 9.23 kHz 
provided modulation of ±0.5º. This shows that through use of impedance matching, HF 
modulation is achievable with this design. However, even with the added impedance matching 
the 3364-turn air-core produced un-measurable rotation above 1 kHz.  
The ferrite devices demonstrated that modulated Faraday rotation is achievable with lower 
power consumption. Using the 324-turn ferrite core design, modulation in the degree of 
polarization was achieved at HFs, however, the device required impedance matching to achieve 
modulation of greater than a half degree at frequencies up to 10kHz. Figures 2.15b and 2.15c 
illustrate that with the ferrite design, the device could be optimized to achieve more power or to 
have less turns allowing a HF response. This is displayed for the 91 turn coil in Figure 2.15c and 
the low power option such as the 324-turn. However, the 324-turn design sacrifices HF 
functionality unless impedance matching is utilized. For each design, no heating issues were 
observed with the ferrite core. However, as operating frequency is further increased and hence 
more power required, heating of the core over time will need to be further characterized. 
 
 
 
 
  
* Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W., Cummins, B., Coté, G.L., and McNichols, R.J., (2014). Glucose
Monitoring. Biomedical Photonics Handbook, Second Edition, CRC Press: 47-76 with kind permission of CRC press.
Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W., Malik, B.H., Gresham V.C., and Coté, G.L. "In Vivo Glucose
Monitoring Using Dual-Wavelength Polarimetry to Overcome Corneal Birefringence in the Presence of Motion," 
Diabetes Technol. Thera. 14(9), (2012), with kind permission of Mary Ann Liebert, Incorporated. 
Part of this chapter is reprinted from Malik, B.H., Pirnstill, C.W., and Coté, G.L., "Dual Wavelength Polarimetric 
Glucose Sensing in the Presence of Birefringence and Motion Artifact Using Anterior Chamber of the Eye Phantoms," 
J. Biomed. Opt 18(1), 037012 (2013), with kind permission of SPIE. 
Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W., Yu, Z.F., and Coté, G.L., "Modeling the optical coupling 
across the anterior chamber of the eye towards polarimetric glucose sensing," J. Biomed. Opt. (2015), with kind 
permission of SPIE.
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3. MODELING OF CORNEAL BIREFRINGENCE
*
3.1. Introduction 
For polarimetry to be used as a noninvasive technique for blood glucose monitoring, 
the polarized light signal must be able to pass from the source, through the body, and to 
a detector without total depolarization of the beam. Since most tissues, including the 
skin, possess high scattering coefficients, maintaining polarization information in a beam 
passing through a thick piece of tissue (i.e. 1 cm), which includes skin, would not be 
feasible. Even tissue thicknesses of less than 4 mm incur 95% depolarization of the light 
due to scattering from the tissue. In addition, in these highly scattering tissues there are a 
large amount of proteins and other chiral substances that have a much stronger rotation 
than that due to glucose making it very difficult to measure the millidegree rotations 
required for physiologic glucose concentrations. Thus, due to the lack of scatter, the 
aqueous humor of the eye as a site for detection of in vivo glucose concentrations has 
been suggested as an alternative to transmitting light through the skin (28-42). For the 
polarimetric approach, the cornea and fluid contained in the anterior chamber and the 
aqueous humor not only provide a low scattering window into the body but since the 
aqueous humor is virtually devoid of proteins, the main optically chiral molecule is 
glucose.   
Unlike on-line processing systems that measure relatively high sugar concentrations 
(grams) and allow for longer path lengths (10 cm), the in vivo glucose concentration is 
smaller and, if the eye is to be used as the sensing site, the pathlength in an adult human 
eye measures between 1-1.2 cm with a volume of approximately 250 µL (187). 
Advances in polarimetric instrumentation have only recently made it possible to measure 
the small rotations due to glucose at physiological levels. For example, at a wavelength 
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of 670 nm (red), glucose will rotate the linear polarization of a light beam by 
approximately 0.4 millidegree per 10 mg/dl for a 1 cm sample pathlength. In order to 
measure such small rotations, a very sensitive and stable polarimeter must be employed. 
Throughout the past few decades, many researchers have investigated the development 
of such sensitive devices (30-42). The primary approaches being investigated today 
include a light source (typically low powered lasers), a means of modulating the plane of 
polarization (photoelastic modulator, Faraday rotator, etc.), and a means of detecting and 
demodulating the signal, typically by using a lock-in amplifier or some means of 
heterodyne detection.   
The eye as a sensing site for polarimetric glucose monitoring, however, is not 
without its share of problems that need to be overcome. Although the eye is great at 
coupling light into the body for the purpose of vision, it provides a couple of challenging 
problems when it is desired to couple the light into and back out of the anterior chamber 
of the eye as required for glucose monitoring. In particular, for polarimetric monitoring, 
the light must travel across the anterior chamber of the eye but, due to its curvature and 
change in the refractive index, the eye naturally tries to focus all the light impinging on it 
toward the retina. In addition, the cornea is birefringent, which means it can change the 
state of polarization of the light (i.e. somewhat like a quartz crystal) and this change is 
variable in the presence of eye motion, which can confound the polarization signal due 
to glucose. Using a lock-in amplifier the amplitude of the second harmonic or twice the 
modulation frequency of the signal can be monitored continuously over the course of an 
experiment. In an ideal situation where no motion is present, the value observed should 
be constant represented in the form of a straight line. However, Figure 3.1 shows the 
spectral components of in vivo rabbit data corresponding to the time varying motion 
induced signal. The two dominant components appear at 1.4 Hz and 3.4 Hz 
corresponding to the respiration and cardiac cycle of the rabbit. Therefore, the key issues 
that need to be addressed for this approach to be feasible in monitoring glucose include 
building an instrument that can accommodate for the large birefringence of the cornea, 
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particularly in the presence of motion artifact, and to develop an instrument that can 
safely and simply couple the light source across the anterior chamber of the eye.  
Figure 3.1: Frequency analysis indicating the common sources of motion artifact caused by the cardiac (3.4 
HZ) and respiratory (1.6 Hz) cycles (1) –Reproduced by permission of the author.  
Over the past decade, research in polarimetric glucose sensing has focused on 
methods to overcome motion induced time varying corneal birefringence and the 
coupling of light across the anterior chamber of the eye (33-36, 156). Two primary 
techniques have been suggested to account for this motion artifact which include the use 
of a phase sensitive element to compensate for the corneal birefringence (166) and the 
use of a dual-wavelength polarimeter which, with a multiple linear regression signal 
processing approach, accounts for the time varying birefringence (33-35, 156). To 
couple light through the anterior chamber of the eye an index matched coupling device 
has been used for the in vivo New Zealand White rabbit studies (36, 41, 42, 188). 
Although index matching for coupling of light across the cornea is useful for 
experimental testing of polarimetric systems in animals and could potentially be done 
using a scleral lens in humans, solutions for coupling light through the anterior chamber 
(e.g. light incidence at a grazing angle) are also currently being researched (189).  
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3.1.1. Anterior Chamber of the Eye 
To date, research on the use of optical polarimetry towards noninvasively monitoring 
glucose levels in the aqueous humor have focused on overcoming time varying corneal 
birefringence, one major limiting factor of the technique. However, in these studies an 
index coupling device was utilized to overcome the index mismatch between the air-
aqueous humor barriers (35, 81, 82, 189). It is well known through the process of vision 
that the eye is ideally suited to couple light to the back of the retina. While this approach 
is useful in removing the index mismatch limitation from experimental testing for 
evaluating different polarimetric system configurations to monitor glucose in the 
presence of motion induced birefringence, it is not a practical approach for a final device 
design. Previous success in measuring aqueous glucose levels over physiologically 
relevant ranges using polarimetry were obtained in a cuvette or utilizing index matched 
coupling devices to overcome the index mismatch of the air-cornea interface. Thus, a 
major limitation that needs to be overcome toward feasibility of polarimetric glucose 
monitoring is the ability to couple polarized light across the anterior chamber of the eye 
without the use of a coupling device.  
Several research groups have modeled the optical bending of light as it passes 
through the anterior chamber (156, 190, 191). Malik et al. produced optical simulations 
and calculations utilizing CODE V optical design software (Optical Research 
Associates, Pasadena, CA) and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) (156). The 
results produced in the optical simulations indicated that light could be coupled through 
the anterior chamber over a narrow range in input angles of the incident light relative to 
the entrance corneal surface. Previous models have indicated that light could be coupled 
through the anterior chamber of the eye and out of the adjacent corneal surface with the 
input beam becoming a divergent “fanning” beam shape at the exiting corneal surface. 
In this chapter, further modeling of light coupling through the anterior chamber of 
the eye in an unmatched index environment and evaluated the addition of incoming and 
outgoing optics to provide a collimated beam both at the entrance corneal surface and at 
the detection optics in a polarimetric setup. Utilizing the model previously published
 
by 
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our group, a computer aided drawing (CAD) rendering in Figure 3.2 below shows that 
by using glancing angles with a round mirror at 45 degrees (a small mirror at the nose 
and a larger off-axis parabolic collecting mirror at the outside of the skull) we can 
potentially overcome the index mismatch and propagate polarized light across the 
anterior chamber of the eye. All parameters for the eye were obtained from the literature 
(156, 190, 192, 193).  
3.1.2. Cornea Description 
Our group has proposed optical polarimetry through the anterior chamber of the eye 
for noninvasive monitoring of glucose, which can potentially serve as a tool to improve 
management of diabetes. One of the main challenges with using polarimetry for glucose 
sensing in vivo is that most of the biological tissues are optically turbid. Polarimetric 
sensing of glucose in such media thus becomes challenging due to the presence of 
relatively high concentrations of chiral components such as albumin, and multiple 
scattering events, which can significantly confound the state of polarization of the 
reflected or transmitted light (46). Thus, one possible way to overcome these problems is 
by propagating polarized light through the anterior chamber of the eye including the 
cornea and aqueous humor, where the absorption and scattering effects are minimal and 
glucose is the principal chiral component (1).  
The cornea, in particular, not only serves as the gateway into the eye for vision but 
also for potential optical monitoring of analytes such as glucose. It is the major refractive 
structure along with the ocular lens, focusing light onto the retina. The fibrous collagen 
of the cornea is responsible for its mechanical strength and aids in maintaining the ocular 
contour but also is a source of its optical birefringence (163). These collagen fibers are 
primarily present in the stromal region, which constitutes more than 90% of the cornea. 
The regular arrangement and uniformity of these fibers plays a major role in maintaining 
corneal transparency (162). Any disturbance in such an arrangement can result in 
significant scattering of the transmitted light and, therefore, adversely affect optical 
clarity of the cornea (194). 
As mentioned, the fibrous structure of the stroma makes the cornea birefringent, 
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which varies spatially across the surface of the cornea (32, 156, 195). Birefringence in 
structured materials such as linear retarders is characterized by Δn = (ne – no), which is 
the difference between the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices i.e. ne and no, 
respectively (158). In the case of the cornea, individual constituent collagen fibrils can 
be regarded as linear retarders with the direction of the fast axis oriented perpendicular 
to the fibril orientation (196). When such birefringent layers are arranged on top of each 
other with different orientations of their fast axes, the overall composition exhibits a type 
of birefringence known as form birefringence (164). Several models have been proposed 
to explain this behavior of corneal birefringence (32, 163, 195, 197-200). Most of these 
models agree that birefringence is minimum at the center of the cornea, and increases 
monotonically towards the peripheral regions of the cornea. These models also indicate 
that the effective birefringence increases as the angle of incidence with respect to the 
surface normal of the cornea increases.     
3.1.3. Eye Model Parameters 
In order to understand how the effect of time varying corneal birefringence is 
minimized using a dual-wavelength polarimetric approach, we utilize the eye model 
described in detail previously (156, 189). The input beam diameter was fixed at 1 mm. 
The polarization vector was chosen to be at 45 degrees with the vertical axis to 
experience maximum change in the state of polarization, and hence the worst-case 
condition. In principle, the dual-wavelength method should be applicable regardless of 
the state of polarization of the input light. This being said, in the actual optical setup, the 
state of polarization was kept horizontal-linearly polarized in order to minimize parasitic 
polarization effects of optical elements such as prisms and beam splitters. The values 
used for no and ne are 1.3760 and 1.3744 i.e. |Δn| = 1.6 x 10
-3
. As seen in Figure 3.2, this
model consists of four interfaces. The interfaces are numbered 1 through 4 in order of 
the direction of light propagation. The polarization properties of each surface can be 
identified with a Jones matrix. The properties assigned to a surface correspond to the 
following layer. For instance, in the eye model presented, the surface properties defined 
for surface 1 actually define the optical properties of the corneal layer present between 
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surfaces 1 and 2. The relationship between output and input Jones vectors is then given 
by the following equation:  
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Where the 2 × 2 matrices represent the Jones matrices for the four surfaces, Ax and 
Ay are the electric field components of the input beam at a given wavelength, ϕx and ϕy 
are the respective phase components, Bx and By are the electric field components of the 
output beam, ϕ'x and ϕ'y are the respective phase components of the output field 
components, and Δφ represents the net phase difference i.e. ϕ'x – ϕ'y between the electric 
field components of the output beam. By introducing the net phase term, the relative 
phase of both ϕ'x and ϕ'y is incorporated. 
It has been modeled previously that the effect of motion artifact is minimized in the 
region near the midpoint between the corneal apex and limbus (i.e. 1.5 mm below the 
apex) (156). Therefore, this point was chosen as the center point in the range of motion. 
The beam position was then changed from 1.48 mm to 1.52 mm below the apex in steps 
of 10 μm. The output Jones vectors for each of these positions are noted in for 635-nm 
and 532-nm models, respectively. For the range of motion considered in this model, the 
change in the ellipticity of the beam is insignificant as indicated by the elements of the 
Jones vectors (which remain unchanged up to third decimal place), and the change in 
corneal birefringence manifests itself as a change in the net phase difference Δϕ, which 
varies as a function of beam position for both the wavelengths, as shown in Figure 3.2. 
Within a short range of motion, such as what is expected in vivo, the variation in the 
phase difference is a highly linear function with respect to the beam position. The 
change in the major axis of the output beam’s state of polarization is mainly dictated by 
the net phase difference. As a result, the perceived angle of rotation also varies linearly 
with a correlation coefficient of 0.999 for each of the single wavelength models. 
For the dual-wavelength model, multiple-linear regression (MLR) analysis results in 
a correlation coefficient of one, indicating true linear behavior. Such an analysis 
combines the information of the two independent single-wavelength data sets to improve 
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upon the correlation of single predictor model, thereby, providing a merged model with 
higher correlation between the dependent and independent variables.  
As indicated in our previous publications (35, 82), the general idea is to use MLR 
analysis to predict the contribution of birefringence to the rotation of major axis of the 
state of polarization. The respective data points for both wavelengths are used to 
calculate optimal weights, which then serve as coefficients for scaled subtraction. 
Specifically, the single-wavelength models are of the form [Glucose]λ = m.Vλ + c, where 
[Glucose] is the glucose concentration, Vλ is the corresponding voltage signal applied to 
the Faraday compensator for the respective wavelength via the PID controller, and m 
and c are calibration coefficients. The sample noise can then be removed by subtracting 
the scaled data sets. The dual-wavelength model generated by MLR analysis is of the 
form [Glucose] = m1.Vλ1 + m2.Vλ2 + c, where Vλ1 and Vλ2 are voltage signals applied to 
the Faraday compensators by the PID controller to null the system for the corresponding 
two single-wavelength models, and m1, m2 and c are calibration coefficients which serve 
as weights for scaled subtraction. In this manner, the use of a second wavelength allows 
for removal of the noise due to linear changes in birefringence induced with motion. 
With the noise removed using the dual wavelength approach, accurate monitoring of 
optical activity due to glucose can be calculated in the presence of time varying corneal 
birefringence. The relationship between the compensation voltages for each of the single 
wavelength models and the observed optical rotation is shown from the resulting matrix 
representation, 
                                             [
𝑉𝜆1
𝑉𝜆2
] = [
𝑎1 𝑏1
𝑎2 𝑏2
] [
𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒
𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
] + [
𝐶1
𝐶2
] (3.2) 
Previous work in characterizing the cornea and AH provide enough information to 
compute physiological values for glucose concentration, linear birefringence, and 
diattenuation, with each variable used as inputs to the MATLAB simulation. The eye 
model, corneal dimensions and other eye parameters were chosen to be the same values 
as reported previously by Malik et al. (156). Parameters to define the eye model size and 
refractive index properties are listed in Table 3.1 below. The anterior (Anter.) and 
posterior (Post.) sides of the cornea were modeled as two spheres with radii of 6.8 mm 
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and 7.7 mm, respectively each centered about the optical axis of the eye. The thickness 
of the cornea at the center was 0.5 mm, monotonically increasing in thickness (as a 
conicoidal function) to 1.97 mm at 6 mm from center (191). The cornea posterior surface 
will behave similar to a polished optical lens due to the formation of a tear film in liquid 
form, which defines the smoothness of the cornea (192). At the center, the height of the 
aqueous chamber was 3 mm. The refractive index on the outside of the corneal surfaces 
was assumed to be air (n=1) and the cornea and aqueous humor refractive index were 
1.376 and 1.336, respectively. The input beam diameter of each wavelength of light, 
fixed at 1 mm. The ordinary (no) and extraordinary (ne) refractive index values were 
1.376 and 1.3744, respectively producing a birefringence |Δn| = 1.6 x 10-3.
Table 3.1: Eye Model Parameters 
Anter.Surface radius 6.8 mm 
Post. Surface radius 7.7 mm 
Thickness cornea (center) 0.5 mm 
Height Aq chamber 3 mm 
Path Length Aqueous 10 mm 
n 1 
ncornea 1.376 
naqeuous 1.336 
As indicated in simulation produced by Malik et al. motion artifact is minimal near 
the midpoint between the corneal apex and limbus, which is approximately 1.5 mm 
below the apex (156). Additionally, previous modeling has indicated that in an index-
unmatched configuration a glancing angle of approximately 16 degrees allows for a 
fanned beam to exit the cornea after traversing the anterior chamber (156). For modeling 
purposes, the two optical paths were set to wavelengths of 635 nm and 532 nm, 
respectively. These wavelengths were chosen for the modeling and simulation because 
these wavelengths are what we have previously used in ex vivo and in vivo testing with a 
dual-wavelength polarimetric system. For the optical component design a total of four or 
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more mirrors were considered for steering the non-index matched beams into the cornea 
from the source side of the polarimeter, through the AC, and out of the cornea at a 
controlled glancing angle and position on the initial corneal surface through the 
detection optical components onto an optical detector. Corneal retardance values were 
examined over three cases in the simulations were variations in the corneal shape were 
considered at two extreme cases and one with an “average” eye model shape “Navarro 
eye model” (190). The values for the extreme corneal shape cases were taken from 
corneal shape extremes reported in measurements in vivo of 176 human subjects 
reported by Kiely et al. (190, 201) and later utilized by Winkler et al. (190). Surface face 
and other parameters for each of the three eye models were reported by Winkler et al. 
and are shown below in Table 3.2. Surfaces for each model are defined by asphericity 
parameter (Q) and the radius of curvature (R). As described by Van Blokland et al. and 
Winkler et al. the definition of corneal birefringence defining in the xz plane is 
independent from the XZ plane where the surface is defined by a quadratic equation of 
the form displayed in Equation 3.3: 
  X2+(1+Q)Z2-2RZ=0                                          (3.3) 
From the surface incidence and exitance angles in relation to the surface normal and 
refractive indices before and after the surface a diattenuation value can be calculated. 
Diattenuation can be calculated from the definition in Equation 3.4: 
 D=(Tmax-Tmin)/(Tmax+Tmin)                                             (3.4) 
Maximum transmittance (Tmax) is the transmittance value for the most attenuated 
polarization state at the surface. The attenuation can occur via absorption or reflection. 
As described by Winkler et al., at an interface, the maximum transmittance is the Fresnel 
coefficient for p-polarized light and the minimum transmittance (Tmin) is the Fresnel 
coefficient for s-polarized light.  
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Table 3.2: Eye Model Parameters Navarro 
Surface Radius (mm) Q Medium Δz (mm) n 
Navarro Model  
Anterior Cornea 7.72 -0.26 Cornea 0.55 1.3760 
Posterior Cornea 6.50 0 Aqueous 3.05 1.3374 
Extreme 1  
Anterior Cornea 7 0.5 Cornea 0.55 1.376 
Posterior Cornea 6.5 0 Aqueous 3.05 1.3374 
Extreme 2  
Anterior Cornea 8.7 -0.8 Cornea 0.55 1.3760 
Posterior Cornea 6.5 0 Aqueous 3.05 1.3374 
 
Table 3.3: Corneal Retardance Value Range Used in Simulation 
Medium γ (deg) L (mm) ΔnL (μm) 
Navarro Model  
Cornea, Entrance -38.58- -42.69 1.11-1.27 0.62-0.67 
Cornea, Exit 37.92-43.32 1.16-1.22 0.55-0.75 
Extreme 1  
Cornea, Entrance -17.9- -33.05 0.057-0.5 1.2e
-3
- 0.17 
Cornea, Exit 20.55-30.16 0.23-0.32 0.016-0.088 
Extreme 2  
Cornea, Entrance -43.89- -49.43 1.92-2.23 1.42-1.51 
Cornea, Exit 44.48-48.92 1.82-2.35 1.41-1.53 
 
Table 3.4: Diattenuation Value Range for Simulation 
Surface γ1 (deg) γ2 (deg) n1 n2 D 
Navarro Model  
Anterior Cornea -59.11- -68.91 -38.58- -42.69 1 1.376 0.066-0.108 
Posterior Cornea -34.60- -41.55 -35.75- -43.03 1.376 1.3374 2e
-4
 – 3.4e-4 
Posterior Cornea 35.75-43.03 34.60-41.55 1.3374 1.376 2e
-4
 – 3.4e-4 
Anterior Cornea 37.92-43.32 57.74-70.73 1.376 1 0.061-0.119 
Extreme 1  
Anterior Cornea -25.02- -48.63 -17.9- -33.05 1 1.376 7.7e
-3
 – 0.037 
Posterior Cornea -33.93- -43.13 -35.05- -44.7 1.376 1.3374 1.9e
-4
 – 3.8e-4 
Posterior Cornea 35.05-44.7 33.93-43.13 1.3374 1.376 1.9e
-4
 – 3.8e-4 
Anterior Cornea 20.55-30.16 28.89-43.74 1.376 1 0.23-0.32 
Extreme 2  
Anterior Cornea -59.11- -68.91 -38.58- -42.69 1 1.376 0.066-0.108 
Posterior Cornea -29.05- -40.41 -29.92- -41.83 1.376 1.3374 1.3e
-4
 – 3.1e-4 
Posterior Cornea 29.97-41.83 29.05-40.41 1.3374 1.376 1.3e
-4
 – 3.1e-4 
Anterior Cornea 37.92-43.32 57.74-70.73 1.376 1 0.061-0.119 
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3.2. Non-index Coupling Design Tasks 
3.2.1. Develop a Birefringent Eye Model for Non-index Matched Light Coupling 
Design 
The propagation of the light, including the birefringence, with no coupling apparatus 
was modeled. This modeling is used as the starting point in re-designing the optical 
system to eliminate or reduce the size of the current coupling device. This will be 
followed by polarimetric measurements in excised New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits’ 
corneas. Beyond corneal birefringence, the next hurdle toward feasibility of this 
polarimetric glucose monitoring approach is the ability to couple the dual wavelength 
polarized light across the anterior chamber of the eye. The eye is ideally suited to 
coupling light to the back of the retina for vision. The index mismatch between the 
cornea and air is partially responsible for the beam bending toward the retina and, 
although good for vision, complicating our ability to couple the light across the anterior 
chamber of the eye.  
Our group has previously performed optical simulations and calculations in CODE V 
optical design software (Optical Research Associates, Pasadena, CA) and MATLAB 
(The MathWorks, Natick, MA) of the optical path through the cornea without the use of 
an index matching solution. The CODE V software employs a polarization ray tracing 
method to solve for the optical path through the optical system (i.e., the cornea). The 
corneal parameters and dimensions utilized in the model were taken from reference 
(156). Utilizing our existing model we will evaluate various commercial optical designs 
employing a glancing angle and determine the optimal design to allow for non-index 
matched coupling of light through the aqueous humor. 
Using existing eye models developed by our group (156) we will explore the 
difference between reflective and transmissive optical coupling without an index 
matching medium using various commercial optics. The models were developed 
utilizing various optical ray tracing software packages such as Zemax, Code V, and 
OptiCAD. The resulting models and capabilities of each software package were weighed 
in choosing the optimal final design choice. The combination of the models developed in 
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Zemax and OptiCAD were utilized for determining the placement of the commercial 
optics due to their ease of implementing commercial optical geometries and material 
parameters. Additionally these models were used to evaluate the optical beam 
displacement between the two wavelengths of light. Once the optimal optical 
components were chosen, Code V was then used in addition to MATLAB to evaluate the 
polarization parameters of these optical element choices. The combination of these 
models were used to guide in the proposed design (Figure 3.2b), where we replaced the 
output mirror with a 90° concave mirror for collecting the light in order to re-collimate 
the light output from the cornea, which is critical for the light to travel through the 
receiving optics and to the detector. The resulting polarized light ray tracing models was 
used for evaluating and optimizing various optical coupling designs that allow for non-
index matched light coupling across the aqueous humor. The ray tracing models 
developed evaluate refraction, diattenuation, reflection, and polarization changes at each 
optical interface within the setup.  
Integration of this coupling method with the overall opto-electronic system design is 
shown. Ideally, the final design consists of reflective optics, as they reduce the amount 
of variation in the optical path location of the two wavelengths of light as they travel 
through the optical surfaces.   
Figure 3.2: Modeling of the optical path through the anterior chamber of the eye for unmatched refractive 
indices. There is no visible difference (on the current scale) between the optical paths taken (through the eye) 
by the two beams at different wavelengths, and hence, a single beam path is shown. (a) This design illustrates 
the need for coupling optics that allows the beam output from the cornea to be re-collimated. However, the 
output beam is not collimated due to index of refraction mismatch. (b) This design places a 90° concave mirror 
on the output to re-collimate the fanned beam exiting the eye. The angle of incidence, α, is measured from the 
horizontal. Note that light has to be incident at a relative glancing angle with respect to the posterior corneal 
surface in order for the beam to exit the anterior chamber through the cornea. However, the output beam is 
now collimated, which is critical for transmission through the detection optics. 
 (a)        (b)  
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After the modeling confirmed the approach is achievable, we built the non-index 
matched eye coupling mechanism and tested the approach. The proposed non-index 
matched eye coupling design (Figure 3.2b) should provide a feasible noninvasive 
coupling approach according to the modeling. Specifically, to assess the design we 
measure the effect of birefringence on the major axis of the state of polarization of the 
output beam as a function of the wavelength, beam position, and angle of incidence on 
the posterior corneal surface for the models. The most significant difference in this 
coupling mechanism compared to index-matched mechanism is that incident light has to 
enter the eye at a relative glancing angle with respect to the posterior corneal surface, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.2, in order to be coupled out of the anterior chamber. Utilizing the 
modeled schemes. Devices were constructed and the components purchased for in vitro 
experiments.  
3.2.2. Test the Eye-Coupling Device 
The final task in this chapter is to perform a series of in vitro studies to test the new 
coupling mechanism. Initially, using the existing bench top system and then transition to 
the miniaturized system described in Chapter 4. Our group had previously discussed 
coupling light across the anterior chamber utilizing a 90 degree concave mirror and 
glancing angle configuration in addition the use of a scleral lens. We will utilize similar 
schemes to build separate devices for in vitro experiments.  
To assess the design the effect of birefringence on the major axis of the state of 
polarization of the output beam as a function of beam position and angle of incidence on 
the posterior corneal surface for both models was measured. Utilizing the modeled 
scheme two separate devices were constructed and the components purchased for in 
vitro experiments.  
3.2.3. If Needed Develop Alternative Modeling Utilizing Scleral Lens Coupling 
Approach 
If the glancing angle or reflection based approach shown above did not work and an 
appropriate angle could not be easily found during testing or, if after testing the design 
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with phantoms, the approach is found to be not accurate enough according to the defined 
target milestones, then the alternative approach is to use an index matching sclera 
contact lens. The approach, although still noninvasive, requires an index matching 
contact lens to be inserted. A model was generated and evaluated utilizing commercial 
scleral lens variables for an index matched solution. In the past, our group has developed 
a coupling mechanism to index match the eye and allow light to pass across the anterior 
chamber of the eye (154). The setup we modeled utilized a scleral lens, for index 
matching, between air and cornea in order to provide a straight path across the anterior 
chamber with no coupling of light through the pupil. The method is described for this 
model in the next section. However, the results are displayed in the Appendix E because 
the design of this method was not needed based on the results from the index-unmatched 
design model. 
3.3. Materials and Methods 
3.3.1. Modeling Index-unmatched Coupling of Light 
To evaluate a non-index matched optical coupling scheme, models were designed 
and verified using Code V, an optical modeling software package, evaluating various 
coupling schemes and optical component variations. For the eye model, the corneal 
parameters and dimensions utilized in this report were the same as described in detail 
previously by Malik et al. (156). In the final design, shown below, we use a 90 degree 
off-axis parabolic mirror to collect and re-collimate the light beam after exiting the 
cornea. The parabolic mirror is needed because the beam shapes, after traveling through 
the aqueous humor, will fan out as shown in Figure 3.3; thus, the beams need to be re-
collimated in order for it to travel through the receiving optics and arrive onto the 
detectors. As depicted in Figures 3.4-3.6, we have developed a CAD rendering of the 
model similar to that shown in Figure 3.3 in which all the optical simulations performed 
in CODE V optical design software (Optical Research Associates, Pasadena, CA). The 
initial variables adjusted were the input mirror angle and entry point of the beam as well 
as the output parabolic mirror angle and distance. Optimization of the model was then 
achieved by adjusting the coupling optics position and angle in three dimensions to 
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ensure the two optical beams undergo roughly the same optical path as they pass through 
the polarimetric system. An additional 90 degree off-axis parabolic mirror was added 
after the first parabolic mirror at the output of the eye to help ensure collimation of the 
beam before entering the detection optics. The posterior and anterior corneal surfaces 
were modeled as spheres centered on the optic axis of the eye with radii of 7.7 mm and 
6.8 mm, respectively. The central thickness of the cornea was set to be 0.5 mm and the 
thickness increased monotonically (as a conicoidal function) to 1.97 mm at 6 mm away 
from the center (191). The index of refraction at the outside of the cornea was assumed 
to be that of air (n=1.00). The refractive indices of cornea and aqueous humor were set 
to values of 1.376 and 1.336, respectively (i.e. |Δn|=1.6 x 10-3). The smoothness of
cornea is defined by the formation of a liquid tear film over the posterior surface, which 
makes the cornea behave similar to a polished optical lens (192). As indicated in the 
optical simulation produced by Malik et al. the effect of motion artifact can be 
minimized when the beam is positioned in the region of the entrance near the midpoint 
of the corneal apex and limbus (i.e. 1.5 mm below the apex) (156). For optical ray 
tracing of each wavelength, the beam diameter was chosen as fixed at a diameter of 1 
mm to be consistent with the model utilized previously by our group (156). The CODE 
V software package allows for a polarization ray tracing method to be employed, which 
solves for the path/surface interactions through the optical system for each wavelength, 
further details of which have been described elsewhere (193). CODE V has the ability to 
divide the optical surface into a rectangular or circular grid like pattern. The user then 
has the ability to define the birefringence parameters such as the direction of fast axis 
and the birefringence (ne–no, where ne and no are the extraordinary and ordinary 
refractive indices, respectively) for each individual grid section (35). 
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Figure 3.3: Modeling of the optical path through the anterior chamber of the eye using the new optical 
coupling method. Note that light still has to be incident at a relatively glancing angle with respect to the 
posterior corneal surface and there is no visible difference (on the current scale) between the optical paths 
taken by the two beams at different wavelengths. However, the output beam is now collimated, which is 
critical for transmission through the detection optics. 
In the dual-wavelength polarimetric system design, two optical coupling schemes 
were explored utilizing reflective based systems. In the reflective based optical coupling 
setup that offered the best results, a 90 degree off-axis parabolic mirror was placed at the 
output of the cornea to collect the fanning output beams of each of the wavelengths in 
the system. The off-axis parabolic mirror reflected the beam back into the system 
towards the collection optics while collimating the fanned beam. Additionally, a second 
off-axis parabolic mirror was placed after the first too further collimate the overlapping 
wavelengths in the system prior to directing the beams through the analyzer onto the 
detector.  
Commercial optics were evaluated from multiple vendors and an optical coupling 
scheme was constructed and evaluated in modeling software utilizing reflective based 
optical components. In the final design, a round mirror was employed for guiding the 
entrance beam into the eye at a glancing angle and two 90 degree off-axis silver coated 
parabolic mirrors were utilized to couple the light for both wavelengths out of the cornea 
and then providing a relatively collimated beam onto the detection optics. For the optical 
ray trace simulation, CAD models were downloaded from the THORLABS (Newton, 
NJ) website for each optical component and the listed specifications for the products 
were input into CODE V to simulate the use of commercial optical mirrors. The 90 
degree off-axis parabolic mirror item #: MPD127075-90-P01 (THORLABS, Newton, 
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NJ) was chosen for collimating the output beam in the coupling model because it offered 
the most optimal parameters for the specified design. Utilizing two off-axis parabolic 
mirrors it was expected that the design would re-collimate the output beam accounting 
for the expected beam divergence at the output of the cornea as described by Malik et al. 
(156). The off-axis parabolic mirror listed above was chosen because it provided the 
shortest reflected focal length (RFL), diameter, and parent focal length of any 90 degree 
parabolic mirror commercially available from several optical device vendors. The 
diameter of the parabolic mirror is 12.7 mm, the RFL is 15 mm, and the parent focal 
length was listed as 7.5 mm for the parabolic mirror listed above. Additionally, a round 
protected silver mirror was determined to be optimal for providing the input beam into 
the cornea at a glancing angle. In the modeling software, the specifications for the round 
mirror were obtained from THORLABS for item #: PF03-03-P01. The specified mirror 
had a diameter of 7 mm and a thickness of 2 mm. 
Utilizing the CODE V optical modeling software, a model was constructed as 
illustrated Figure 3.4 to evaluate the possibility of passing a beam of light through the 
eye without the use of an index matching device. In the model, a glancing angle for the 
entrance beam of 16 degrees was utilized. Evaluating the beam position of the two 
wavelengths at the detector and the appearance of the two beam ray traces the x, y, and z 
position of the two 90 degree off-axis parabolic mirrors was varied until optimal results 
were obtained maximizing the overlap between the wavelengths and minimizing the 
change in the optical signal observed on the detector over multiple simulations. The 
parameters specified by THORLABS were utilized in designing the mirrors in CODE V. 
Utilizing the eye model presented by our group previously (156) the mirrors were added 
to the model and the ray trace results were simulated and evaluated.  After the 
parameters were entered for each optical component the position of the optical elements 
were modified until the results indicated an optimal ray trace of the overlapping 
wavelengths providing the most visually collimated output product, as shown in Figure 
3.4 below. Along with CODE V, Zemax was utilized to evaluate the non-polarized ray 
trace in the proposed design. The Zemax files for each of the mirrors were downloaded 
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from THORLABS and imported into a Zemax non-sequential design shown in 
Appendix E.  
3.3.1.1. Anatomical Constraint Analysis 
After the optimal position was determined for each element a CAD rending of the 
ray trace starting with the entrance beam up to the beams onto the detection optics were 
output in STL format. Then utilizing SolidWorks a 3D model was generated of the 
respective ray traces for the individual wavelengths with the exported file as a reference. 
Using the CODE V output ray traces and CAD models for the optical elements, a human 
eye (190), and a rending of a human face obtained via scanning a face into a 3D 
representation it was possible to evaluate the placement of the optical elements and beam 
path as shown by the models in Figure 3.5 below. Using the exported models specified 
in CODE V the model was then evaluated with respect to anatomical features on the 
human face such as the nose and corneal/sclera surface to determine if the optical model 
would be feasible with anatomical constraints. Figures 3.5a and 3.5b illustrate the 
compiled 3D model of the optical simulation provided from CODE V via multiple 
different viewing angles. As illustrated in Figures 3.5a and 3.5b it appears the proposed 
non-index matched optical coupling scheme is feasible from an anatomical and optical 
standpoint.  
3.3.1.2. Polarization Analysis of Dual-wavelength System 
In addition to ray tracing analysis to determine the feasibility of coupling light 
through the aqueous humor a polarization analysis was performed on the optical system 
to determine the change in the multiple wavelengths’ polarization state as they pass 
through the optical train. It is important to note that in regards to evaluating polarization 
behavior of an optical design, there is not one perfect analytical method. However, there 
are general methods that can be followed in analyzing an optical system. In this system 
polarization analysis, the following method was utilized: First, the requirements and 
specifications of the optical system were examined and the polarization behavior was 
determined to be explicitly important. Then, the highly polarizing optical elements of the 
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system were identified (polarizers, Faraday modulator, Faraday compensators, eye, and 
analyzer). For each element identified, the range of use was examined with respect to the 
wavelengths utilized in the system, angles of incidence, and various other parameters 
that could vary the polarization performance. For each polarization dependent element, 
the vendor specifications were consulted to identify key parameters utilized in the 
optical model. Following the element specifications it was determined that the light will 
remain polarized through the system. Then the entire optical system was identified as 
highly critical in terms of polarization behavior. For each wavelength, the optical system 
was modeled as a linear polarizer, followed by two Faraday rotators (compensator and 
modulator), the eye, and finally an analyzer. More details on the specific information 
and theoretical system analysis can be found elsewhere (35, 82). As illustrated 
previously by our group and Winkler et al., the eye can be represented as a series of an 
optical rotator, diattenuators, and linear retarders (35, 176, 190). Thus, the Jones matrix 
formulation of the eye phantom shown in Equation 3.6 is presented as an optical rotator 
placed between two linear retarders of equal retardation (35, 176, 190). The resulting eye 
model varies with respect to both the angle of azimuth and the ellipticity of the state of 
polarization. Further, the ellipticity is primarily affected by retardation, where time 
varying retardation δ(t) introduced due to the cornea can be described as shown in 
Equation 3.5 by, 
                                                         
2
( ) ( )t nL t



                          (3.5) 
In this equation λ is the wavelength, the corneal birefringence is Δn = |ne – no|, and 
L(t) is the path length through the cornea changing as a function of time. As described 
by Malik et al. the effects of corneal birefringence can be minimized through alignment 
of the linear polarization vector near the fast axis of the cornea. The net perceived 
optical rotation due to both birefringence and glucose is assumed to remain under ±1 
degree of rotation, the maximum modulation depth of the faraday modulator utilized in 
polarimetric glucose detection schemes (35, 82). If the rotation were above this value, 
the compensation component in the system proposed by our group would not be capable 
of providing adequate feedback to null the device. The initial polarizers were assumed as 
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aligned with the fast axis; the resulting system matrix representation is shown in 
Equation 3.6 below. 
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Where the system equivalent Jones matrix is Vsystem, changes in optical rotation due 
to glucose and optical rotation from the Faraday compensator are ϕg and ϕf, respectively, 
δ1(t) and δ2(t) represent the amount of retardation from the light entering and exiting the 
cornea as a function of time, is the difference between the two surface retardations, θm 
represents the modulation depth for the Faraday modulator, and ωm is the modulation 
frequency. The primary relationship in system voltage that contributes to the net optical 
rotation is the matrix representing the eye, shown in Equation 3.6.  
For the polarization ray tracing model designed in MATLAB a glucose concentration 
was varied from 0 to 500 mg/dL in increments of 10 mg/dL under randomly generated 
birefringence values ranging between 0 and 3x10
-4
. The compensation voltage and
predicted glucose concentration as a function of actual glucose concentration for a single 
wavelength model at 635 nm and 532 nm were calculated and the results are shown in 
Figure 3.7 below. This data was generated utilizing Jones matrix mathematics solving 
for Equations 3.6 above. The millidegree rotation generated for the respective 
wavelengths and shown in Figure 3.7 were calculated based on the “random” function in 
MATLAB that arbitrarily assigns a value for birefringence at each glucose 
concentration, from a specified range. Following verification of the system model, an 
additional time-varying model was generated with the birefringence values randomly 
ranging between zero and 3x10
-4
 using the random function in MATLAB. The thickness
of each corneal surface was assigned a thickness of 0.35 mm and the path length through 
the aqueous humor was assumed 8.5 mm. Diattenuation was included into the eye model 
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using the values presented in the Navarro model (190). For the first surface the 
diattenuation values were a matrix D = [0.108 0.00034 0.00034 0.119] and the exiting 
surface diattenuation values were assigned a matrix value of D2 = [.066 0.0002 .0002 
0.061]. 
In the model, a modulation frequency of 1.09 kHz was chosen with a modulation 
depth of +/-1 degree because the majority of published polarimetric schemes used for 
glucose detection operate at this frequency. Thus, there are reference values available to 
compare the simulated data with at the specified frequency. The glucose concentration 
was evaluated between 0 to 500 mg/dL at 10 mg/dL increments. Utilizing the model 
parameters described above the theoretical signal at the detector in mg/dL utilizing the 
optical train was calculated as shown in Equation 3.6. The time varying birefringence 
simulation was calculated for both 635 nm and 532 nm wavelengths over a range of 
random values. Using the calculated rotation the predicted glucose concentration was 
then calculated and plotted with respect to actual glucose concentration for both 
wavelengths as shown in Figure 3.7. Utilizing the reduced matrix method described by 
Savenkov et al. (193), the predicted glucose concentration in mg/dL were calculated for 
both wavelengths and compared to the system equation results in addition to the actual 
glucose concentration results.  
𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑛
= 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒 [
(1 + 𝐷) cos𝜃2 +(1 − 𝐷) sin 𝜃2 (1 + 𝐷) cos𝜃 sin 𝜃 −(1 − 𝐷)cos𝜃 sin 𝜃
(1 + 𝐷) cos𝜃 sin 𝜃 −(1 − 𝐷)cos𝜃 sin 𝜃 (1 − 𝐷) cos𝜃2 +(1 + 𝐷) sin 𝜃2
] 
(3.7) 
𝐸𝑦𝑒 = 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑛2 ∗ 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑡𝑑2 ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑛2 ∗ 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑅𝑜𝑡 ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑛1 ∗ 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑡𝑑1
∗ 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑛1 
Table 3.5: Corneal Diattenuation Parameters 
Corneal Surface Diattenuation (Diatten. (D)) 
Anterior #1 0.66-0.108 
Posterior #1 0.0002-0.00034 
Posterior #2 0.0002-0.00034 
Anterior #2 0.061-0.119 
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3.3.2. Modeling Scleral Index-matched Coupling of Light 
The non-contact eye coupling design shown above should provide a feasible 
noninvasive coupling approach according to the modeling but, it is anticipated that each 
final unit would ultimately need to be aligned by a physician per patient and that not all 
patients will have an appropriate eye geometry to allow for easy alignment. In these 
cases, if the glancing angle or reflection based approach shown above does not work and 
an appropriate angle cannot be easily found by a trained physician or, if after testing the 
design with both phantoms and in vivo in rabbits, we find the approach is not accurate 
enough according to the defined target milestones, then the alternative approach would 
be to use an index matching sclera contact lens. The approach, although still 
noninvasive, would require an index matching contact lens to be inserted. The ideal lens 
would not need to cover the cornea but rather could be a doughnut shaped lens inserted 
at the cornea/sclera interface. This lens would be similar to current contact lenses in 
terms of pliability and ability to be inserted but due to its doughnut shape would not 
affect the vision. Initially a commercial lens such as the one from Danker Labs 
(http://www.dankerlabs.com/lenses.html) can be used. Although the lens may not be a 
perfect match to the cornea, which has an index of 1.376, our CAD modeling depicted 
that they would be good enough to allow translation across the anterior chamber without 
the need for a glancing angle and should provide accurate results similar to our existing 
eye-coupling device.  
3.4. Results and Discussion 
3.4.1. Modeling Index-unmatched Coupling of Light Ray Trace Analysis 
Optical models for non-index matched coupling of light entering the cornea at a 
glancing angle were observed utilizing two different software packages. The three 
different optical modeling software packages helped to validate the results produced by 
the respective software. Additionally each software offered unique features that were 
beneficial in overall modeling the coupling scheme proposed above. For example, 
CODE V is great for exporting the beam profile of the ray trace into 3D CAD software 
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for anatomical consideration in the coupling design. However, in CODE V importing 
existing commercial models available is not possible in their existing formats. Thus, 
Zemax is great in incorporating the optical elements from THORLABS because the 
models are provided for Zemax by THORLABS including the optical properties and 
CAD dimensions of the elements. However, the version of Zemax utilized was not 
capable of performing advanced polarization related modeling such as the birefringence 
profile of the cornea.  
The proposed non-index coupling scheme including the input beam entering the eye 
at a glancing angle and 90 degree off-axis parabolic mirrors placed at the exit point of 
the eye was modeled in the various software packages and the ray trace for 635 nm and 
532 nm wavelengths of the respective models are shown in Figures 3.4 through 3.6 
below. For each optical model, the beam diameter was chosen to be circular with a 
diameter of approximately 1mm. This is representative of the beam diameter utilized in 
the system designed by our group. Additionally, a glancing angle of approximately 16 
degrees was introduced between the input beam and the entrance corneal surface of the 
eye.  
Figure 3.4: CODE V simulation of proposed non-index matched eye-coupling scheme utilizing two 90 degree 
off-axis parabolic mirrors re-collimating the beam exiting the cornea in addition to a round mirror guiding the 
entrance beam into the cornea at a specified glancing angle 
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Figure 3.5: CODE V simulation of proposed non-index matched eye-coupling scheme utilizing two 90 degree 
off-axis parabolic mirrors re-collimating the beam exiting the cornea in addition to a round mirror guiding the 
entrance beam into the cornea at a specified glancing angle with solid fill. 
Glancing angle (𝜶): 16o
Beam Width (mm): 1 x 1 
Wavelengths (nm): 635 & 532 
# of rays: 5 x 5 
Detector (mm): 3 x 3 
        
Figure 3.6: CODE V simulation, detector beam profile at the detector for model shown in Figure 3.4 and 
Figure 3.5 
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3.4.1.1. Anatomical Boundary Analysis 
This model shows that by using glancing angles with a round mirror at 45 degrees (a 
small mirror at the nose and larger off-axis parabolic collecting mirror at the outside of 
the skull) the index mismatch can be overcome and polarized light can be propagated 
across the anterior chamber. 
Based on the results illustrated in Figures 3.8a and 3.8b it appears that the proposed 
non-index matched coupling scheme could be achieved without being limited 
anatomically by the facial structure. From the modeled CAD results, it appears 
significant room is available to modify the position of the input and output mirrors for 
varying anthropometric requirements that exist between people. This model also helped 
to observe if the exiting beam could pass out of the cornea or would be blocked by the 
sclera. Due to limited design ability in the ray tracing software the cornea was 
constructed as two concentric circles. However, in reality the shape is actually similar to 
the eye model shown in Figure 3.3 above. The main difference in the two geometries 
does not affect the optical properties but could act to further constrain the range of 
exiting beam angles that would allow the beam to exit the eye and propagate to the 
collimating optics in the system. As indicated by the ray tracing results produced from 
each of the optical software packages it appears the proposed scheme when optimized 
with respect to optical element position is capable of providing the desired output of 
relatively collimated overlapping beams. Additionally, the simulations indicate very 
little fluctuation in the detector beam profile for each of the modeled designs.  
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3.4.1.2. Polarization Ray Tracing (MATLAB) 
Figure 3.7: Theoretical polarization rotation results for a simulated dual-wavelength polarimeter passing 
through an eye model with parameters comparable to recorded in vivo data. The  data provided indicates the 
predicted vs. actual glucose concentration for 635 nm and 532 nm wavelengths over a range of 0-500 mg/dL of 
glucose with simulate motion induced into the system. 
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Figure 3.7 Continued 
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Figure 3.7 Continued  
The results presented in Figure 3.7 illustrate that slight variations exist between the 
different wavelengths as calculated with the theoretical system model. This is expected 
as shown in Equation 3.5 due to the wavelength dependence of birefringence. The main 
thing to note is that in the theoretical model of the system response for both wavelengths 
change in the same direction over the 500 different sample concentrations simulated 
over the range of 0 to 500 mg/dL of glucose. Thus, multiple linear regression (MLR) can 
be utilized to eliminate the birefringence that is present on the glucose signal to 
determine more accurately the glucose concentration of the dual-wavelength 
polarimetric system. The combination of the theoretical polarized system model can be 
utilized in combination with the dual-wavelength ray tracing models presented in this 
report to evaluate the system response over the physiologic range of known parameters 
for the eye. These ray tracing models generated with CODE V, Zemax, and Solidworks 
in addition to the polarimetric analysis performed in MATLAB illustrate that a non-
index matched coupling scheme can be implemented utilizing existing commercial 
optical elements. In addition, the results indicated the expected polarization variation 
with such a non-index matched coupling scheme can theoretically be accounted for by 
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using multiple linear regression analysis of the two signals when collected in a dual-
wavelength polarimetric system.  
Table 3.6: Polarization Model Analysis 635nm Wavelength 
 Actual Predicted Savenkov 1f to 2f Mean change 
% 
Change 
Linear 
Retar. 
Gluc. 
Conc. 
mg/dL 
Gluc. 
Rotation 
mdeg 
(635 nm) 
Faraday 
Comp. 
mdeg 
(635 nm) 
Faraday 
Comp. 
mdeg 
(635 nm) 
Faraday 
Comp. 
mdeg 
(635 nm) 
Faraday 
Comp. mdeg 
(635 nm) 
No Bire. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
No Bire. 100.00 3.81 -3.75 -3.81 -3.86 -3.27 
No Bire. 200.00 7.61 -7.50 -7.61 -7.72 -6.53 
No Bire. 300.00 11.42 -11.24 -11.42 -11.58 -9.79 
0.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00% 100.00 3.81 -3.03 -4.71 -3.12 -2.64 
0.00% 200.00 7.61 -6.06 -9.41 -6.24 -5.28 
0.00% 300.00 11.42 -9.09 -14.12 -9.37 -7.91 
0.50% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.50% 100.00 3.81 -3.02 -4.71 -3.11 -2.64 
0.50% 200.00 7.61 -6.05 -9.42 -6.23 -5.26 
0.50% 300.00 11.42 -9.07 -14.14 -9.34 -7.90 
1.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.00% 100.00 3.81 -3.02 -4.72 -3.11 -2.63 
1.00% 200.00 7.61 -6.03 -9.44 -6.21 -5.25 
1.00% 300.00 11.42 -9.05 -14.15 -9.32 -7.88 
2.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.13 
2.00% 100.00 3.81 -3.00 -4.73 -3.09 -2.62 
2.00% 200.00 7.61 -6.00 -9.46 -6.19 -5.23 
2.00% 300.00 11.42 -9.01 -14.19 -9.28 -7.84 
5.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.13 
5.00% 100.00 3.81 -2.96 -4.76 -3.05 -2.58 
5.00% 200.00 7.61 -5.92 -9.52 -6.10 -5.15 
5.00% 300.00 11.42 -8.88 -14.28 -9.14 -7.73 
10.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.13 
10.00% 100.00 3.81 -2.89 -4.82 -2.97 -2.51 
10.00% 200.00 7.61 -5.77 -9.63 -5.94 -5.02 
10.00% 300.00 11.42 -8.66 -14.45 -8.92 -7.54 
30.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.13 
30.00% 100.00 3.81 -2.56 -5.06 -2.64 -2.23 
30.00% 200.00 7.61 -5.12 -10.11 -5.28 -4.46 
30.00% 300.00 11.42 -7.69 -15.17 -7.92 -6.69 
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The glucose concentration was varied from 0 to 500 mg/dL in increments of 100 
mg/dL under randomly generated birefringence values ranging between 0 and 3x10
-4
 
randomly selected. Figures. 3.10a-d show the compensation voltage and predicted 
glucose concentration as a function of actual glucose concentration for a single 
wavelength model at 635 nm and 532 nm respectively. This data was generated utilizing 
Jones matrix mathematics solving for Equations 3.6 and 3.7 above. The millidegree 
rotation generated for the respective wavelengths based on percent change in linear 
retardance at glucose concentrations between 0 and 300 mg/dL in steps of 100 mg/dL 
are listed in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 below for 635 nm and 532 nm wavelengths respectively. 
For the initial polarization compensation model (values in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 below) the 
cornea length was assumed to be 400 microns, aqueous path 0.85 dm, Nasal retardance 
and temporal retardance were varied from 0 with no birefringence, 1.59x10
-4
 with 0 
percent birefringence then varied up to 2.067x10
-4
 to represent a 30 percent change in 
the linear retardance. In the model, the initial surface retardance remained at 1.59x10
-4 
and the second surface was varied by the corresponding percentage change to evaluate 
the system performance with respect to changes in birefringence. Following verification 
of the system model, an additional time-varying model was generated with the 
birefringence values randomly ranging between zero and 3x10
-4
 using the random 
function in MATLAB. The thickness of each corneal surface was assigned a thickness of 
0.35 mm and the path length through the aqueous humor was assumed 8.5 mm. 
Diattenuation was included into the eye model using the values presented in the Navarro 
model (190). For the first surface the diattenuation values were a matrix D = [0.108 
0.00034 0.00034 0.119] and the exiting surface diattenuation values were assigned a 
matrix value of D2 = [.066 0.0002 .0002 0.061]. 
In the models, data generated a modulation frequency of 1.09 kHz was chosen with a 
modulation depth of +/-1 degree because the majority of published polarimetric schemes 
used for glucose detection operate at this frequency. Thus, there are reference values 
available to compare the simulated data with at the specified frequency. The glucose 
concentration was evaluated between 0 to 500 mg/dL at 10 mg/dL increments. 
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Utilizing the model parameters described above the theoretical signal at the detector 
in mg/dL utilizing the optical train shown in Equation 3.6 was utilized. The time varying 
results are plotted with respect to actual glucose concentration for both wavelengths in 
Figure 3.9a. Utilizing the reduced matrix method described by Savenkov et al. (193), the 
Table 3.7: Polarization Model Analysis 532nm Wavelength 
 Actual Predicted Savenkov 1f to 2f Mean change 
% 
Change 
Linear 
Retard. 
Glucose 
Conc. 
mg/dL 
Glucose 
Rotation 
mdeg 
(532 
nm) 
Faraday 
Comp. 
mdeg (532 
nm) 
Faraday 
Comp. 
mdeg (532 
nm) 
Faraday 
Comp. 
mdeg (532 
nm) 
Faraday 
Comp. mdeg 
(532 nm) 
No Bire. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
No Bire. 100.00 5.59 -5.53 -5.61 -5.69 -4.81 
No Bire. 200.00 11.18 -11.05 -11.22 -11.39 -9.62 
No Bire. 300.00 16.76 -16.58 -16.83 -17.08 -14.43 
0.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00% 100.00 5.61 -4.04 -7.68 -4.16 -3.89 
0.00% 200.00 11.22 -8.08 -15.35 -8.32 -7.78 
0.00% 300.00 16.83 -12.12 -23.03 -12.48 -11.67 
0.50% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.50% 100.00 5.61 -4.03 -7.69 -4.15 -3.88 
0.50% 200.00 11.22 -8.05 -15.38 -8.29 -7.76 
0.50% 300.00 16.83 -12.08 -23.07 -12.44 -11.64 
1.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.00% 100.00 5.61 -4.01 -7.70 -4.13 -3.87 
1.00% 200.00 11.22 -8.02 -15.41 -8.26 -7.74 
1.00% 300.00 16.83 -12.03 -23.11 -12.40 -11.61 
2.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.13 
2.00% 100.00 5.61 -3.98 -7.73 -4.10 -3.86 
2.00% 200.00 11.22 -7.96 -15.46 -8.20 -7.71 
2.00% 300.00 16.83 -11.95 -23.19 -12.31 -11.56 
5.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.13 
5.00% 100.00 5.61 -3.89 -7.81 -4.01 -3.80 
5.00% 200.00 11.22 -7.79 -15.63 -8.02 -7.60 
5.00% 300.00 16.83 -11.68 -23.44 -12.04 -11.39 
10.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.13 
10.00% 100.00 5.61 -3.75 -7.96 -3.86 -3.71 
10.00% 200.00 11.22 -7.49 -15.91 -7.72 -7.41 
10.00% 300.00 16.83 -11.24 -23.87 -11.57 -11.11 
30.00% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.13 
30.00% 100.00 5.61 -3.09 -8.58 -3.19 -3.29 
30.00% 200.00 11.22 -6.19 -17.17 -6.38 -6.58 
30.00% 300.00 16.83 -9.28 -25.75 -9.56 -9.87 
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predicted glucose concentration in mg/dL were calculated for both wavelengths and 
compared to the system equation results in addition to the actual glucose concentration 
results. A plot of the results produced using the Savenkov method are shown in Figure 
3.9b below. An additional calculation was made for each wavelength evaluating the 
theoretical angle of rotation generated using the ratio of the 1f and 2f signals multiplied 
by the modulation depth divided by four, as shown in Figure 3.9c. The phase change in 
each wavelength signal was then evaluated of 10 samples as shown in Figure 3.9d.  
Figure 3.8: 3D anatomical analysis for proposed non-index matched design configuration utilizing CODE V 
ray trace exported in CAD format. (a) Side view 3D rendering of proposed design for eye coupling,  (b) 
additional zoomed side view illustrating ray trace as beam passes through cornea, and (c) 3D rending top view 
of proposed design coupled to eye with facial anatomy included and (b) additional side view of proposed setup 
illustrating the collimated beam profile for input and output beams. 
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Figure 3.9: Theoretical polarization rotation results for a simulated dual-wavelength polarimeter passing 
through an eye model with parameters comparable to recorded in vivo data. (a) represents the predicted vs. 
actual glucose concentration for 635 nm and 532 nm wavelengths over a range of 0-500 mg/dL of glucose with 
simulate motion induced into the system, (b) represents the same information calculated using the Savenkov 
method described by Equation 3.7 above, (c) value of rotation for the two respective wavelengths calculated 
using a ratio relationship between the 1f and 2f signals, and (d) the predicted angle of rotation observed under 
simulated motion utilizing the mean phase change over 10 samples to determine the theoretical rotation in 
millidegrees. 
The results presented in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 and plotted in Figure 3.9a-d illustrate that 
slight variations exist between the different theoretical model utilized, which is most 
likely due to the assumptions that were made in forming each of the simplified 
polarimetric system models shown in Figure 3.9a-d. The main thing to note is that in all 
the theoretical models both wavelengths change in the same direction over the 500 
sample concentrations tested thus, multiple linear regression (MLR) can be utilized to 
eliminate the birefringence that is present on the glucose signal to determine more 
accurately the glucose concentration of the dual-wavelength polarimetric system. The 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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combination of the theoretical polarized system model can be utilized in combination 
with the dual-wavelength ray tracing models presented in this report to evaluate the 
system response over the physiologic range of known parameters for the eye. These 
models combined illustrate that a non-index matched coupling scheme appears to be 
achievable utilizing existing commercial optics and the expected polarization changes 
generated with such a coupling scheme can theoretically be accounted for utilizing a 
dual wavelength MLR polarimetric system. 
                                                                           
Figure 3.10: Theoretical eye dimensions for the Navarro model and the two extreme cases reported by 
Winkler et. al (a) represents the size and spacing of the average eye parameters based on the model produced 
by Navarro, (b) represents the first extreme case where the two corneal surfaces meet near the temple and 
nose and, (c) the case discussed by Winkler regarding a large separation between corneal layers at the base of 
the eye near the temple and nose. 
 
 
(a) 
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Figure 3.10 Continued 
(b) 
(c) 
* Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W., Malik, B.H., Thomas E. III, and Coté, G.L. “Design and
Characterization of a Ferromagnetic, Air Gapped Magneto-Optic Faraday Rotator,” Opt. Letters. 30(8), (2013), with 
kind permission of Optical Society of America.
Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W., Grunden, D., and Coté, G.L. "Polarimetric Glucose Sensing in 
vitro: a high frequency approach," Proc. SPIE. (2013), with kind permission of SPIE. 
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4. DUAL-WAVELENGTH POLARIMETER SYSTEM MINIATURIZATION
*
The focuses of the research discussed in this Chapter are studies on the design, 
building, and testing of a cart-based, non-index matched, dual-wavelength polarimetric 
system. The current system previously was a large bench top unit that is clearly not 
ready for the clinic and will thus need to be reduced in size to a cart based system for 
clinical testing. Additionally, improved compensation speed is preferred about ~100 kHz 
to allow for improved SNR of the system. Both the optics and the electronics for this 
system will be re-designed with a focus on enhancing performance with a reduction in 
overall size. Thus, the optical miniaturization will be accomplished using small laser 
diodes, miniaturized mirrors, polarizers, and faraday rotators. The reduction is needed 
primarily to allow for the miniaturized unit, a practical clinical device, as depicted in 
Figure 4.1. The focus in this specific aim will be designing, building, and testing a 
miniaturized cart based optical dual-wavelength polarimeter employing an index un-
matched eye coupling approach.  
The largest sources of noise and speed limiting component in the system are the 
bulky Faraday rotators. These units are inductive solenoids, typically have multiple 
windings (over 3,000 turns stacked in multiple layers), and thus require large amounts of 
current to get even 1 kHz modulation. With a 1 kHz modulation rate, we were able to 
achieve millisecond sampling. Nonetheless, to progress well above the noise floor and 
allow for microsecond sampling, we require modulation in the plane of polarization 
within the 100 kHz range. This range is simply not possible with the current Faraday 
rotator devices. Additionally, because of potential inductive cross-talk in the magnetic 
fields between the bulky coil designs, the current Faraday rotators need to be physically 
separated by a certain distance. However, since we want to miniaturize the system 
footprint, the distance required to offset the cross-talk is not ideal. Further, the large 
number of windings causes thermal noise as the coils heat up. Thus, in addition to 
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system miniaturization alternative approaches for Faraday rotators and compensators 
will be investigated.  
4.1. System Miniaturization Tasks 
4.1.1. Design and Build Cart Based Miniaturized Dual-wavelength Polarimetric 
System 
Using developed SolidWorks CAD models of the proposed system based on 
commercially available optical components, as depicted in Figure 4.1, the system was 
assembled. The system components build on the design described in the previous 
chapter. Utilizing this model a compact, cart-based optical system that included a small, 
high frequency laser diodes and a rail system on a ramp platform for easy alignment and 
coupling to the human subject was constructed. In the approach, two lasers and two 
feedback rotators were used along with a modulation rotator. The optical sources used in 
the new design had a smaller footprint. Laser diodes that are 532 and 635 nm offering 
temperature and power control were purchased. The diodes will be followed by Glan-
Thompson linear polarizers (Newport, Irvine, CA) that provide strong horizontal linearly 
polarized states. The individual beams pass through the newly designed magneto-optic 
Faraday rotator design that that could potentially operate as both modulators and 
rotational compensators in order to achieve closed-loop feedback control. After 
modulation, the two beams are overlaid using a beamsplitter/combiner (Optosigma 
Corp., Santa Ana, CA). The combined light beams are passed through the (1) adjustable 
mirror, (2) the eye at a glancing angle, and (3) collected by a concave mirror. The 
beams, after collimation by the concave mirror, are coupled through a linear polarizer 
positioned perpendicularly to the initial polarizers to act as an analyzer to the optical 
beams. The beams are coupled to the detectors and converted into electronic signals 
using the PIN photodiode (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ).  
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Figure 4.1: (a) SolidWorks model of the caged optical system; left to right are the two lasers (L1 & L2), two 
polarizers (P1 & P2), two faraday rotators (FR1 & FR2), mirror (M1) and beam combiner (BC), mirror (M2) 
up to the eye and mirror (M3) to the detection system including crossed polarizer (P3) and detector (D), (b) 
transparent view of the system with optics, electronics, and eye coupling extension. 
The electronic signals pass through wide-bandwidth current amplifiers (CVI Melles 
Griot, Albuquerque, NM) and signal separation as well as noise reduction of the output 
from the amplifier is accomplished through the same electronics described in Chapter 2. 
The electronic outputs of the two lock-in chips will produce DC signals, which serve as 
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inputs to the laptop computer running a PID controller programmed in LabVIEW 8.9 
(National Instruments, Austin, TX). The outputs of this controller are proportional to the 
glucose concentration and are thus recorded and then used to drive the DC coils on the 
two Faraday rotators. The data collected was processed using the algorithms defined to 
provide a real-time glucose response, essential for overcoming motion artifacts and 
providing a user friendly device with minimal data collection time.   
4.1.2. Perform In Vitro Testing Using a Birefringent Plastic Cuvette 
To test the miniaturized high frequency system a series of in vitro (phantom plastic 
eye) studies were performed. In vitro studies were performed with the miniaturized 
system replacing the current system and new eye coupling design (Figures 4.1 and 3.3). 
The initial variables examined were optical alignment, optical cross talk, and 
optimization of the new magneto-optic Faraday rotator design (number of turns, coil 
length, gap distance, and number of coil layers). The focus was on minimizing the cross 
talk between the modulators and the electronics and minimizing noise in the system. The 
milestones was modulation depth of +/- 1 degree, modulation frequency of >10 kHz, and 
resolution of the overall polarimeter at each wavelength of 0.4 millidegrees (comparable 
to 10 mg/dL glucose) without motion artifact. Once a sufficient system design and 
optimal integration with the coupling testing of the accuracy and precision of the 
approach by conducting in vitro glucose studies with the new coupling mechanism over 
the physiologic range (0-500 mg/dL), with and without motion artifact was performed. 
Multiple linear regression analysis was utilized. The target milestones were to obtain a 
mean absolute relative difference (MARD) of less than 15% error in glucose levels 
across the physiologic range (202). 
4.2. Materials and Methods 
4.2.1. High Frequency Modulation with Improved Faraday Rotator Design  
The high permeability ferrite core modulator was constructed with an inductive coil 
wrapped around a ferromagnetic core, designed with an air gap and a through hole 
designed as an optical path, as shown in Figure 2.8. The core was wrapped with 102 
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turns of type 100 stranded 38 gauge AWG wires (SPNSN 100/38 served) litz wire 
(MWS Industries). The magneto-optic material utilized in this design was a Terbium 
Gallium Garnet (TGG) rod (Deltronic Crystals Inc., Dover, NJ). A soft ferrite high 
permeability core design allows for a reduction in the overall number of turns of 
conductive wire required to achieve AC modulation as compared to traditional air-core 
designs which leads to significantly lower DC coil resistance. The combination of a high 
permeability, low DC coil resistance coupled with the tunable inductive response in the 
ferrite cores allows higher frequency modulation to be achieved without suffering from 
any reduction in the maximum MFD that can be generated by the device. Thus, 
significant increases in overall device size, or increasing the input power driving the 
device in comparison to traditional air-core Faraday based optical modulation devices is 
not required with this design (175).  
The components utilized in the single-wavelength polarimeter have been described 
in detail elsewhere as part of a dual-wavelength polarimetric system (81). The major 
change to the previously described system is the use of a new Faraday 
modulator/compensator, as described above. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the system 
utilizes a 635nm laser diode emitting at seven mW (Power Technology Inc., Little Rock, 
AR). The optical beam was passed through a 100,000:1 Glan-Thompson linear polarizer 
(Newport, Irvine, CA) followed by a magneto-optic ferrite based Faraday rotator, that 
was driven by both an AC and DC signal. The light beam then travelled through an 
optical cuvette containing varied concentrations of glucose. The beam exiting the cuvette 
was then passed through another linear polarizer, the analyzer. The optical train ends at a 
P-i-N photodetector (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) that is connected through a wide-bandwidth 
amplifier (CVI Melles Griot, Albuquerque, NM) to a lock-in amplifier (Stanford 
Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). The output from the lock-in amplifier served as the 
input to a PID controller, operating on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), to 
determine the compensation voltages required to null the system.  
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Figure 4.2: Computer-aided design of the single-wavelength polarimetric glucose detection system. P, 
polarizer; FG, function generator; FM/FC, Faraday modulator/compensator; S, sample cuvette; PD, 
photodetector; CA, wideband current amplifier; LIA, lock-in amplifier; cRio-9022, compact Rio Real-time 
FPGA controller, and on the left side is a bias-T circuit used to combine DC and AC signals before supplying 
the optical modulator. Sync indicates the function of synchronizing the signal generated with the FG with the 
LIA signal.  
The combined AC and DC signal were provided to the Faraday device through the 
implementation of a Bias-T circuit. The AC signal was generated using a function 
generator set to provide a 32 kHz sinusoidal waveform with 20 Vpk-pk amplitude. The 
signal was supplied to the Faraday rotators after passing through the combination of a 
push pull current amplifier constructed from two power transistors (TIP36C and TIP 
35C) and a capacitor placed in series with the device. The capacitor was implemented 
for tuning the device to modulate at the same frequency as the provided signal. This 
resulted in an AC magnetic field of approximately 53.7 mT produced in the air gap of 
the rotator, generating a modulation depth of approximately ±1 degree in the plane of 
polarization. The DC signal was generated by an analog output module, NI-9263 
(National Instruments, Austin, TX) configured into a reprogrammable input/output, 
compact Rio (cRIO-9022), chassis (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The amplitude of 
the signal produced by the analog module was provided via the PID controller. The 
output module was then connected with the input of an OPA548F operational amplifier 
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used to amplify the DC signal, provided from the PID controller. The amplified DC 
compensation signal then passed through a one Henry inductor (Hammond 193S) placed 
in series, with the device and DC driver circuit, before traveling into the Faraday device. 
The series inductor was added to block the AC signal from traveling into the DC source. 
This approach provided the capability to drive the Faraday rotator with a combined AC 
signal and DC offset. More information on the design and implementation of a Bias-T 
circuit into a polarimeter is available [18].  
The PID controller was programmed in LabVIEW 8.9 (National Instruments, Austin, 
TX), implemented on the cRio-9022 Real-time controller equipped with an onboard 
FPGA. The Real-Time controller was additionally equipped with two expansion 
modules to provide analog input and analog output capability to the device. The signal 
from the lock in amplifier was supplied to the real-time controller chassis via the 4-
channel analog input module, NI-9215 (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Using the 4-
channel analog output module, NI-9263, feedback was provided to the Faraday 
compensation/modulation device. The voltage output from the NI-9263 module 
changing in amplitude at (<200 μsec per iteration), based on the PID determined value, 
was sent to the OPA548F operational amplifier, part of the Bias-T driver circuit, and in 
turn used to drive the Faraday compensation on the modulator/compensator device.  
4.2.2. Miniaturized Optical Polarimeter For Human Use 
Utilizing the cage based system described previously; SolidWorks CAD models of 
the proposed system based on commercially available optical components as depicted in 
Figure 4.1 were constructed. The system components build on the design described in 
Chapter 3 for achieving non-index matched coupling through the anterior chamber. 
Utilizing this model a compact, cart-based optical system that will include small, high 
frequency laser diodes and a rail system on a ramp platform for easy alignment and 
coupling to the human subject was constructed. In the approach, two lasers and two 
feedback rotators were used along with a modulation rotator. The optical sources used in 
the new design have a smaller footprint. Laser diodes that are 532 and 635 nm offering 
temperature and power control were purchased from power technologies. The diodes 
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were followed by Glan Thompson linear polarizers (Newport, Irvine, CA) that provides 
a strong horizontal linearly polarized state. The individual beams then pass through the 
newly designed magneto-optic Faraday rotator design that can operate as both 
modulators and rotational compensators in order to achieve closed-loop feedback 
control. After modulation, the two beams are overlaid using a beamsplitter/combiner 
(Optosigma Corp., Santa Ana, CA). The combined light beams are passed through the 
(1) adjustable mirror, (2) the eye at a glancing angle, and (3) collected by a concave 
mirror as described in Chapter 3. The beams, after collimation by the concave mirror, are 
coupled through a linear polarizer positioned perpendicularly to the initial polarizers to 
act as an analyzer to the optical beams. The beams are coupled to the detectors and 
converted into electronic signals using the PIN photodiode (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ).  
The electronic signals pass through wide-bandwidth current amplifiers (CVI Melles 
Griot, Albuquerque, NM) and signal separation as well as noise reduction of the output 
from the amplifier is accomplished through newly designed electronics. The electronic 
outputs of the two lock-in chips will produce DC signals, which serve as inputs to the 
laptop computer running a PID controller programmed in LabVIEW 8.9 (National 
Instruments, Austin, TX). The outputs of this controller are proportional to the glucose 
concentration and are thus recorded and then used to drive the DC coils on the two 
Faraday rotators. The data collected was processed using the algorithms defined in the 
second Chapter to provide a real-time glucose response, essential for overcoming motion 
artifacts and providing a user friendly device with minimal data collection time.   
To test the new system a series of in vitro (plastic cuvette) was examined. The in 
vitro studies were conducted after the current system was replaced with the miniaturized 
system and new eye coupling design (Figures 4.1 and 3.3). The initial variables 
examined are optical alignment, optical cross talk, and optimization of the new magneto-
optic Faraday rotator design (number of turns, coil length, gap distance, and number of 
coil layers).  
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4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. In Vitro Experiments Using Glucose in Cuvette High Frequency 
The glucose concentration was varied from 0 to 600 mg/dL in increments of 100 
mg/dL over multiple runs. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the compensation voltage and 
predicted glucose concentration as a function of actual glucose concentration for a single 
wavelength model at 635 nm. This data was analyzed using a simple linear regression 
model. The standard error in prediction for each data set in addition to the standard error 
for the average of each data set are shown in Table 4.1. The standard error in prediction 
of glucose ranged from 9.19 mg/dL to 21.18 mg/dL and 10.08 mg/dL to 19.64 mg/dL for 
the first and second data run of the 635 nm single wavelength model, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.3: Compensation voltage as a function of actual glucose concentration for 635nm single-wavelength 
model from 0 mg/dL–600 mg/dL in increments of 100 mg/dL, first data set for multiple runs over 2 repeated 
tests collected at different times. 
When taking the average of four runs repeatedly for the first data set and two runs 
repeatedly for the second data set the standard error was significantly reduced in each of 
the separate data sets as shown in Table 4.1 below. This illustrates that with faster 
modulation/compensation achievable with the Faraday modulator/compensator 
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described herein, it is possible to improve the standard error through obtaining more data 
over a shorter time span used to average for a more accurate and repeatable standard 
error. The system produced a standard error of less than 18.5 mg/dL and a MARD of 
less than 6.66% over the physiologic glucose range in this configuration. The closed-
loop system was capable of optical modulation at a frequency of 32 kHz utilizing the 
ferrite based Faraday modulator device. As shown in Figure 4.3, the two data sets were 
offset with respect to the starting compensation voltage required in the absence of 
glucose. Although the voltages were offset between the two runs, the slope for each of 
the two data sets is the same as shown by the regression line equations in Figure 4.3. 
Both sets of compensation voltage data sets had a slope of -0.0002. Although the 
intercepts were different, the overall values were very close together. The first data run 
“Morning run” consisted of three runs from 0-600 mg/dL with four voltage 
measurements acquired per concentration change. The result was 12 data points for each 
glucose concentration. The second data run “Afternoon run” consisted of four runs from 
0-600 mg/dL with three voltage measurements acquired per concentration change. The 
result was 12 data points for each glucose concentration. 
Figure 4.4: Predicted glucose concentration as a function of actual glucose concentration for 635nm single-
wavelength model from 0 mg/dL–600 mg/dL in increments of 100 mg/dL, model for multiple runs over 2 
repeated tests collected at different times. 
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Using the data in Figure 4.3 above, a single-wavelength glucose prediction model 
was created using one of the data sets over the entire morning session and another model 
for the entire afternoon session using a single data set. Using this model the predicted 
glucose concentration for each voltage compensation measurement was calculated, as 
shown in Figure 4.4. Using the predicted glucose concentrations from this linear 
regression model in addition to the regression model within each data run the mean 
absolute relative difference (MARD) for each data set was evaluated over a single run 
and within runs in the morning and afternoon and across runs. In the morning data run a 
MARD of 2.40% was produced and in the afternoon it was calculated to be 2.06%. The 
MARD within runs during the morning was 5.33%, within runs in the afternoon 
produced a MARD of 6.65%, and a MARD of 27.13% was calculated across both data 
sets. When taking the average of four runs repeatedly for the first data set and two runs 
repeatedly for the second data the standard error was reduced in each of the separate data 
sets as shown in Table 4.1 below. This illustrates that with faster 
modulation/compensation achievable using the Faraday modulator/comp. described 
herein, it is possible to procure a more accurate and repeatable standard error by 
obtaining more data over a shorter time span. Using the average voltage over the 
samples acquired at each individual glucose concentration the standard errors were 
reduced to between 6.47 to 7.52 mg/dL and 10.75 to 18.17 mg/dL for the morning and 
afternoon sessions respectively. Due to the offset that occurred between the two data 
collection sessions, an across morning and afternoon analysis was not evaluated for the 
data. The offset occurred dude to a change in the modulated signal amplitude used for 
driving the modulation of the device at 32 kHz. The data for the morning and afternoon 
sessions showed good correlation within the session with calculated R
2
 coefficients of 
0.992 and 0.993 for the sessions, respectively. 
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Table 4.1: Standard Error for Each Run and Averaged Runs in mg/dL 
Data Set 1 
Data Set Run 1-1 Run 1-2 Run 1-3 Run 1-4 Run 1-Average 
Standard Error 10.69 11.06 10.78 8.99 7.32 
Data Set Run 2-1 Run 2-2 Run 2-3 Run 2-4 Run 2-Average 
Standard Error 12.58 9.19 14.71 15.14 6.47 
Data Set Run 3-1 Run 3-2 Run 3-3 Run 3-4 Run 3-Average 
Standard Error 15.20 9.71 16.82 21.18 7.52 
Data Set 2 
Data Set Run 1-1 Run 1-2 Run 1-average     
Standard Error 19.64 16.97 18.17     
Data Set Run 2-1 Run 2-2 Run 2-average     
Standard Error 15.33 15.37 15.29     
Data Set Run 3-1 Run 3-2 Run 3-average     
Standard Error 10.10 12.79 10.75     
Data Set Run 4-1 Run 4-2 Run 4-average     
Standard Error 17.29 14.73 15.86     
 
 
4.3.2. PID Closed-Loop Control Design 
4.3.2.1. LabVIEW FPGA PID Configuration and Stabilization Testing 
The Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control was programmed in LabVIEW 
8.9 (National Instruments, Austin, TX) and implemented utilizing the cRio-9022 real-
time controller equipped with an onboard FPGA. In addition to the FPGA chip, the Real-
Time controller was also equipped with two expansion modules to provide analog input 
and output capability to the device. The signal from the lock-in amplifier was supplied to 
the real-time controller chassis via the 4-channel analog input module, NI-9215 
Table 4.2: Standard Error for Each Data Set in mg/dL 
Data Set Morning Afternoon 
Standard Error 18.37 17.10 
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(National Instruments, Austin, TX). Using the 4-channel analog output module, NI-
9263, feedback was provided to the Faraday compensation/modulation device. The 
voltage output from the NI-9263 module, changing in amplitude at (<200 μsec per 
iteration) based on the PID determined value, was sent to the OPA548F operational 
amplifier, part of the Bias-T driver circuit, and in turn used to drive the Faraday 
compensation on the modulator/compensator device. Improved system speed was 
achieved via utilization of a cRio FPGA DAQ device for the closed-loop control of the 
polarimetric device. Utilizing the closed-loop system with the ferrite core modulator 
allowed for optical modulation at 32 kHz with the PID control system reaching stability 
in less than 10 ms. 
4.3.3. Miniaturized Optical Polarimeter Design 
Figure 4.5: (A) Optics of miniaturized dual-wavelength polarimeter on a mount to hold the device steady in 
envisioned case. (B) Zoomed view of the non-indexed eye coupling in miniaturized system 
Using the miniaturized system the eye model illustrated in Chapter 3 was constructed 
using commercial parts as shown in Figure 4.5(B) and the entire cage system for a single 
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wavelength was constructed as shown in Figure 4.5(A). Using this system cornea’s from 
three human subjects were mounted onto the eye mount chamber shown in Figure 4.5(B) 
and  polarization measurements were acquired with a Thorlabs polarimeter prior to and 
after the coupling through the eye. Using the acquired measurements the azimuth, 
ellipticity, and power measurements were examined at three varying angles (14 degrees, 
16 degrees, and 17 degrees) with respect to the optical axis. For these tests, a 632 nm 
laser diode was used with a laser spot size of approximately 2 mm. The power before the 
eye was set to around 420 microwatts and the cornea pressure was fixed at 16 mmHg 
with the anterior glucose solution consisting of a 100 mg/dL solution of glucose. 
    
 
Figure 4.6: (A) Azimuth angle measured across three different human corneas mounted for three angles of 
incidence. (B) Resultant ellipticity measurement for the same setup and (C) the power output measured at the 
end of the optical train for each configuration. 
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 * Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W. and Coté, G.L. “Malaria Diagnosis Using a Mobile Phone 
Polarized Microscope,” Scientific Reports. (2015), with kind permission of Nature Publishing Group. 
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5. POLARIZED MICROSCOPY FOR CELL-PHONE BASED MALARIA 
DIAGNOSIS
*
 
This Chapter describes the design, building, and testing of a low cost, high quality, 
cellphone based polarimetric imaging system to aid in improved diagnosis of disease. 
Malaria remains a major global health burden and new methods for, low-cost, high-
sensitivity diagnosis of malaria are needed particularly in remote low-resource areas 
throughout the world. Here, a cost effective optical cell-phone based transmission 
polarized light microscope system is presented utilized for imaging the malaria pigment 
known as hemozoin, produced as a by-product of malarial parasitic metabolism during 
the consumption of hemoglobin that occurs within malaria infected. It can be difficult to 
determine the presence of the pigment from background and other artifacts even for 
skilled microscopy technicians using conventional white light microscopy. The pigment 
is much easier to observe using polarized light microscopy. However, implementation of 
polarized microscopy lacks widespread adoption because the existing devices have 
complicated designs, require sophisticated maintenance, tend to be bulky, can be 
expensive, and would require re-training to existing microscopy technicians. For these 
reasons, it has not completely translated into the clinic or in developing countries, 
specifically in remote areas. To this end we present, a high fidelity and high optical 
resolution cell-phone based polarized light microscopy system, comparable to larger 
bench-top polarized microscopy systems but at much lower cost and complexity. The 
detection of malaria infected fixed and stained blood smears are presented using both, a 
conventional polarized microscope and our cell-phone based system. Although presented 
over a small sample set, the cell-phone based polarimetric microscopy design described 
shows the potential to have both the resolution and specificity to detect malaria in a low-
cost, easy-to-use, modular platform. 
For looking at blood smears for the detection of malaria in addition to histological 
stained slides it is ideal to have the capability to transmit polarized white light through 
the sample slide and then collect images with the analyzer oriented at both 45 degrees 
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and 90 degrees with respect to the initial light source polarization. We propose to have a 
snap on cartridge that allows for transmission mode polarized microscopy as shown in 
the CAD rending in Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.1: Plasmodium falciparum malaria pigment on a thick blood film from a patient with malaria (a) the 
image was taken using conventional light microscopy (b) image was taken using polarized light microscopy. 
Similar Giemsa staining as shown in the conventional microscopy severe malaria image and polarized light 
image over larger FOV for (c) and (d) respectively. 
The transmission based cartridge setup will consist of low power surface mount 
white light LEDs for transmissive illumination. The LEDs will be connected via the ¼” 
headphone jack into the cell phone for power. Following the LEDs a polarizer is placed 
in the optical train generating linearly polarized light prior to transmission through the 
sample. The opening in Figure 5.2, labeled slide rack is the location where the blood 
smear or histological slide may be inserted into the optical train. This slit will be located 
such that the sample is optimally positioned at the focal length of the imaging system. 
(b) (a) 
(d) (c) 
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Utilizing a multi-position insert the slide can be manually moved past the camera from 
left to right in incremental steps that will be determined during the design process. Using 
these step incremental movements through the slide will allow the end user the 
possibility of a mosaic image of the entire slide or an individual image of a specific 
region within the slide. Following the slide rack opening a polarizer oriented 45 degrees 
with respect to the light source is placed into the optical path. This polarizer will be 
movable into and out of the optical path of the imaging train utilizing a slide groove 
design. However, to eliminate the possibility of losing components the polarizers will be 
connected using a track design that doesn’t allow the component to easily be removed 
from the overall system. Following this component, positioned a distance relative to the 
focal length of the lens combination utilized in the setup, will be a lens combination as 
described above. The final component prior to the cellular phone is another polarizer 
sheet that will be orinted 90 degrees with respect to the initial polarizer and will be 
placed just prior to the camera phone. Again this polarizer will be  be movable into and 
out of the optical path of the imaging train utilizing a slide groove design. 
 
Figure 5.2: CAD prototype of the single-lens on-chip polarized biosensor (left) off axis view of the system with 
optics, cellphone mount for slide based tranmission microscopy applications, (middle) side view illustrating 
LEDs and compartments for polarizers and (right) additional off axis view of the design illustrating the slots 
for the polarizer sheets. 
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5.1. Introduction 
Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by parasites that most often infect a 
subject via transmission from a mosquito bite. Following infection, the parasite begins 
invading the host red blood cells and liver cells, modifying the biochemistry and 
structural properties of the cells. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 
an estimated 584,000 deaths were caused by malaria in 2013 with an estimated 198 
million new cases in the span of time (85). Worldwide, the mortality rates associated 
with the disease have fallen, however, a significant portion of deaths still primarily affect 
African children (85). 
In this study, we describe the design of a low-cost, lightweight, high quality mobile-
optical-polarization imaging device (MOPID) with similar resolution and field-of-view 
(FOV) compared to larger bench-top polarized microscopy systems for point-of-care 
(POC) diagnosis of malaria. The device characterization and preliminary results 
presented illustrate these key advantages of a MOPID for malaria diagnosis over 
established detection modalities. In addition to providing advantages such as improved 
contrast of images containing malaria-infected blood, the technique presented also 
allows for a reduction in time a skilled professional would need to examine a test slide 
for determining the presence of an infection. 
5.1.1. Design, Build, and Characterize a Mobile Phone Based Transmission 
Polarized Imaging Microscope 
To design, build, and test a low-cost, cellphone based, polarimetric biosensor to aid 
the medical health professional in improved diagnosis of disease in the clinic and low 
resource settings. To begin SolidWorks CAD models of the proposed system based on 
commercially available optical components was developed, as depicted based on 
preliminary data the multi-wavelength polarimetric approach provides sufficient 
magnification for the intended applications. Several research groups have previously 
reported on cell phone based microscopes. Thus, we expect the addition of the polarizers 
should not change overall functionality of the proven techniques. Additionally, since 
many of the proposed improvements in diagnosis have already been validated on 
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commercial polarized microscopy systems the largest remaining challenge will be 
acquiring images with enough resolution and quality to provide similar diagnostic 
results. However, since the system is intended to be low-cost the quality will likely be 
less than commercial polarized microscopy systems. Therefore, validation testing of the 
optical resolution required to provide similar disease diagnosis to commercial systems 
will be conducted and the optimal design will be utilized in addition to image processing 
to improve the diagnosis capability.   
5.1.2. Comparison of Design with Traditional Polarized Microscope Using 
Blood Smears Infected with Malaria 
The final step before in vivo field-testing of the device is comparison of images to 
gold standard images from a polarized white light laboratory grade microscope. Testing 
will evaluate and compare the mobile phone based approach to commercial polarized 
microscope system based on the following criteria against an air-force target and malaria 
stained slides. 
 Resolution 
 Field of View (FOV) 
 Magnification 
 Illumination quality 
The milestone for the technique is when it provides similar diagnostic results as the 
use of polarized microscopy on a lab microscope. Once diagnostic quality is achieved, 
the design will be tested utilizing malaria infected slides. During the optical ray tracing 
simulation depth of focus, illumination beam path quality, and divergence angle will be 
analyzed. The effect these parameters have on the field-of-view, which is in focus for 
each design, was calculated. Additionally, the predicted system magnification was 
calculated for each lens combination. Similarly the numerical aperture of the system was 
calculated and compared to the reported data. Using this number, the diffraction limited 
resolution is then calculated for each setup configuration. Utilizing each variation of the 
hardware configuration and different lens combinations United States Air-force (USAF) 
resolution target images were acquired in addition to many samples on microscope slides 
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of biological and plant specimans. Utilizing the USAF resolution target in addition to a 
software package known as imagej the conversion of pixel length to distance in microns 
on an image can be calculated based on the known size of one of the rectangular bars on 
the USAF resolution target. Using the known camera settings for focal length, pixel 
spacing, number of pixels, and f number theoretical limits of the imaging system were 
calculated. Using these values and known size images the magnification, field of view, 
and resolution were calculated. Then utilizing a transition between a dark and light 
rectangle on the air force target a resolution can be calculated based on the full-width-
half-max of the derivative of the line passing over the edge between a dark and light. 
5.2. Materials and Methods 
5.2.1. Polarized Light Systems 
In this chapter, a commercial non-inverted polarized Leica DMLM microscope 
(Leica, Germany) utilized as the reference (Figure 5.3a). The system was equipped with 
a 20X and/or 40X objective coupled to a commercial Cannon Rebel T3i digital SLR 
camera (Cannon, Melville, NY), as shown in Figure 5.3a. For the MOPID system the 
optical setup and components (Figure 5.3b) consisted of a commercial cellular phone, 
customized attachable mount, two polarizer sheets, low-power high efficiency white 
light emitting diodes (LEDs), and a plastic lens assembly configuration allowing for 
appropriate magnification, resolution, and FOV for diagnosing the presence of the 
malaria parasite.  
The Apple (iPhone 5s) camera-enabled cell-phone was used as the base unit. The 
iPhone 5s employs an 8-Megapixel iSight camera with a CMOS Back-illuminated sensor 
(BSI). The camera has a physical sensor size of 1/3” or 8.47 mm, with pixel dimensions 
of 3264×2448 composed of 1.5 µm pixels. The camera also features an autofocusing 
lens and consists of a 5-element plastic lens combination with an aperture size of f/2.2 
on top of a sensor.  
The designed system utilizes a low-cost plastic lens assembly adjustable to achieve 
different magnification, resolution, and FOV parameters depending on the desired 
system and sample specifications. Following the iPhone, an inexpensive microscope 
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plastic lens assembly (GadgetZone, U.S.), with adjustable focus and zoom between 
160X-200X, attached at the focal point just past the camera on the back of the iPhone. 
The microscope assembly is fitted to the iPhone 5s using a modified plastic phone case 
(CARSON Optical®, Ronkonkoma, NY) with an open port available to attach the 
microscope lens assembly positioned at the camera face on the back of the iPhone 
device. To achieve the range of magnification specified for the product digital zoom 
implementation using the mobile phone in combination with the optical zoom of the 
constructed MOPID becomes required.  
Following the adjustable multiple lens microscope assembly in the MOPID design, a 
snap on 3D-printed cartridge constructed to allow for transmission mode polarized 
microscopy via compartments for individual optical components. The cell-phone 3D-
printed cartridge attachment designed consisted of PLA plastic constructed using a 
Fused Deposition Modeling 3D-printer (MakerBot Industries, New York NY). The 
attachment included slotted areas to insert the sample microscope slide, a rotatable 
polarizer sheet, Titanium dioxide, TiO2, chip diffuser plate (RTP Company, Winona, 
MN), and white LEDS (COAST, Portland, OR) to illuminate the sample. The ability to 
rotate the analyzer, varying the degree of polarization, allows both conventional 
histology to be utilized in addition to using the birefringence present from the hemozoin 
crystal for additional contrast in determining the presence of malaria in a blood smear 
sample for malaria diagnosis.  
Utilizing the portable commercial microscope lens assembly, which consisted of two 
separate plastic lens modules and had a numerical aperture (NA) value of 0.65, utilizing 
known sample images acquired with the system calculation to determine the NA in 
addition to other system values. The MOPID design incorporated white light LEDs 
placed at a distance from the sample, attempting to achieve approximately collimated 
illumination across the FOV of the microscope. The individual LEDs chosen because of 
their low-cost, low power, durability, and long lifetime, all characteristics ideally suited 
for use low-resource settings (89, 97, 203, 204). In the designed system, the white light 
LED total power was ~66 lumens, and the light passes through a TiO2 diffuser plate. The 
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diffuser plate is utilized to allow for homogenous illumination across the sample and was 
followed by a polarizer sheet generating linearly polarized light prior to transmission 
through the sample. The opening in Figure 5.3b, labeled slide rack is the location where 
the blood smear or histological slide is inserted into the optical train. This slit is located 
such that the sample is optimally positioned at approximately the focal length of the 
imaging system. Utilizing a multi-position insert the slide can be manually moved past 
the camera from left to right in incremental steps. Following the slide rack opening, 
positioned a distance relative to the focal length of the compound elment camera lens 
configuration within the cellular phone (~4 mm from surface of phone), a combination 
of lenses as described above were inserted to allow for the appropriate magnification and 
resolution to achieve maleria detection at the individual RBCs level. The final 
component prior to the mobile phone surface in the optical path is a second polarizer, an 
analyzer, capable of being oriented either at 45 and/or 90 degrees with respect to the 
initial polarizer orientation.  
Utilizing this illumination geometry the design provided sufficient illumination in 
non-polarized and cross polarized system configurations to evaluate single red blood cell 
(RBC) resolution of stained samples and evaluate the birefringence in the sample from 
the hemozoin crystals. 
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Figure 5.3: (left) Leica DMLM polarized white light microscope used as reference for comparison in this 
study; and (right) A microscope lens combination implemented into a 3D-printed fitting to allow similar 
function to a traditional polarized laboratory microscope. MOPID configured in transmission mode with a 
magnification designed for 40X when using a mobile phone camera. An iPhone 5s used with polarizer sheets 
added and a 3D-printed fitting to hold the light source, diffuser, sample slide, and microscope attachment. 
5.2.2. Blood Smear Sample Preparation 
Sample blood smear slides were prepared by collecting a single drop of blood 
obtained from BALB T cell receptor (TCR) transgenic mice infected with the 
Plasmodium chabaudi malaria parasite. The mice were infected and the blood smear 
samples collected on day 8 of the infection. The drop of blood acquired from the mice 
generated the blood smears. To prepare the smear each drop placed onto a glass 
microscopy slide and smeared with a second glass microscope slide positioned on an 
edge, dragged across the initial slide generating a wedge-shaped smear of blood across 
the slide. Prior to acquiring images from the blood sample, the glass slides undergo 
fixation with methanol and Giemsa-staining. If the malaria parasite is present once the 
sample is Giemsa-stained the virus becomes visible, a purple ring forms in the RBCs 
when present, observed via microscopy by carefully trained personal. 
5.2.3. Method for Polarized Light Microscopy Imaging 
Polarized images acquired with the MOPID and Leica microscope setups described 
above allowed for comparison between the two systems. The system comparative 
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evaluation based on the following criteria against a USAF target and blood smear 
malaria-infected Giemsa-stained slides. 
The optical system comparative image analysis to determine if the MOPID provided 
similar diagnostic accuracy as compared to the Leica reference polarized microscope 
were conducted. The effect of depth of focus, illumination beam path quality, and 
divergence angle on the FOV, which is in focus for each design, was calculated. 
Additionally, the predicted system magnification was determined for the MOPID 
combination. Similarly the NA of the system was calculated and compared to the 
reported data. Using this number, the diffraction limited resolution was then calculated 
for each setup configuration both the MOPID and reference design described above. 
Utilizing each hardware configuration and the different lens combinations USAF 
resolution target images were acquired in addition to many prepared samples on 
microscope slides. Utilizing the USAF target images acquired from the designed 
MOPIDs in addition to freely-available image analysis software package, ImageJ, the 
pixel number of each image was converted to distance (μm) based on the known size of 
the rectangular bar Elements of each Group on the USAF target. Using the recorded 
camera settings for focal length, pixel spacing, number of pixels, and f-number the 
theoretical limits of the imaging systems were calculated. With these calculated values 
and the USAF target images with converted size dimmensions, the overall system 
magnification, FOV, and resolution were calculated for each configuration. Then 
evaluating the transition between a dark and light rectangle on the smallest resolvable 
Group and Element number on the USAF target image, a system resolution is calculated 
based on the FWHM of the derivative of the value of pixel intensity  for a line passing 
over the edge boundary between a dark and light region on the USAF target Element. 
5.2.4. Image Analysis 
To determine the resolution, FOV, and other optical parameters of each image 
acquired between the two systems both the ImageJ Fiji plugin and Origins Pro (version 
8) statistical software utilized. Initial images acquired from the two respective systems 
each then opened in ImageJ for processing and analysis of the individual images. To 
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convert the measurement area of each photograph into micrometer units for FOV 
calculations and resolution measurements utilizing the Set Scale command in ImageJ. 
Following this for each image captured a straight line manually placed over the image 
corresponding to a known distance in the microscope stage image. Using the constructed 
line and known distance a unit of measurement entered into the Set scale command 
dialog for conversion allows for transforming pixels to distance. ImageJ then auto 
populated the distance in pixels field based on the length of the line drawn (110). 
Following the conversion of length to calculate the resolution, the following sequence of 
analysis occurred. First, starting with a known Group and Element number on each air-
force target a constructed line placed vertically from the black background across the 
white bar edge of a known length is examined. Using the plot values command in the 
analyzed pull-down the line x and y values were listed. Using the values a plot generated 
in Origins from analyzing the shape of the output profile at the edge between the dark 
and light boundary. Additionally, manual insertion of a scale bar on each image using 
the ImageJ software occurred followed by saving the images as jpeg extension and 
utilizing them in this report. 
In Origins Pro, after plotting the graph of the boundary, a fit sigmoid function 
utilized from the analysis pull-down using a Boltzmann function relationship. Using the 
generated sigmoid fit function, a plot consisting of the derivative of the sigmoid function 
resulted in a new plot. Then, from the derivative curve plot, a non-linear fit function 
utilized with a Gaussian fit to the derivative generated curve. From this fit, a FWHM of 
the spatial resolution generated for each imaging system results. For each USAF target 
image, multiple Groups and Elements combinations averaged over all FWHM values to 
develop an approximate resolution value. Averaging reduces the chance of error that can 
occur in using a single calculation. 
5.3. Results and Discussion 
A Leica microscope was used as the gold standard and compared to the designed 
brightfield and polarized brightfield optical instruments that were attached to the iPhone 
5s cell-phone as described in the experimental methods section as shown in Figure 5.3.  
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5.3.1. Performance Testing 
Acquisition of individual United States Air-Force (USAF) resolution target images, 
Figure 5.4 below, using the reference microscope and constructed MOPID device each 
equipped for transmission mode imaging. The approximate magnification achievable by 
the MOPID at the camera face was determined to range from ~40X to ~100X depending 
on the sample, illumination settings, and the FOV for individual images acquired with 
the mobile phone camera. The overall full-width half maximum (FWHM) was calculated 
by averaging over the total number of FWHM values individually determined for the 
sample based on different Group and Element measurements for each image.  
                              
 
Figure 5.4: USAF resolution target images utilized to determine FOV, resolution, in addition to other optical 
system parameters with a reference Leica microscope using A.) 20x magnification; and B.) 40x magnification 
Images. The Air-force target images on bottom acquired using the polarized mobile platform C.) Full zoom 
with microscope attachment for cell-phone on iPhone 5s and D.) Additional image of target from mobile-
phone polarized microscope used to determine the same parameters. 
Using Group 7 Element 6, the smallest group on the USAF resolution target, without 
using the devices digital zoom function FOV for each configuration was determined. 
From the acquired images, shown in Figure 5.4a-5.4d and Figure 5.5, the FOVs were 
calculated to be 1.97 mm x 1.10 mm for the reference microscope and 0.78 mm x 0.79 
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mm for the MOPID configuration shown in Figure 5.3b attached to an  iPhone 5s 
cellular phone. Using the USAF resolution target (Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) the 
highest resolvable Group (Group 7 for iPhone 5s configuration) the systems spatial 
(lateral) resolution was determined to be ~1.05 μm. Calculations for spatial resolution 
resulted from the FWHM measurement of a fit function for the derivative of the, 
boundary line intensity, value between light and dark regions on the USAF target. 
Calculating the total effective system magnification occurred after careful interpretation 
of acquired USAF target image features with known distance measurements. This 
magnification varied from the approximate magnification value at the camera face 
because of digital enlargement capabilities of the acquired image via the camera 
software settings on the iPhone 5s before capturing the photograph.  
 
Figure 5.5: iPhone 5s (left) configuration USAF target image and (right) the calculated derivative for a line 
spread across Group 7 Element 6. FOV was 0.778 mm x 0.792 mm. 
The system’s lateral resolution measured to be ~1.05 μm based on the FWHM of the 
derivative of USAF line intensity plot. The measured resolution is a factor of 2.6 larger 
than the nominal Rayleigh resolution limit of 0.4 μm for the portable system. An 
expected increase in measured resolution as compared to nominal Rayleigh resolution 
limit occurs because the optical components utilized in the construction of the MOPID 
consist of low-cost plastic lenses. Poor lens selection results in improper correction for 
field of curvature and additional aberrations that are present in the system, resulting in 
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reduced resolution away from the field radius of best focus. In addition to the plastic 
microscope lens components, the mobile phone camera lens assembly also contributes to 
reduced system resolution observed, resulting in non-diffraction limited performance.  
However, as previously reported with many brightfield cell-phone microscope 
designs (89, 127, 130), the system limitations did not hinder the mobile phone camera 
from being able to capture high-definition (HD) images of malaria infected blood smear 
samples and additional non-malaria samples allowing for useful diagnosis and 
comparison between reference images utilizing a commercially available laboratory 
microscope. 
5.3.2. Non-Malaria Polarized Light Comparative Sample Images 
Prior to characterizing the MOPID towards the clinically relevant malaria 
application, non-polarized and cross-polarized images were evaluated from the same 
area of a slide containing wheat starch using the reference polarized microscope, as 
shown in Figure 5.3a, and the MOPID, as depicted in Figure 5.3b. The resolution of the 
images acquired with each system were compared in addition to evaluating if the classic 
Maltese cross could be depicted from the polarization changes as light transmits through 
the wheat starch molecules. Indeed, in Figure 5.6b and 5.6c the starch molecules exhibit 
a Maltese cross configuration. Additionally, using a 40X objective with an NA of 0.65 
on the Leica microscope achieved comparable FOV and resolution, with respect to the 
MOPID images acquired over the same area.   
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Figure 5.6: Images of a microscope slide coated with wheat starch acquired using a Leica microscope with a 
40X objective with a.) No polarizers present in the imaging plane and b.) With a polarizer and analyzer 
crossed at 90 degrees in the imaging plane. For comparison, the reference an iPhone 5s utilized to acquire 
images of the same location on the wheat starch slide with c.) Non-polarized; and d.) Polarized with polarizer 
and analyzer crossed at 90 degrees. In both setups, the polarized images illustrate the presence of a Maltese 
cross for each starch molecule as expected.  
5.3.3. Brightfield and Polarized Imaging of Malaria 
Comparative brightfield images acquired to analyze a specific zoomed in section on 
the infected thin blood smear with the reference microscope in non-polarized 
transmission mode and the MOPID in non-polarized mode, shown in Figure 5.7a-5.7b 
below. To compare the respective images acquired from each system further illustrating 
the minimal resolvability of single cell characteristics utilizing the MOPID system, each 
image acquired in Figure 5.7a-5.7b was enlarged and cropped, as shown with the 
respective images above Figure 5.7a-5.7b. To represent a smaller region within the 
image for evaluating individual RBC boundary resolution of less than 1 micron. Figure 
5.7 illustrates <2 micron resolution that is capable of being achieved with the low-cost, 
high resolution MOPID, illustrated in Figure 5.3b below.  
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Figure 5.7: Images acquired of mouse malaria strain blood smear using (A) a Leica microscope in non-
polarized transmission mode with a 40X magnification objective and (B) the same area of the slide imaged 
utilizing the iPhone 5s mobile phone based design shown in Figure 5.3b,. Above each of the respective images is 
a zoomed in image of the same region for each photo to better illustrate the comparable resolution of the two 
microscopes. 
The images acquired and displayed in Figure 5.7 for the representative zoomed 
regions illustrate that while the MOPID cannot resolve each individual blood cell in the 
FOV, it is capable of resolving single RBC boundaries in many cases where overlap of 
the RBCs does not occur. Although, this could potentially be a problem in traditional 
histological examination of the malaria-infected blood smears, it is not an issue in the 
current setup because of the fact that enhanced contrast achieved when examining the 
cross-polarized images for the presence of any birefringent variation caused by the 
hemozoin present in the sample. Following this, evaluation of the constructed MOPID 
against the reference system in capturing brightfield illumination high-resolution non-
polarized and cross-polarized images of thin smears of Plasmodium chabaudi malaria-
infected blood samples occurred (Figure 5.8). 
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Figure 5.8: Images of a Giemsa stained mouse blood smear using a Leica microscope with a 40X objective and 
A.) No-polarizers present in the image plane and B.) With a polarizer and analyzer crossed at 90 degrees in the 
image plane. The iPhone 5s utilized to acquire images of the same location on the prepared microscope slide 
with C.) The mobile phone polarized microscope system having no polarizers in the system and D.) Including a 
polarizer and analyzer crossed at 90 degrees in the image plane.  
Figures 5.8a and 5.8b show color images, obtained via a digital SLR camera mounted 
onto a Leica DMLM polarized microscope, of brightfield non-polarized and polarized 
thin Giemsa-stained blood smear samples of malaria-infected RBCs at 40X 
magnification. As indicated by the presence of birefringent changes in the polarized 
reference image, Figure 5.8a, the sample had positive infected areas with the malaria-
parasite. The presence of hemozoin particles in the sample cause the polarized 
transmitted illumination light to vary in intensity and wavelength due to variation in the 
light as it transmits through the birefringent hemozoin particles. The results of this 
change, shown in Figure 5.8b, are represented by seven bright white dots that appear in 
the cross-polarized reference image. As described by Maude et al. in addition to others, 
the use of polarized microscopy in observing the presence of malaria-infected RBCs has 
shown to improve diagnostic capability two fold in some instances (91, 110).
 
Following 
the acquisition of the two reference images, two additional images, a non-polarized and 
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polarized image were capture employing the same malaria-infected sample and sample 
region on the blood smear with the MOPID setup and are shown in Figure 5.8c and 5.8d 
above. It is clear from the non-polarized images that the mobile platform has a reduced 
system resolution as compared to the reference microscope in polarized mode. However, 
in examining the polarized images from both systems it is clear that the presence of 
birefringence appears at the same spots within the sample as the polarized reference 
image of the sample. This indicates that the results obtained with the MOPID are capable 
of determining the presence of malaria, potentially more accurately, with lower system 
resolution, and with less user focus than traditional microscopy requires. The quality of 
the malaria images could be improved on the MOPID utilizing any one of several 
methods recently reported in the literature (89, 124, 127-131, 205, 206), such as using 
improved optical lens designs, using holography techniques, or by employing software 
image processing techniques to the acquired images. It does not appear necessary, with 
the current images already providing enough resolution to illustrate the potential 
improved diagnostic utility of the MOPID system compared to the reference microscope.  
The main advantages of the system described in this report are the reduction in cost 
and complexity associated with conducting polarized microscopy for malaria detection 
on a mobile platform as well as a reduction in focus and time required by the trained 
microscopy expert in diagnosing the presence of malaria in a blood smear sample. This 
significantly increases the potential applications for the approach in addition to 
increasing the likelihood of adoption of the technique in developing countries where cost 
and complexity can often prohibit the use of a polarized microscopy technique when 
traditional laboratory microscopes exist as the standard of diagnosis. 
 * Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pirnstill, C.W. and Coté, G.L. “Malaria Diagnosis Using a Mobile Phone 
Polarized Microscope,” Scientific Reports. (2015). with kind permission of Nature Publishing Group. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK* 
 
6.1. Noninvasive Polarimetric Glucose Monitoring Conclusions 
6.1.1. Conclusions In Vivo 
In summary, we have presented, for the first time, that dual wavelength polarimetry 
can be used in vivo with NZW rabbits to significantly reduce the noise due to corneal 
birefringence in the presence of motion and provide accurate glucose concentration 
predictions. The results show MARDs with the dual wavelength system of less than 
4.49% across animals and across days and that we can plot the data on a Clarke error 
grid and obtain 100% within the A+B zones which is within the range of current 
commercial glucose meters. Although the results presented show, dual-wavelength 
polarimetry has the ability to measure glucose concentration within the aqueous humor 
in the presence of motion induced time varying birefringence there are still limitations to 
this optical approach that will need to be overcome prior to use in pre-clinical trials. One 
limitation in the in vivo data presented was that, although the prediction analysis could 
be done across animals and across days, it required that within individual trial 
calibrations be done due to changes in the location of the entrance and exit beam on the 
cornea across days. Thus, the results are not based on a universal calibration because the 
current eye-coupling device does not allow a means to determine beam entrance location 
on the cornea, which imposes offset constraints within and across rabbits. Future work 
will focus on the development of a better coupling system to allow for the creation of a 
universal calibration model that works at least within a subject across days and possibly 
across subjects over several days.  
6.1.2. Conclusions Ferrite Core 
In summary, we present a modulation approach for real-time polarimetry that is 
capable of glucose monitoring in vitro at optical modulation frequencies of tens of kHz 
and includes the DC-compensation in a single device. Such higher frequency modulation 
has the potential benefit of improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the system in the 
presence of motion artifacts. In comparison to previous single and dual wavelength 
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models, the increased frequency response and ability for high frequency modulation and 
DC compensation on a single device allows for the potential of improved signal-to-noise 
in addition to decreased system size. The result if employed in a dual-wavelength model 
provides the potential for improved sensitivity in vivo. Future work will focus on the 
implementation of this design into a dual-wavelength system to test the ability of the 
device to improve to signal-to-noise ratio utilizing a higher frequency averaging 
approach in the presence of motion artifact and the development of index unmatched 
coupling mechanism and the application of this approach in vivo.  
6.1.3. Conclusions Eye Modeling  
In summary, we have developed and modeled an index unmatched optical coupling 
scheme using a reflective based approach capable of evaluating the potential for 
coupling light into and out of the cornea without the use of index matching between the 
air-cornea interface. Models were generated in CODE V to evaluate the feasibility of a 
non-index matched coupling approach consisting of only commercially available optical 
elements. A reflective optical configuration for each wavelength was modeled. The 
results produced from the optical modeling indicate the use of a reflective based non-
index matched eye-coupling design, such as the one described in this report has the 
potential to provide polarimetric glucose detection without the use of index matching. 
The model indicated that with the right commercial optics it is possible to maintain a 
collimated beam through the optical coupling into and out of the eye if a glancing angle 
is used to input the beam into the eye and off-axis parabolic mirrors are used to re-
collimate the fanned beam exiting the cornea. The CODE V software was shown to work 
great for exporting the beam profile of the ray trace into 3D CAD software for 
anatomical consideration in the coupling design. However, in CODE V importing 
existing commercial models available is not possible in their existing formats. Thus, a 
modeling program such as Zemax would potentially be better at incorporating the optical 
elements from THORLABS because the models are provided for Zemax by 
THORLABS including the optical properties and CAD dimensions of the elements. 
Further, we presented the development of index unmatched coupling scheme evaluating 
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optical coupling of light into and out of the cornea via optical ray tracing software. 
Additionally, we explored reflective optical configurations as well as changes in the 
polarization signal due to motion for each wavelength. The result indicate with the right 
commercial optics it is possible to maintain a collimated beam through the optical 
coupling into and out of the eye if a glancing angle is used to input the beam into the eye 
and off-axis parabolic mirrors are used to re-collimate the fanned beam exiting the 
cornea. Future work will focus on the implementation of this design into a dual-
wavelength system to test the ability of the optical components utilized in this model to 
provide results similar to previously reported index matched systems designed by our 
group. 
6.2. Noninvasive Polarimetric Glucose Monitoring Future Work 
Further work will focus on developing an algorithm for quantitative real-time glucose 
measurements as opposed to the retrospective calibrations used in this study. In addition, animals 
induced with diabetes will be used to enable larger dynamic glucose ranges from 50-600 mg/dL 
followed by excised human cornea data measurements using the non-index matched system then 
pre-clinical trials with the newly optimized miniaturized system.  
6.3. Polarization Histopathology of Malaria Blood Smears Conclusions 
In summary, a polarized microscope platform design was demonstrated using a cell-
phone with add on polarization and lens optics that was shown for the first time to be 
capable of detecting birefringence in histological specimens from the malaria parasite. 
The MOPID consists of a simple, low-cost, design capable of easily being adapted to 
multiple mobile device platforms. Device resolution was determined to be sufficient for 
observing birefringence from hemozoin crystals. Based on the USAF resolution target 
images acquired with the designed system using the iPhone 5s, a resolution calculated to 
be 1.05 µm with a system magnification at ~50X and a FOV of 0.78 mm x 0.79 mm. 
While the non-polarized RBC images are difficult to diagnose, the cross-polarized image 
clearly indicates the presence of hemozoin in the sample with resolution comparable to 
polarized imaging using a Leica DMLM polarized microscope. Future work will focus 
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on further examination of the designed system including more extensive data evaluation 
using human strains of malaria in addition to the construction of a more compact device, 
improving durability for in vivo field-testing in Rwanda, Africa.  
6.4. Polarization Histopathology of Malaria Blood Smears Future Work 
Future work on this project will focus on developing an improved form factor 
possibly using a PDMs based magnification lens reducing the size of the overall optical 
attachment followed by the design of an automated staining microfluidic channel 
cartridge to replace the microscopy slides. This would allow repeatable smear data to 
enhance the automation capabilities of this type of malaria diagnostic technique. Once 
the final design is optimized and an automated blood smear fluidic design is created the 
device will be tested in the field in Rwanda to validate the portable durability of such a 
design in remote areas. 
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APPENDIX D 
FARADAY ROTATOR DESIGN 
D.1)  Expanded Optical Rotation Experimental Setup 
A more detailed description of the optical system described in the manuscript and 
shown in Figure 1a of the manuscript is as follows. The optical source used was a 635 
nm wavelength laser diode module (Power Technology, Inc., Little Rock, AR) emitting 
at seven mW. The beam was initially passed through a 100,000:1 Glan-Thompson linear 
polarizer (Newport, Irvine, CA) to convert the beam to a horizontally linearly polarized 
state. The beam was then passed through the individual MOFR device, each of which 
was driven to modulate at frequencies between 1.09 kHz - 10 kHz. The magneto-optic 
material utilized in this design was a Terbium Gallium Garnet (TGG) rod (Deltronic 
Crystals Inc., Dover, NJ). The ferromagnetic material for the core design was custom-
machined utilizing the M25 material into the air gapped C core geometry, shown on the 
left in FIG. S2a, and wound with three different numbers of wire turns as specified in the 
main text. 
The device was driven by a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research) coupled to a high 
gain audio amplifier (12-1971) (Optimus, Fort Worth, TX). The beam was converted 
into an electronic signal using a PIN photodiode (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) and amplified 
utilizing a wide-bandwidth current amplifier (CVI Melles Griot, Albuquerque, NM). The 
output signal from the current amplifier was connected to an oscilloscope (Tektronix 
Inc., Beaverton, OR). Determining the degree of optical rotation was accomplished by 
carefully rotating the analyzer using a high precision optical rotation stage ARS301 
(AeroTech Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) and evaluating the peak-to-peak voltage and frequency 
response of the optical signal on the oscilloscope.  
For DC testing the Faraday modulators were driven by an HP triple output DC power 
supply in constant current mode (Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, CA). Additionally, a 
commercial PAX-series-polarimeter model TXP-5004 (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) was used 
to measure the rotation in the plane of polarization.   
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D.2) Expanded Description of the High Permeability Air Gapped Faraday Rotator 
The high permeability core MOPLM devices were constructed with an inductive coil 
wrapped around a ferromagnetic core designed with an air gap and a through hole for 
use as an optical path as shown in Figure S2. The use of a high permeability core allows 
increased MFD to be produced, in a Faraday Effect device design, with fewer windings 
and lower power consumption than traditional air-core devices. As a result, a ferrite core 
design, compared to the standard air-core design, can produce an increased optical 
rotation for frequencies up to 1 kHz with an order of magnitude reduction in the number 
of turns in wire and without impedance matching circuitry. Additionally, a soft ferrite 
high permeability core design allows for a reduction in the overall number of turns of 
conductive wire required to achieve AC modulation as compared to traditional air-core 
designs which leads to significantly lower DC coil resistance values. A combination of 
high permeability, low DC coil resistance, and tunable inductive response in ferrite cores 
allows higher frequency modulation to be achieved in designs without it suffering from a 
reduced maximum generated MFD, requiring significant increases in overall device size, 
or increasing the input power driving the device in comparison to traditional air-core 
Faraday based optical modulation devices [1]. The ferromagnetic material selected for 
the core design was a soft ferrite known as M25 (National Magnetics Group INC., 
Bethlehem, PA) which is a composition of manganese and zinc (MnZn). The M25 
material was purchased in the form of bars measuring 7.72" long X 1.1" wide X 0.55" 
thick. M25 was chosen because it offered ideal magnetic and low loss properties in 
addition to being designed for high magnetic flux capabilities intended for applications 
involving high frequencies [16, 10]. Specifically, it has a high initial magnetic 
permeability of µi=2500 and a large operating frequency range of up to 200 kHz. The 
magneto-optic material utilized in this design was a Terbium Gallium Garnet (TGG) rod 
(Deltronic Crystals Inc., Dover, NJ). 
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D.3) Results and Discussion: 
The inductance, magnitude impedance (AC resistance), and Q values were measured 
for DC, 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz for each of the designs. The recorded values for the 
two device designs with four different windings are listed in Table D3.1. 
Table D3.1: RL Measurements of Faraday Modulation Devices 
91 Turn Ferrite Core Coil 170 Turn Ferrite Core Coil 
Freq. (kHz) Resistance (kΩ) Induct. (mH) Q Resistance (kΩ) Induct. (mH) Q 
DC 0.0016 - 1 0.0031 - 1 
0.1 0.001654 1.29 1.49 0.00569 3.89 0.746 
1 0.102 1.29 8.7 0.184 3.88 7.37 
10 7.05 1.29 8.6 7.066 3.92 31.5 
324 Turn Ferrite Core Coil 3364 Turn Air-Core Coil 
Freq. (kHz) Resistance (kΩ) 
Induct.  
(mH) 
Q Resistance (kΩ) Induct. (mH) Q 
DC 0.008 - 1 0.076 - 1 
0.1 0.03814  15.23 2.68 0.2 150.52 1.39 
1 3.717 15.20 26.6 13.403 151.21 13.5 
10 25.9 15.52 62.9 2362 154.27 65.1 
Specifically, a DC power supply (0-6 V, 0-3 A) was connected to the each of the 
MOFR devices and the change in azimuth angle was measured for supplied currents 
ranging between 0 A to 1.05 A. The supply was set to output a constant current, 
increased across this range in the first run, and decreased in the second run. The required 
voltage to supply the desired current was also measured. These measurements were then 
followed by AC measurements to see if the proposed design could provide modulated 
changes in the degree of polarization at varying frequencies without impedance 
matching components. For AC testing the 3364 air-core solenoid rotation device was 
used for comparative purposes. To verify modulation was possible at non-DC 
frequencies the devices were placed between two polarizers set at 0° and 90° and the 
optical signal was measured by a detector and observed on an oscilloscope. To 
determine the degree of change, the analyzer was rotated until the observed 1f signal was 
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converted to a 2f signal and the change in angle to achieve this was recorded. Using the 
optical rotation equation, the magnetic field created by the device was calculated. 
Results obtained from the oscilloscope for modulation of the 324 turn ferrite device at a 
1f frequency of ~1 kHz and 2f frequency of ~2 kHz are shown in Figure D3.1.  
Impedance matching circuitry was not required to achieve 1 kHz modulation of the 
324 and 91 turn modulation devices. Impedance matching was required with the current 
3364 turn air-core solenoid approach. Additional current was required to provide the 
equivalent degree of rotation however, the DC resistance of the 324 turn and 91 turn 
coils is lower such that the same supplied power can achieve a better degree of rotation 
than when provided to the 3364 air-core approach. Above ~ 1 kHz, the modulated signal 
starts to drops off for the 324 turn device. Also of note, the rotation measured 
experimentally from the 324 ferrite core was approximately 200 millidegrees more than 
predicted for the supplied current and number of turns. The increase could likely be 
attributed to variations in the actual permeability of the machined cores, the dimensions, 
or the material properties. The 200 millidegree change resulted in a difference of 2.86 
mT between the theoretical and actual magnetic fields, indicating a lower current was 
required than originally anticipated too achieve the theoretically calculated degree of 
rotation. 
Figure D3.1: Oscilloscope recording of (a) ~1 kHz, 1f, modulation signal of the 324 turn ferrite coil and (b) the 
2f modulated signal.  
a.) b.) 
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Figure D3.2: Impedance matched response with both the 324 turn ferrite and 3364 turn air-core using power 
amplifier polarimetric setup as described in polarized system description  
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APPENDIX E 
PRELIMINARY EYE MODELING DATA 
Utilizing CODE V, an optical model was constructed and ray trace simulations were 
evaluated for both 635 nm and 532 nm wavelengths, as illustrated Figure E1. In the 
model, a glancing angle of 16 degrees was utilized for the entrance beam. After the most 
suitable optical elements were determined to include in the reflective based optical 
coupling scheme, an optical ray trace model was constructed in Code V to evaluate the 
re-collimating capability of the proposed design. Initially the mirrors were placed 
arbitrarily in position with respect to an eye model. Then to optimize the performance of 
the coupling system the beam position for the individual wavelengths at the detector and 
the appearance of the ray traces for each wavelength were analyzed. To achieve suitable 
collimation of the beams at the detector the x, y, and z position and angles of the two 90 
degree off-axis parabolic mirrors were varied until optimal results were obtained 
maximizing the overlap between the wavelengths and minimizing the change in the 
optical signal observed on the detector over multiple simulations. Additionally, after the 
optimal position parameters were determined and entered for each optical component the 
position of the optical elements were further modified until the results indicated an 
optimal ray trace of the overlapping wavelengths providing the most visually collimated 
output product, as shown in Figure E1 below. After the ray trace model was generated, 
as shown in Figure E1, the output beam profile and spot profile were evaluated over 
multiple runs. The sensor size was set to 3 mm x 3 mm for a 5x5 circular pattern of rays 
for both wavelengths. Then the beam overlay on the detector was plotted to determine if 
the beam shape would remain similar over multiple runs in order to fit on the surface 
area of commercially available optical detectors. As shown in Figures E2A and E2B the 
spot diagram analysis indicated the beam size remained within the 3 mm diameter 
detector area. Following the examination of the beam profile on the detector the optimal 
position was determined for each element and a CAD rending of the ray trace starting 
with the entrance beam up to the rays onto the detection optics were output in STL 
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format. Utilizing SolidWorks a 3D model was generated of the respective ray traces for 
the individual wavelengths with the exported file as a reference for constructing the ray 
trace CAD models. Using the CODE V output ray traces and CAD models for the 
optical elements, a human eye model [20], and a rending of a human face (obtained via 
scanning a face into a 3D representation) a model was re-constructed similar to the Code 
V model evaluating anthropometric constraints. Using this model it was possible to 
evaluate the placement of the optical elements and beam path as shown by the models in 
Figure 4 below. Using the exported ray traces generated in CODE V the model was then 
evaluated with respect to anatomical features on the human face such as the nose and 
corneal/sclera surface to determine if the optical model would be feasible with 
anatomical constraints. Figures E3A and E3B illustrate the compiled 3D model of the 
optical simulation provided from CODE V via multiple different viewing angles. As 
illustrated in Figures E3A and E3B it appears the proposed non-index matched optical 
coupling scheme is feasible from an anatomical and optical standpoint. 
The proposed non-index coupling scheme including the input beam entering the eye 
at a glancing angle and 90 degree off-axis parabolic mirrors placed at the exit point of 
the eye were modeled in the CODE V and the ray trace for 635 nm and 532 nm 
wavelengths of the respective models are shown in Figures E1 through E3 below. For 
each optical model, the beam diameter was chosen to be circular with a diameter of 
approximately 1mm. This is representative of the beam diameter utilized in the system 
designed by our group. Additionally, a glancing angle of approximately 16 degrees was 
introduced between the input beam and the entrance corneal surface of the eye.  
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Figure E1: CODE V simulation of proposed non-index matched eye-coupling scheme (A) utilizing two 90 
degree off-axis parabolic mirrors re-collimating the beam exiting the cornea in addition to a round mirror 
guiding the entrance beam into the cornea at a specified glancing angle and (B) close-up image of the model 
illustrating the ray trace change within the cornea and aqueous humor surfaces. 
Figure E2: CODE V simulation spot ray trace simulation output at the detector for model shown in Figure D1 
(A) profile showing repeatable beam shape under 3 mm x 3 mm which is the current size of the detector 
surface and (B) spot diagram using rays in circular pattern 5x5 rays of red and green beams with the total 
surface area set to 3 mm x 3 mm the detector area size. 
M1-90P 
D 
α 
M2-90P 
A.) 
B.) 
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Figure E3: 3D anatomical analysis for proposed non-index matched design configuration utilizing CODE V 
ray trace exported in CAD format. (A) 3D rending top view of proposed design coupled to eye with facial 
anatomy included and (B) additional side view of proposed setup illustrating the collimated beam profile for 
input and output beams. 
Based on the results illustrated in Figures. 4A and 4B it appears that the proposed 
non-index matched coupling scheme could be achieved without being limited 
anatomically by the facial structure. It also appears significant room is available to 
modify the position of the input and output mirrors for varying anthropometric 
requirements that exist between people. 
A.) B.) 
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APPENDIX F 
ZEMAX EYE MODELING 
The design consisted of two round mirrors guiding the input beam into the eye at a 
glancing angle and two 90-degree off-axis parabolic mirrors collecting and re-
collimating the beam output from the eye. All optical parameters included in the models 
were downloaded from THORLABS for each of the mirrors in the setup. The eye model 
described by our group previously was then imported into Zemax and the optical 
parameters were designated as described above. The position of each optical element 
was then optimized to provide the most consistent and collimated beam profile at the 
point of detection. Figure F4A is a screen capture of the optical simulation design in 
Zemax for the non-index matched design. Figure F4B represents a modeled image of the 
beam pattern at the detector for both wavelengths over multiple simulated runs. 
Figure F1: Zemax simulation of proposed non-index matched eye-coupling scheme utilizing two 90 degree off-
axis parabolic mirrors re-collimating the beam exiting the cornea in addition to a round mirror guiding the 
entrance beam into the cornea at a specified glancing angle.  
M1
M2
M1-90P
M2-90P
D
α 
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Figure F2: Zemax simulation spot ray trace simulation output at the detector for model shown in Figure E1 
profile showing repeatable beam shape under 6 mm x 5 mm which is the current size of the detector surface. 
Glancing angle (𝜶): 16o 
Beam Width (mm): 1 x 1 
Wavelengths (nm): 635 & 532 
# of rays: 5 x 2 
 
Figure F3: Zemax simulation of proposed non-index matched eye-coupling scheme utilizing two 90 degree off-
axis parabolic mirrors re-collimating the beam exiting the cornea in addition to a round mirror guiding the 
entrance beam into the cornea at a specified glancing angle where, M1 & M2 are round mirrors; α is glancing 
angle of input beam; M1-90P & M2-90P are 90 degree off-axis parabolic mirrors; and D is detector. 
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Figure F4: (A) Zemax simulation of proposed non-index matched eye-coupling scheme utilizing two 90 degree 
off-axis parabolic mirrors re-collimating the beam exiting the cornea in addition to two round mirrors guiding 
the entrance beam into the cornea at a specified glancing angle and (B) the beam profile at the detector for an 
optimized setup configuration. Multiple simulation runs were conducted and minimal change in the profile 
was observed. 
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APPENDIX G 
LABVIEW FPGA CONTROL 
For near real-time measurement and PID closed-loop response of the glucose 
polarimeter design described in Chapters 2-4 below, an FPGA based LabVIEW PID 
control program was constructed to control the feedback provided to the Faraday 
Compensators in the system. A screen capture of the block diagram for the FPGA 
LabVIEW PID controller is illustrated below in addition to the user interface for the VI.  
Figure G1: A screen capture of the block diagram for the FPGA LabVIEW PID controller is illustrated below 
in addition to the user interface for the VI. 
The section marked (1) in the block diagram above marks a stacked sequence 
containing two frames. One frame is the diagram displayed above and the second 
sequence is a re-initialization control re-setting the DAQ output voltages to zero prior to 
stopping the VI. In the VI the PID control is implemented in a while loop design. The 
program design marked with 2 in the image above is used in the VI to keep track of the 
number of iterations that are cycled of the while loop in addition to keeping track of the 
amount of time the while loop is running. By dividing the values, the rate the VI is 
running and is displayed on the front panel.  
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Figure G2: (A screen capture of the block diagram for the FPGA LabVIEW PID controller. Area marked 
with 2 in the image above is used in the VI to keep track of the number of iterations that are cycled of the while 
loop in addition to keeping track of the amount of time the while loop is running.  
Once the PID VI is initiated, the section marked (3) in the diagram above is a timer 
implemented to allow the user control over the amount of wait time between executing 
the next sequence, regulating the rate of the overall VI. Sections (4), (5), and (6) in the 
block diagram represent the PID loop on the FPGA side. The Analog Input from the 
cRio expansion chassis is illustrated by the box in the block diagram just above the 
section 4 label. Using analog inputs (1) and (2) from the cRio chassis module, the signal 
from the photodiodes in the polarimetric system are collected and processed with the VI. 
The signal from the photodiode represents the process variable component of the closed-
loop feedback control within the system.  
Figure G3: (A screen capture of the block diagram for the FPGA LabVIEW PID controller. Sections 4, 5, and 
6 in the block diagram represent the PID loop on the FPGA side is illustrated below in addition to the user 
interface for the VI. 
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Section (5) represents the PID FPGA VI provided by National Instruments. The 
modifiable parameters of the PID system which include; PID gains, setpoint values to 
which the lasers are maintained and the output range, and the output itself are shown in 
the block diagram. Further, the output value from the PID VI (represented by (6) in the 
block diagram) is the input provided to the optical polarimeter Faraday compensators. 
Prior to generating the specified rotation in the system the voltage is generated by the 
third Module Analog Output (1) and then supplied to a gain circuit followed by the 
Faraday Compensators. In addition to the PID control and feedback voltage generation 
the VI also collects the output value specified and the system time it was specified and 
stores the values in an output file through the section marked (7) in the block diagram. 
Data collection and output occurs through implementation of a FIFO output 
methodology.  
Figure G4: (A screen capture of the block diagram for the FPGA LabVIEW PID controller. Section marked 7 
in the block diagram. Data collection and output occurs through implementation of a FIFO output 
methodology. 
The front panel for the FPGA VI is shown below in Figure G5. Section (1) indicated 
in the front panel VI is an indicator for the speed the VI is operating at in 
iterations/microsecond, controlled by part (2) of the block diagram. Directly below this 
indicator is a control where the user can specify the loop time found in part 3 of the 
block diagram. The indicator labeled (2) in the front panel of the FPGA represents the 
component of the closed-loop feedback control that requires adjusting, which in this 
project is the polarization angle measured at the detector after traversing a sample. The 
determined output voltage required by the cRio module to maintain the specified 
setpoint of the control system is presented in the indicator field marked with the number 
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(3). For tuning the PID controller for optimal response profile and speed the gain values 
are adjusted by the user, shown in section 4 on front panel.  
Figure G5: A screen capture of the front panel for the FPGA VI.
The block diagram and front panel schematic for the host PC PID control VI is 
shown in Figures G6 and G7 below. The section marked (1) in the block diagram is used 
to connect this VI with the FPGA VI and cRio chassis. This section opens a reference to 
the FPGA VI, initializes important variable values of the loop, and then runs the FPGA 
VI embedded on the cRio device. The bulk of the host PC VI function is shown in the 
section marked (2) on the block diagram. This section allows the user to specify changes 
in the PID parameters in real-time during operation of the PID controller. The second 
function of the host VI is illustrated in section (3) on the block diagram. This portion of 
the VI takes the data acquired from FPGA modules, organizes the data into a desired 
output format and generates the output file containing the PID feedback values 
calculated by the PID controller.  
 Figure G6: A screen capture of the block diagram schematic for the host PC PID control VI.
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The front panel of the VI is shown in Figure G7. To tune the PID gain settings in 
real-time while operating the VI the user can vary the control boxes in section (1) of the 
front panel. The path specified in section (2) of the front panel and file name provided in 
the control box specify the path and filename for the output data file for the PID 
controller. A graph of the process variable and desired set-point are plotted in section 
(3). The frequency control specified in section (5) determines the duration the output 
voltage is supplied via the cRio module. The indicators on the front panel in section (6) 
provide real-time values for the operating frequency, output voltages, and the remaining 
number of elements that need to be written to the host PC.  
Figure G7: A screen capture of the front panel schematic for the host PC PID control VI.
For the dual-wavelength polarimeter setup the diagram shown above was essentially 
duplicated allowing for two PID loops to run simultaneously, for the respective 
wavelengths lasers in the system.  
